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Abstract 
This  research represented an extension of previous work on the 
therapeutic  appl ication of the external  inhibition phenomenon , and 
sought to examine the effects of such a procedure on the verbal ­
cognitive , motoric , and phys iological components of the anxiety re­
sponse .  To accompl ish thi s ,  subj ects were selected and treatment 
effects eval uated on the bas i s  of changes e l icited in each of the three 
response modal i t ies by a specific fear stimulus . The relative effect­
iveness of the external inhibition treatment in modi fying the mul tip l e  
components of  the anxiety response was examined b y  a comparison with 
procedures control l ing for expectancy effects and repeated exposure to 
the phobic  stimulus . 
A series of hypotheses were derived which predicted that the ex­
ternal inhibition treatment would  produce s ignificant reductions in the 
sel f-report , behavioral , and phys iological  channels  being assessed . 
It  was also predicted that these reductions in anxiety for subj ects 
receiving the external inhibition treatment would be s igni ficantly 
greater than those evidenced by subj ects receiving procedures designed 
to control for expectancy effects and repeated stimulus exposures . 
Subj ects were 24 female  undergraduate students enrol led at 
Virginia Commonwealth University who were sel ected from a pool of 3 1 6  
females who answered the Spider Questionnaire (Klorman , Weerts ,  
Hastings , Me l amed , & Lang , 1 974) . Three separate sel ection criteria 
were uti l i zed to help insure that only those subj ects who were highly 
fearful o f  spiders were selected for participation in the study : 
( 1 )  a total score on the SPQ that was within the upper 25% of  the dis­
tribution of  scores on the SPQ , ( 2 )  a distance score of at least 24  
inches on a passive behavioral avoidance test ( BAT) , and (3)  an in­
crease in heart rate of at least 1 0% during the initial  exposure to 
the spider . Eight subj ects meeting thes e criteria were randomly 
assigned to one of three experimental groups : An External  Inhibi tion 
group , a Graduated Exposure Group , or a Test-Retest Control group . 
x 
Fo l lowing an initial pretreatment assessment , subj ects in the Ex­
ternal Inhibition group were exposed to the spider in a BAT format , and 
were presented with an external stimulus (white noise administered in 
2-second pul ses for 30-seconds at 95dbA) each t ime they began to fee l 
anxious and s topped the advance of the spider . Graduated Exposure 
subj ects received the same procedure without the external stimulus and 
were instead instructed to "relax" themselves whenever they began to 
fee l  anxious . Subj ects in the Test- Retest group received no interven­
ing procedure and s imply sat quiet ly without the spider present for a 
comparabl e  period of t ime . 
Dependent measures cons isted of  pre- and posttreatment BAT scores , 
subj ective distress ratings (SUDS ) e l icited by the spider, heart rate 
responding , skin conductance activity , and SPQ scores . 
The resul ts fai l ed to provide any evidence of the relative 
efficacy of external inhibition in modifying phobic behavior . In al l 
cases , the external inhibition treatment was found to be either in­
effect ive or no more effect ive than the two control procedures in 
modifying the mul tip l e  components of the anxiety response .  These 
findings are discussed in terms of various s ituational , procedural , 
xi 
and subj ect factors that may have contributed to the rapid habituation 
of  anxiety among a l l  three experimental groups , and thereby precluded 
the val id  evaluation of potential treatment effects .  The imp l ications 
of these resul ts for the external inhibition phenomenon and for analogue 
fear research are discussed . 
Introduction 
The concept of "anxiety" has long assumed a prominent position in 
the area of c linical psychology , both as an important and pervasive 
factor in functional behavior disorders and as a topic of investigation 
in appl i ed c l inical research . The resul t  of thi s widespread attention 
has been a mult itude of theoretical formul ations which attempt to 
account for the development of anxiety-re lated di sorders , as we l l  as 
a variety of treatment techniques designed to modi fy this mal adilptive 
form of behavior . In spite of the numerous proposals  regarding the 
etio logy and modi fication of the anxiety response , however , there has 
been l i t t l e  actual agreement in terms of the specific  nature of the 
anxiety construct , and a corresponding lack of consensus as the mos t  
efficacious approach to assessment and treatment . As Hoch and Zubin 
( 1 950)  noted : "Although it is wide ly  recogni zed that anxiety is the 
most pervasive psychological  phenomenon of our t ime and that it is the 
chief symptom in the neuroses and in the functional psychoses , there 
has been l i t t le or no agreement on its definition and very l i tt l e ,  i f  
any , progress i n  its  measurement" (p . v . ) .  Whi l e  recent deve l opments ,  
particularly in the area o f  behavioral assessment , have done much to 
fac i l i tate greater definit ional speci ficity of the anxiety construct 
(e . g . , Bernstein , 1 973 ; Borkovec , Weerts & Bernstein , 1 977) , conside­
rab le  disagreement remains regarding the precise characteri stics of 
the anxiety response and wide ly divergent views continue to underlie  
the many current approaches to the assessment and treatment of this 
pervasive c l inical probl em .  
1 
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The purpose of the present investigation is  to evaluate the 
c l inical effectiveness  of an external inhibition procedure in the treat ­
ment of an anxiety-rel ated , phobic  disorder . Due to the many comp l exi ­
ties inherent in the measurement and modi fication of the anxiety response , 
however , it wi l l  first be necessary to describe several of  the trad i ­
tional  approaches whi ch have been taken to this problem .  Thus , discus­
sed be l ow are three of the more prominent theoretical model s  of anxiety , 
together with the imp l ications that these model s  have had for assessment 
and treatment methodology . Thi s  wi l l  be fo l lowed by a discussion of 
the l imitations of these approaches in terms of the comp lex nature of 
the anxiety response and suggestions for a more comprehensive , 
empirical ly-based assessment paradigm . Final ly ,  the phenomenon of 
external inhibition wi l l  be discussed along with-prior research which 
has employed this procedure as a treatment for anxiety-re l ated , phobic 
disorders . 
Theoretical �1ode 1s  of Anxiety 
In reviewing the c l inical l iterature , it becomes apparent that 
l arge theoretical  di fferences exist with regard to the particular 
s igni ficance attributed to the anxiety response and the specific 
etio logical mechani sms which are thought to underl ie  its  development 
(e . g . , Freud , 1 936 ; Marks , 1 977 ; Wo 1pe , 1 958 ) . Despite these divergent 
and often contradictory views , however , theories of emotional ity have 
been rather consi stent in conceptual i z ing anxiety as a comp l ex response 
that is characteri zed by subj ective fee l ings of tension and apprehen­
s ion ,  physiological arousal ,  and avoidance or escape from the stressful 
stimulus or s ituation . Viewed from this perspective , anxiety may be 
regarded as a multidimensional construct involving three separate , but 
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interacting, response channel s :  the verbal-cognitive , the phys iologi c ,  
and the motoric ( Bernstein,  1 9 7 3 ;  Borkovec et �. , 1 977 ; Lang , 1 968 ; 
Malmo , 1 95 7 ;  Paul , 1 969) . Although anxiety has traditional ly been 
conceptual i zed , either imp licitly  or exp l icitly ,  as a multiple  system 
response , di fferent theoretical formulations of the construct have 
tended to emphasize  one or another component as being of primary impor­
tance , and substantial  di fferences exist in terms of how these various 
theories view the interrelationships between response systems. These 
di fferent theoretical emphases , in turn , have had a dramatic effect on 
approaches taken to the assessment and treatment of the anxiety response . 
Phenomenological model of anxiety. Historica l l y ,  anxiety was first 
conceptualized as being primarily  a subj ect ive fee l ing state charac ­
terized by fear and distress , and was defined only secondarily  in terms 
of changes in overt motor behavior and physio logical activity . Reflec­
t ing its roots in phi losophical phenomeno logy , this mode l of anxiety 
presumes that some external stres sor or stimulus directly alters the 
subj ective state of the organi sm , producing the subj ective fee l ings of 
fear , distres s ,  and apprehens ion . It  i s  this condition of "feeling" 
which then presumably medi ates any observed changes in overt behavior 
and internal physiology ( Lang , 1 978 ) . Since the subj ect ive state and 
experience of  the organism is  cons idered to be of primary importance , 
it fol lows that assessment paradi gms based on this model have re l ied 
heavily ,  i f  not exclusive ly ,  on the use of  sel f-report data as the 
principal means of determining the presence of,  or changes in , the 
anxiety response .  As Lang ( 1978)  has pointed out , however , "thi s  
approach poses c lear and fundamental  problems for psychological 
scientists  . . .  who seek to describe such phenomenon in obj ective terms . 
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By definition ,  a human fee l ing cannot be observed by anyone other than 
the person experiencing it . It can be subj ected to a personal phenome­
nol ogical  analys i s  and a report of this analys i s  can be g iven to another 
person . However,  there is no way that the primary observation can be 
shared" (p . 366) . In order to circumvent the di fficulties associated 
with the systematic  study of these subj ective states , an a lternative 
method whi ch has traditiona l ly been empl oyed by investigators adhering 
to the phenomenological model is to make observations of responses 
which can be quanti fied more direct ly  and whi ch covary with the verbal 
report of anxiety . As noted previous ly ,  the two response categories 
whi ch have been held to covary with the subj ective . .  state of anxiety are 
overt behavioral acts and internal physio l ogical activity . Thus , it i s  
poss ible  to obtain an  obj ect ive measure of anxiety by p lac ing subj ects 
in a situation requiring avoidance or escape from fearful or noxious 
stimu l i  (e . g . , Mi l ler & Bernstein,  1 972 ) , or by recording physio logical 
changes which occur in the presence of a specific  anxiety-arousing 
stimulus (e . g . , K lorman , Wiesenfe ld ,  & Austin ,  1 975 ; Prigatano & 
Johnson , 1974 ; Sartory , Rachman , & Grey, 1977 ) . In either case , how­
ever, the phenomenological  model  of anxiety would suggest that it i s  
the initial  change whi ch occurs in the subj ective state of the organism 
that direct ly mediates any observed changes in overt motor behavior or 
physiological responding . These latter response components merely 
provide an obj ective and quanti fiable  measure of the individual ' s  
internal ,  subj ective experience of anxiety . 
Phys iological model s  of anxiety. In contrast to the phenomeno­
logical model ' s  emphasis  on subj ective experience , other theoretical 
model s  of anxiety have focused on the changes in physiology which 
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accompany the anxiety state . Among the first of these physiological 
models  was the "periphera l  theory" of  emotional ity posed by Wil l i am James 
( 1884 , 1 890) . Reversing the basic premise of the phenomenological model 
that psychological  state precedes physio logical change , James suggested 
that this l atter condition i s  evoked directly  by affective stimul i ,  and 
that subj ective experience comes only  after the person perceives and 
eval uates the changes in his  own bodi ly  processes . According to James ' 
theory , physiological and behavioral changes act back on , and produce 
changes in ,  the subj ective state of the organism .  I n  this case ,  feel ing 
states are actual ly  the person ' s  perception of interna l  physio logical 
activity . As Lang ( 1 978 )  has noted , James ' theory is historical ly  
s igni ficant for theories of emotional ity and anxiety because it repre ­
sents one of the first attempts  at a behavioral conceptual i zat ion of 
emotion . By suggesting that fee l ing states can be exp l ained in part by 
changes in behavior and physio logy , James brought into serious question 
the primary , determining ro le of subj ective experience in emotion . 
Although important in that it  represented a c l ear and decisive 
shift away from phi losophical  theori z ing , James ' theory was subse ­
quent ly critici zed by Cannon ( 1 9 2 7 ,  1 9 3 1 )  who maintained that the 
peripheral viscera were not fundamental to emotional expression as 
James had suggested . Central to  Cannon ' s  arguments were empirical 
demonstrations showing that surgical separation of the viscera from the 
central nervous system did not entirely  e l iminate emotional behavior 
as would be predicted from James' theory of peripheral feedback . As an 
alternative to James ' visceral theory , Cannon proposed a thalamic 
theory of emotion in which the tha lamus was seen as the brain structure 
where sensory impulses receive an emotional quality . 
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Whi l e  significant in its  own right , Cannon ' s  theory of emotiona l ity 
had a much l arger impact in  that it served to focus attention on the 
central nervous system and the brain mechanisms invol ved in emotional 
behavior, often to the exclusion of peripheral physio logical activity . 
Thus , a substantia� body of  research subsequent to Cannon ' s  work invol ­
ved attempts t o  del ineate the specific  cortical  structures and 
mechanisms responsible  for emotional  behavior and regul at ion (e . g . , 
Papez ,  1 93 7 ,  1 939 ;  Mac l ean , 1949) . I t  \'las not unt i l  the work of  
Moruzzi and Magoun ( 1 949) , however , that findings with a direct app l i ­
cation t o  human behavioral and physiological data were reported . In 
their studies of  the reticular activating system and its  re l ation to 
EEG activity,  these investigators found that e lectrica l stimulat ion of 
the reticular formation in the cat produced substantial  increments in 
cortical  EEG frequency , as wel l  as many of  the autonomic and somati c  
responses associated with states o f  emotional ity . Inspired by thi s 
finding of  an apparent physiological substrate of emotional behavior , 
Linds l ey ( 1 95 1 )  subsequentl y  proposed an activation theory of emotion 
which he ld  that emotional intensity i s  direct ly  re l ated to the degree 
of cortical  activation or arousal . According to this formulation ,  low 
leve l s  of activation, such as those occurring during s leep , are charac­
terized by s low frequency waves of re l atively l arge amp litude , whi l e  
waking states yield faster frequency, lower ampl itude "alpha waves" .  
Increases in emotion are associated with sti l l  faster cortical act ivity , 
with states of violent anger or rage producing low-amp l itude , desyn­
chronized act ivity of high frequency (Lang , 1 9 7 1 ) . 
The emp irical  work of Moruzzi  and Magoun ( 1 949) and Lindsley ' s  
( 1 95 1 )  theoretical  formulations led rather quick ly  to the adoption of 
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activati on theory as a physiological analogue of unitary "anxiety" 
theories of emotional and pathological behavior (Malmo , 1 958 , 1 966) . 
Hebb ( 1 955 ) , for examp l e ,  proposed a variation of activation theory that 
attempted to account for the wide range of qualitative di fferences 
found in emotional behavior . He suggested that states of emotion are 
comprised of two primary elements : ( 1 )  an arousal or energi z ing func­
t ion , and ( 2 )  a cue function that provides behavioral direction . Thus , 
according to Hebb,  a strong emotion such as anxiety or fear involves 
both a high degree of physiological arousal and cortical mediational 
processes that produce avoidance or escape . Duffy ( 1 962 , 1 972 )  has 
s imi larly proposed a theory of emotion based on Linds l ey ' s  earl ier 
work in which she emp loys the terms "arousal" and "activation" to 
refer to variations in the individual ' s  level of physiological and 
behavioral excitation . According to Duffy ' s  formulation ,  behavior 
exhibits variation in only two basic respects : ( 1 )  the direction of  
the behavior , and ( 2 )  the intensity or  arousal leve l at  which this 
action occurs . Whi le the former dimension is  considered to be essen­
t ia l ly dichotomous (approach-withdrawal ) , the latter dimension is 
thought to occur on a continuum , from a low point in deep s leep or 
coma to a high point in extreme excitement . The level of arousal or 
activati on ,  then , is defined as "the extent of re lease of potential 
energy stored in the tissues of the organi sm" (Duffy , 1 962 , P .  1 7 ) .  
Although di ffering somewhat i n  form , the underlying assumption 
of each of the arousa l -activat ion theories is that the intensity of 
emotional behavior is  contro l led by the central nervous system t�rough 
the brainstem reticular formation . Thus , in the physiological model ,  al l 
of the behavioral , subj ective, and autonomic components of the anxiety 
response are thought to be the direct result of a high degree of 
central nervous system activation . Each of these response components 
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i s  seen as being merely an effector system ,  representing the end-product 
of increased central nervous system activity . 
Conditioning model  of  anxiety . Whi l e  p lac ing a s imi l ar emphasis  
on the physio logical component of the anxiety response , conditioning­
based models  conceptual i ze anxiety as a learned response to speci fic 
c lasses of external stimul i .  This  is in marked contrast to the 
position of  most arousa l - activation theorists , who tend to view anxiety 
as reflecting a predisposition toward chronic overarousal of the central 
nervous system (e . g . ,  Lader & Matthews , 1 96 8 ;  Malmo , 1 966) . Derived 
from early empiri cal work that demonstrated the experimental induction 
and "cure" of anxi ety - l ike behavior in animals (Pavlov , 1 927 , Wo lpe , 
1958) , the conditioning model regards anxiety as being a learned pheno­
menon that i s  acquired through the process of c lass ical conditioning . 
In the traditional c l ass ical conditioning paradigm ,  a neutral st imulus 
(CS) is paired with a second stimulus (UCS) that consistent ly and 
reflexively e l icits  a specific response (UCR) from the organism .  After 
a number of repeated pairings of the CS and the UCS , the previous ly 
neutral CS begins to e l icit  the response evoked by the UCS . This  new 
response to the CS is termed the conditioned response (CR) . Learning 
may then be tested in conditioning trials  during which the CS i s  
presented alone and is  shown to re l i ably  evoke the CR . In the aversive 
form of the condit ioning paradigm ( Bekhterev , 1 932 ) , a neutral CS such 
as a be l l  or buz z er is paired repeated ly with a natural ly avers ive 
stimulus such as an electrical shock . After a number of such pairings , 
presentation of the CS alone e l icits  those responses previous ly 
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evoked only  by the ues (e . g . , reflexive muscle contractions ) .  Simi larly , 
in the appetitive form of  the paradigm (Pavlov ,  1 927 ) , a neutral es comes 
to e l icit those responsed (e . g . , sal ivationI which are reflexively 
e l icited by the ues (e . g . ,  food) after repeated pairings of the two 
stimu l i . In the final phase of  the c lassical  conditioning paradigm ,  the 
es is presented repeatedly  without the ues and , after a number of such 
presentation s ,  the es wi l l  no longer re l iably evoke the conditioned 
response .  A t  this point , the response i s  said t o  b e  extinguished . 
The c lassical conditioning paradigm described above i s  central to 
learning-based theoretical formulations of the anxiety response . In 
its  simp lest form , the conditioning model of anxiety assumes that some 
neutral stimulus (eS) acquires fear- and anxiety-arousing capabi l ities 
as a result of its  being associated or paired with an innately  aversive 
stimulus (UeS) . Presentation of ,  or an encounter with , the previously  
neutral stimulus i s  then sufficient for the individual to  experience a 
state anxiety and fear (Wolpe ,  1 958 ) . 
Mowrer ( 1 94 7 )  extended the c lassical conditioning model of anxiety 
by proposing a theory that inc ludes both a respondent and an operant 
component of fear behavior . In doing so , he provided a theoretical 
mode l that accounts not only  for the anxiety experienced in relat ion 
to the feared or phobic  stimu lus , but also for the development and 
maintenance of subsequent avoidance behavior . According to Mowrer ' s  
two-factor theory , the first stage of fear acquisition fo l lows 
Bekhterev ' s  ( 1 932)  aversive classical conditioning paradigm. Thus , a 
neutral stimulus that does not itse l f  evoke anxiety is paired with an 
innately noxious or fearful stimulus and , as a result , acquires such 
aversive connotations that its  presence alone comes to produce increases 
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in anxiety . The processes of stimulus and response genera l i zat ion 
great l y  increase the complexity and persistence of the mal adaptive 
response ,  as the CS becomes associated with other neutral stimu l i  that 
become capabl e  themselves of e l i citing anxiety . Thi s  process of higher 
order conditioning may a l so extend to concrete obj ect s ,  s ituations , 
word s ,  or images , increasing further the compl exity and variety of 
stimu l i  with anxiety-arousing capabi l ities . According to the second 
part of Mowrer ' s  theory , the anxiety e l icited by the previous ly neutral 
stimulus is experienced by the individual as an unpl easant and aversive 
state . The second stage of fear acquisition consists  of learning 
responses which decrease or terminate the discomfort arising from the 
presence of the conditioned stimulus . These learned responses are 
termed avoidance responses and are said to be negatively  reinforced 
because ( 1 )  they are accompanied by a reduct ion in subj ective discom­
fort , and (2) they are subsequent ly performed with increasing frequency . 
As the individual comes to associate anxiety reduction with the per­
formance of avoidance responses , these responses are performed consis­
tent ly  and repetitive ly such that the person seldom , i f  ever , comes 
into direct contact with the anxiety-producing stimulus . As a result ,  
the conditioned fear response does not have the opportunity to be ex­
tinguished through exposure to the previously  neutral ,  and obj ectively 
harmles s ,  stimu lus . 
In summary , the conditioning mode l of anxiety suggests that a 
neutral stimulus acquires the arousal -producing capabi l ities of an 
innately  noxious stimulus through the process of c lassical conditioning . 
The increased arousal evoked by the conditioned stimulus is experienced 
by the individual as an unp leasant or aversive state , and directly 
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mediates the acquisit ion and performance o f  avoidance responses . These  
avoidance responses are then maintained through negative reinforcement 
(i . e . , the t ermination of aversive arousa l ) . Since an avoidance re­
sponse is performed consi stently  in anticipation of contact with the 
feared stimulus , the anxiety response cannot undergo ext inction through 
the individua l ' s  exposure to the CS in the absence of the UCS . 
Assessment and Treatment Implicat ions 
As can be seen from the above discussion ,  there have been three 
principal models  conceptual i z ing the re l ationship between the subjec­
t ive , physiol ogical , and behavioral components of the anxiety construct . 
Whi le  incorporat ing the notion of mul t idimensionality ,  each of these 
theoretical models  has emphasi zed a particular response channel as 
fundamental  to the experience and expression of the anxiety response . 
One approach , represented by the phenomenological model ,  views anxiety 
as being primari ly  a subj ective state of fear and distress that gives 
rise to changes in internal physiology and overt motor behavior . 
Conversely ,  the arousal -activation theories of Linds ley ( 1 95 1 )  and 
Duffy ( 1962 , 1 972 )  regard anxiety as being first and foremost a high 
degree of cortica l  or central nervous system activat ion . This  increased 
cortical  activation is then thought to produce the accompanying changes 
in the subj ective , behavioral , and autonomic response channel s .  Simi lar 
in its emphasis  on the physio logical channe l ,  the conditioning mode l 
presented above views anxiety as being a learned response that is 
acquired through the process of c lassical conditioning (Mowrer , 1 947 ; 
Wo lpe , 1 958 ) . According to thi s approach , a previously neutral 
stimulus is paired with an innately noxious or fearful stimulus and , 
as a resu l t ,  acquires many of the same arousa l -producing capabi l ities . 
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It  i s  thi s increased autonomic arousal  e l icited by the conditioned fear 
stimulus whi ch is presumed to produce the subj ective state  of fear and 
distress ,  and which mediates the acquisition and performance of avoid-
ance behavior . 
Although di ffering markedly in terms of direction of causality ,  a 
basic  assumption of each of these theoretical model s  is that there is  a 
rather comp lete degree of interdependence among the various response 
components comprising the anxiety construct . Stated different ly ,  the 
underlying assumption of each of these approaches in that a s ingular 
response component i s  fundamental to the expression of anxiety and that , 
g iven the presence of this one component , the other systems characte-
ri%ing the anxiety response wi l l  necessar i ly be  activated . As  Lang 
( 1 978 )  has pointed out ,  these theoretical assumptions regarding the 
nature of the anxiety construct have had profound imp l ications for 
assessment and treatment methodology : 
" I f  we view anxiety empiri cal ly ,  as a complex of motor , 
verbal ,  and somato-visceral responses , it  becomes obvious 
that the various treatment methods that we routinely 
employ are predicated on specific theoretical assumptions 
about the interaction among these three systems (Lang , 
1 978 , pp . 370-37 1 ) . "  
Thus , i f  a complete degree o f  system interdependence i s  assumed , it 
necessarily  fo l lows that measurement or modi fi cation of only  one 
system i s  sufficient for inferring the presence of,  or producing 
change in ,  the remaining response components .  
Traditional approaches to the assessment and treatment of anxiety-
related disorders have operated on the bas i s  of this  "dependence 
hypothesis" (Lang , Rice , & Sternbach , 1 972 ) , wherein only a single 
response channel i s  targeted for measurement and modi fication . In the 
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assessment process, the focus has typical ly been on state o r  trait 
measures of anxiety as assessed through the sel f-report channel 
( Borkevec et �., 1977 ) . Consistent with the notion of system interde­
pendence,  the use of these instruments reflects the assumpt ion that 
accurate assessment of sel f-reported anxiety wi l l  also provide an accu­
rate indication of  the potential for behavioral avoidance and the degree 
of physio logical arousal .  Whi l e ,  more recently ,  attempts  have been made 
to provide s imultaneous measurement of more than one response channel 
(e . g . , Geer , 1 966 ;  Lang & Lazovik , 1 963; Mi l l er & Bernstein , 1 972 ; 
Prigatano & Johnson , 1974 ) , the predominant emphas is in both research 
and c l inical practice cont inues to be on the unidimens ional assessment 
of the anxiety construc t .  
Traditional approaches taken t o  the treatment o f  anxiety disorders 
and derived from the theoretical model s  discussed above have al so been 
based on a "dependence hypothesis"  regarding the relat ionship between 
response systems . Thus , the treatment of "anxiety" is typica l l y  
directed toward one response component or another with the expectat ion 
that successfu l  modification of that system wi l l  produce corresponding 
positive changes in �he other two . Perhaps most representat ive of 
treatments based on the phenomenological model of anxiety is the psycho ­
dynamic approach t o  therapy which focuses o n  modificat ion o f  the 
c lient ' s  verbal behavior as a means of producing broad behavioral change . 
In this approach , the therapist  attempts  through verbal psychotherapy 
to alter the c l ient's self-referent statements (e . g . , "people don't 
l ike me") and predictive comments (e . g . , "I know I wil l fai l ") in an 
effort to develop a completely new , and more adapt ive , psychol inguistic 
structure for the cl ient . The underlying as sumption , however , is 
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that successfu l  modification of the c l ient ' s  verbal report wi l l  resu lt  
in  subsequent el imination of  avoidance behavior and a reduction in 
physiological arousal (Lang , 1 978 ) . A s imi l ar rationale  underl ies 
therapie� directed at modification of the c l ient ' s  maladapt ive and 
irrational cognit ions (e . g. , E l l is , 1 97 3 ; E l l i s  & Grieger , 1 977 )  or 
negative self-statements (e . g . , Meichenbaum , 1 977 ; Meichenbaum & 
Cameron , 1 972 )  as a means of producing posit ive change in al l three 
response systems -- the verbal -cognitive ,  the motoric , and physiologic . 
Differing only in the speci fic target of treatment , other thera­
peut ic approaches focus their attent ion on modificat ion of the physio­
logical component of  the anxiety response . For exampl e ,  treatments 
derived from the arousal -activat ion model s  are based on the assumption 
that anxiety is  the resu lt  of  a chronic overarousal of the central 
nervous system (Lader & Matthews , 1 968 ; Malmo , 1966) . This  increased 
cort ical arousal , in turn , is thought to produce the behavioral , sub­
j ective , and autonomic changes which characteri ze the anxiety response . 
Since cortical overarousal i s  regarded as the primary problem ,  however , 
treatment i s  typica l l y  directed at modificat ion of the higher inte­
grating centers of the central nervous system through various pharma­
cological intervent ions (e . g. ,  benzodiazep ines) . On the other hand , 
the conditioning model  of anxiety views this response as being a 
learned phenomenon , in which a neutral st imulus acquires the arousal ­
producing capabi l ities of some innately noxious or aversive stimulus . 
Treatments  derived from this model are therefore typ ical ly directed 
toward modificat ion of the autonomic responses which are el icited by 
the conditioned stimulus and which are thought to mediate subj ect ive 
distress and avoidance behavior . Often this treatment is in the form 
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of systematic desensitization (Wolpe , 1 958 )  or  other counterconditioning 
procedures in which an antagonistic response such as relaxation is 
used to "counter" the autonomic arousal elicited by the fearful stimulus . 
Regardl ess of the particul ar treatment and theoretical rational e ,  how­
ever , the expectation in both of these approaches is that successful  
therapy wil l  produce more than j ust  a phys iological change and wil l 
effectivel y  alter the remaining components of the anxiety response . 
Fina l ly ,  there are treatments designed to direct l y  modify motor 
deficits  and the overt behavioral avoidance characterizing the anxiety 
response . In this form of treatment , the therapist's task is  to shape 
approach behaviors to the feared stimu lus (e. g . , Bandura , 1 97 1 )  or to 
train new adaptive skil ls  that wil l permit the c lient to perform more 
effectively in the feared situation (e . g . , Caldwel l ,  Calhoun , Humphreys , 
& Cheney , 1 978 ; Hersen & Eis l er ,  1976) . The focus in this approach is 
on first changing these l arge behavioral units , with the expectation 
that physio logical activity and self-report anxiety wil l "catch-up" 
to behavioral performance without themselves becoming a target of 
treatment ( Lang , 1978 ) . 
As attested to by their wide c linical appl ication , each of these 
therapeutic approaches have been at least somewhat successful in the 
treatment of anxiety-related disorders , with modification of a single  
response channel often producing improvement in the remaining components 
of the anxiety response (e . g . , E l lis , 1 977; Lang , 1 978 ; R imm & Masters , 
1 974 ) . Such findings of broad , cross-channel reductions in anxiety 
fo l lowing change in a single response component would seem to be con­
sistent with theoretical  models  which postulate the presence of a high 
degree of system interaction . Evidence from several l ines of experi-
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mental research have al so supported the notion of system interdependence 
among the various components of the anxiety response . The work of 
Schachter and his col l eagues ( Schachter , 1 964 ; Schachter & Singer, 1 962 ; 
Schachter & Wheeler ,  1 962 ) , for examp l e ,  demonstrates quite c l early  
several important features of intersystem influence in  emotional 
behavior . Fol l owing Cannon ( 1 927)  in his argument that emot ional states 
are undifferentiated in autonomic pattern , Schachter ( 1 964) went on to 
suggest that the individual ' s  cognitive set actua l ly determines the 
unique character of an emotional response : 
"Granted a general pattern of sympathetic excitation as 
characteristic of emotional states , granted that there may 
be some differences in pattern from state to state ,  it is 
suggested that one labe l s ,  interprets ,  and ident ifies this 
stirred up state in terms of the characterist ics of the 
precipitat ing situat ion and one ' s  apperceptive mass . This  
suggests , then , that an emotional state may be  considered 
a function of a state of physiological arousal and of a 
cognition appropriate to this state of arousal . The cogni­
tion , in a sens e ,  exerts a steering funct ion . Cognitions 
arising from the immediate situation as interpreted by 
past experiences provide the framework within which one 
understands and labels his feel ings . It is the cognition 
which determines whether the state of physiological arousal 
wi l l  be labeled as 'anger' , ' j  oy , fear , or whatever . "  
(Schachter & Singer , 1 962 , p .  380) . 
Thus , according to Schachter's ( 1 964 ) two-factor theory , anxiety is the 
product of two interact ing processes : ( 1 )  a state of physiological 
arousal , and (2) the cognitive evaluation and label ing of  this arousal 
as "anxiety" . Since both factors are considered necessary for the 
indiv idual to experience anxiety,  modificat ion of either should presum-
ably  alter the person's affect ive experience . The interactive nature 
of these two factors in determining emot ional behavior was demonstrated 
in an early study by Schachter and Singer ( 1 962) . An experiment was 
designed to test three hypotheses re lated to the interact ion of cogni-
tive factors with a state of physio logical arousal: (1) when an 
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individual experiences a state of physiological arousal for which he 
has no immediate expl anation , he wi l l  cognitively label the arousal in 
terms of the s ituation he is in and the cognit ions avai labl e  to him ; 
(2 )  when an individual experiences a state of physiological arousal for 
which he has a comp l etely  appropriate explanation, he wi l l  not attempt 
to label his feel ings in terms of the alternative cognit ions avai lable ; 
and ( 3 )  in a particular situation , an individual wi l l  not l abel his  
feel ings as emotion unless he experiences a state of phys iological 
arousal . To test these hypotheses , subjects were told they were part i ­
cipating in a study designed t o  assess the effects o f  a new vitamin on 
their vision ,  but were actua l ly  given inj ections of either epinephrine 
or a sal ine so lut ion . The subj ects receiving epinephrine were then 
divided into three groups according to the instruct ions they received 
as to the effects of the drug . One group was told the actual s ide 
effects of the drug , the second group was told nothing about the s ide 
effects , and the third group was misinformed as to what s ide effects 
to expect . Fo l l owing the inj ection and the appropriate instruct ions , 
the subj ects were l eft a lone in the room with a confederate who exhi­
bited one of two prepl anned modes of  behavior - either euphoria or 
anger . Observations of the subj ect's behavior during the t ime they 
were with the confederate and post-experiment sel f-reports of mood and 
physical state were employed as measures of arousal and emotional ity . 
The results  c l early supported the first two hypotheses . During the 
euphoria condition , subj ects not informed or misinformed about the 
effects of the drug behaved more euphorical ly  and indicated greater 
sel f-reports of euphoria than subj ects in the informed group . 
Simi larly,  non informed subj ects in the anger condition displayed 
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significantly more anger than either the informed o r  the placebo 
subj ect s . The evidence supporting the third hypothesis , however , was 
"consi stent but tentat ive" (p. 396) . Some subj ects  in the non informed 
and misinformed groups showed no evidence of increased emotiona l ity ,  
whil e  others who had not received epinephrine at  al l  (pl acebo group) 
exhibit ed s igns of euphoria and anger . Whi l e  Schachter and Singer ' s  
( 1 962 )  study has been critici zed on both methodological and conceptual 
grounds ( Lang , 1 97 1 ; Lazarus , 1 968) , the implicat ion that cognit ive 
set interacts  with physio logical arousal in determining emotional behavior 
is nevertheless s igni ficant for theoretical and therapeutic models 
based on a dependence hypothesis  of system interact ion, 
Simi lar to Schachter ( 1 964 ) , Lazarus ( 1 96 7 ,  1 968) has emphasized 
the interaction of physio logical and cognitive factors in determining 
the nature of an emot ional response . More specifica l l y ,  Lazarus ' 
cognitive-appraisal theory ( Lazarus , 1 968) suggests  that anxiety is  a 
funct ion of the individual ' s  percept ion and appraisal of the spec ific 
stimulus propert ies of a situat ion in t erms of its personal rel evance 
and s ignificance for him . In agreement with Duffy ( 1 962) , cognitive­
appraisal theory considers the physio logical component of anxiety to 
be a rather unidimensional phenomenon , but also proposes that this 
state may be either increased or decreased by cognitive responses . 
Lazarus and his col l eagues have reported a series of studies which 
c learly demonstrate the interact ive nature of the verbal-cognitive 
and physiological components of the anxiety respons e .  Speisman , 
Lazarus , Mordkoff,  and Davison ( 1 964)  employed a s i l ent film as a 
fearful st imulus and created three different sound tracks in order to 
compare their impact with that of the s i l ent vers ion, One of the 
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sound tracks ,  cal l ed the trauma track , pointed out the fearful aspects 
of the fi lm ,  whi le  the other two were designed to encourage defensive 
interpretations of the fi lm so as to reduce anxiety . Heart rate and 
skin conductance were recorded continuous ly throughout the fi lm ,  and 
self-report measures of mood and tens ion were obtained fo l lowing com­
pletion of the fi lm .  Results  indicated that the trauma track produced 
increases in physio logical activity , particularly with respect to the 
skin conductance measure , whi le  the defensive sound tracks reduced 
evidences of an anxiety response . Al though neither se lf-report measure 
showed much evidence of differences between the experimental  conditions , 
the pattern was general ly one of greater anxiety during the trauma track . 
Overa l l ,  anxiety was greatest in the trauma condition ,  next in the 
s i l ent condition,  and s igni ficant ly l ess in the defensive sound track 
conditions . Thus , modi ficat ion of the cognitive channel through infor­
mat ion designed to influence subj ects' be l iefs or expectat ions about 
the fearful stimulus was found to alter responsivity to that st imulus 
in the physiological , as wel l  as the verbal -cognitive,  channe l s . These 
results , along with those obtained in subsequent s imilar research (e . g . , 
Gi lmore , 1981; Lazarus & Al fert , 1964; Lazarus , Opton , Nomikos ,  & 
Rankin , 1965; Mangelsdorff & Zuckerman , 1975 ) , demonstrate quite 
cl early the abi l ity of cognit ive variab l es to influence the physiologi­
cal  component of the anxiety response and provide further evidence of 
a high degree of system interaction in emot ional behavior . 
Graham and his co l l eagues (Graham , 1962;  Graham , Kabler ,  & 
Graham , 1962; Graham , Stern , & Winokur , 1958; Stern , Winokur , Graham , 
& Graham , 1961) have a lso provided support for the not ion of system 
interdependence by demonstrating the contro l l ing funct ion of l anguage 
over physiological activity . In a series of c lassic studies , these 
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invest igators gave normal subj ects  waking or hypnot ic suggestions to 
assume emotional attitudes which had previously been found to be 
associated with specific psychosomatic syndromes (e . g . , Raynaud's 
disease ,  urticaria,  essential  hypertension) . Us ing scripts devel oped 
from interviews with patients affl icted by these disorders , Graham ' s  
group administered the "attitude" instructions t o  subj ects whi l e  
several different phys iological systems were monitored . In general , 
the results  of these studies showed that s ignificant phys io logical 
responses were evoked when subj ects were instructed to experience these 
different emot ional attitudes . More important l y ,  however , phys iological 
change was found to be spec ific to the same organ systems that were 
affl icted in the para l l e l  pat ient group . For examp l e ,  diastol ic b lood 
pressure increases were rel iab ly  assoc iated with the hypothesi zed 
hypertens ion script , whi l e  skin temperature increas ed in response to 
the urticaria "attitude" and decreased with suggest ions of the Raynaud ' s  
"attitude" . S imilar demonstrat ions of the contro l l ing funct ion of the 
verbal - cognitive channel  over physiological act ivity have al so been 
reported by Sternbach ( 1 964)  and �1el amed (1969) . 
Considered together , the research presented above provides rather 
convincing evidence of the existence of s igni ficant system interde­
pendence in emot ional behavior . The demonstrat ion of rel iabl e  covari­
ation between systems and of change in emotional behavior fo l lowing 
modification of a s ingu l ar response component would  seem to support 
the use of assessment and treatment methodo logies predicated on a 
dependence hypothesis  of system interaction . Despite this support ing 
evidence ,  however , there exi sts a substant ial and compel l ing body of 
research which suggests that the interaction between response systems , 
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if  i t  exists  a t  al l ,  i s  a t  best , only  part ial ly  comp l ete . The research 
pointing to the presence of system independence in emotional behavior 
wi l l  be discussed below ,  fo l lowed by the impl ications of this research 
for the assessment and treatment of anxiety disorders. 
System Independence 
As noted previous ly ,  the anxiety construct has traditional ly  been 
regarded as a mul tiple-system response comprised of the motoric , 
verbal -cognitive , and physiologic response  channel s .  Moreover , the 
various theoretical  models  from which many of the current approaches 
to assessment and treatment have been derived view these mul t iple  
channels as  rel iable  covariants of one another , such that activat ion 
or diminut ion of one system is invariably accompanied by a s imilar 
change in the remaining systems . In spite of this presumed covariat ion , 
however , correl ations among the three response channel s  in anxiety are 
usua l ly reported as being rather l ow ( Borkovec , Stone , O ' Brien ,  & 
Kaloupek , 1 974; Lacey , 1 959; Lang & Lazovik , 1963; Hart in , 1 961 ) . 
Borkovec et al . ( 1 977) examined the concordance among response channe l s  
i n  a series of five anxiety studies which reported int ercorrelat ion 
matrices among and between mul t ip l e  measures of the three components 
of the anxiety response . The target behaviors in these studies 
inc luded snake phobia ( Borkovec & Craighead , 1 971 ) , speech anxiety 
(Paul , 1 966; Woy & Efran , 1 972) , and soc ial anxiety ( Borkovec et �. , 
1 974; O ' Brien , 1 975 ) . Representative measures in the self-report 
channel inc luded the Fear Thermometer (Wa lk ,  1 956) , the Anxiety  
Differential  ( Husek & Al exander , 1 963) , the Autonomic Percept ion 
Questionnaire (Mandl er & Kreman , 1 95 8 ) , Paul ' s  ( 1 966) Personal Report 
of Confidence as a Speaker ( PRCS) , and End l er ,  Hunt , and Rosenstein ' s  
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( 1 96 2 )  S - R  Inventory of Anxiousness . Among the physio logical measures 
recorded in these studies were heart rat e ,  pul se  rate , and palmar sweat 
print . Measures of  the motoric or overt behavioral channel consisted 
of Paul ' s  ( 1 966)  Timed Behavioral Checkl ist (TBC L) , speech disfluencies , 
percentage of speaking t ime , ratio of disfluencies to speaking time , 
and distance from the feared stimulus as determined by a behavioral 
avoidance test . In evaluating the correl at ions among these various 
response measures , Borkovec et �. ( 1 977) found that correl ations 
within a part icular response domain were more frequent ly  s ignificant 
than correl at ions obtained between response channel s . Thi s  was especi ­
a l l y  true for the sel f-report measures , which yielded s ignificant 
correlations in a l l five studies . The correl ation coefficients 
obtained between response domains , however , were found to be only  
rarely s i gnificant and general ly tended to  be quite low . Thus , whi le  
there was some evidence of concurrent val idity with respect to measures 
assessing the verbal -cognit ive channel of anxiety response , the authors 
were forced to conclude that the "different instruments within and 
especial ly  between response domains are measuring different aspects of 
behavior cal l  ed I·anxiety ' "  (p . 403) . 
Whi l e  the poor interrel at ionships between response systems in 
anxiety have often been attributed to the use of inadequate or inappro­
priate measurement procedures ( Ka l lman & Feuerstein , 1 977) , the 
frequency with which they occur would  seem to warrent their considera­
tion as genuine phenomena .  In address ing this issue , Lang ( 1 968 , 1 977) 
proposed that the three systems comprising the anxiety response are at 
l east partia l ly  autonomous ,  with each moda l ity being capab le  to some· 
extent of changing independent l y .  Spec ifical l y ,  h e  suggests that 
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"emotional behaviors are mul t ip l e  system responses - - verbal -cognitive ,  
motor , and physiological events that interact through interoceptive 
(neural and hormonal )  and exteroceptive channels  of communicat ion . A l l  
systems are contro l l ed o r  influenced by brain mechanisms , but the level 
of the important centers of influence ( cortical or subcorti cal , l imbic 
or brainstem) are varied , and l ike the result ing behaviors , part ial l y  
independent" ( Lang , 1971 , p .  108) . A s  a resul t  o f  this imperfect 
coupl ing between response systems , the different channels  comprising 
the anxiety response may oft en , or even t ypica l l y ,  fai l  to respond 
s imultaneously  or to the same degree to a given stimulus comp l ex . I t  
is quite  poss ib l e ,  therefore , to generate emotional cognitions without 
phys iological arousal , avoidance behavior without autonomic  mediation , 
or phys iological activation and behavioral avoidance without cognitive 
l abel ing ( Bandura , 1971 ; Lang , 1971) . Given Lang's suggestion that 
some degree of system independence exists in emot ional behavior , it  
seems highly unl ikel y  that perfect correspondence wi l l  invariably be  
obtained between the motoric , verbal -cognitive,  and phys iological 
components  of  the anxiety response . 
The rol e  of individual differences in the express ion of anxiety 
has a l so been imp l icated as a factor contribut ing to the lack of 
concordance between response channels  (Bandura , 1971 ; Borkovec , 1973; 
Lang , 1968 , 19 71) . In this regard,  Lang (1971) has suggested that 
the various components of the anxiety response are capab l e  of being 
shaped separately and at di fferent t imes by different env ironmental 
influences . Thus , rather than developing al l at once as severa l 
theoret ical pos it ions would  suggest (e . g . , Freud , 1938; Wo lpe , 19 58) , 
emot ional responses may a l so be constructed one component at a t ime 
as the organism develops : 
" . . .  states of general or organ-spec ific sympathetic 
activity could  develop through a fortuitous occurrence 
of  negative or positive reinforcers in the environment , 
in concert with spec ifical l y  vulnerable  developmental 
stages . . . In these cases , no exp l icit language behavior 
or motor acts may be attached to the stimulus -response 
sequence . Nevertheles s ,  st imu l at ion of the gut produces 
an aversive psychophysiological stat e .  Of course ,  l angu­
age components could  be added to the sequence later 
through further condit ioning , or as a function of behavi­
oral or  semantic  genera l i zation from emotional learning 
in other s ituations . On the other hand , individuals  may 
develop emot ional responses out of  primari ly  verbal learn­
ing experiences . Thus , parents may reinforce the state­
ment ' I  am afraid ' in specific st imulus contexts .  The 
chi ld  may l earn to emit the language response  rel iably . 
However , whether the verbal statement becomes assoc iated 
with behavioral acts or autonomic act ivity ,  depends on 
other learning . Simi larly , it i s  poss ible  that emotions 
might be started from . . .  avoidance behavior , and the 
language and autonomic activity added later" ( Lang , 1 971 , 
pp . 1 08 - 1 09 ) . 
Lang ' s  ( 1 97 1 )  analys is  imp l ies that the spec i fic topography of the 
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anxiety response is dependent to a l arge extent on the idiosyncrat ic 
l earning history of the individual . These individual differences in 
the acquisition of the various components of the anxiety response , in 
turn , l ikely contribute a great deal to the typical ly  low concordance 
rates obtained between response channels. More important l y ,  however , 
d ifferences in the acquisition of  the various response components 
suggests that individuals  wi l l  l ikely vary widely in terms of which 
system or systems p lay the primary , functional ro l e  in the express ion 
and maint enance of the anxiety response ( Borkovec , 1 973 ) . It might 
be expected , therefore , that some individual s  wi l l  exhibit maximal 
responsivity in a s ingular channel without any accompanying changes 
in the remaining response components . For examp l e ,  s e lf-reports  of 
intense anxiety may be evoked by exposure to a spec ific phobic 
st imulus with l itt le  actua l phys iological arousal or behavioral 
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avoidance being measured . Simil arly,  an individual may exhibit marked 
increases in both sel f-reported anxiety and physiological activity,  but 
show l ittle  or no evidence of overt behavioral avoidance (Bernstein , 
1 973 ; Borkovec et al . ,  1 977; Lang , 1 968 ; Mil ler & Bernstein, 1 972 ) . In 
either case ,  the notion of individual differences in the express ion of 
anxiety is directly contrary to conceptions based on a dependence 
hypothes is of system interaction . 
The rol e  of individual differences has also  been e�phasi zed 
within response channel s ,  particular ly  with respect to the phys iologi­
cal component of the anxiety response ,  As discussed previousl y ,  
arousal theories of anxiety (Duffy, 1 96 2 , 1 972 ; Linds ley, 1 9 5 1 ; Malmo , 
1 958)  cons ider the phys iological activity in emot ional behavior to be 
a rather unidimensional phenomen that is either increased or decreased 
in a uniform manner . Since central nervous system activation i s  
thought t o  l ead directly  t o  sympathetic arousal , this theoret ical 
position woul d  p�edict a high degree of concordance between ph�S iologi­
cal  response systems . Traditional ly ,  however , correlations among 
physiological measures , whether under condit ions of rest or stress ,  
have been found to be relatively low, with one phys iological variabl e  
seldom account ing for more than ten percent of the variance i n  predic­
ting the response of anether system ( Lang , 1 971 ) . In an extensive 
review of the l iterature on phys iological measures of anxiety , �1art in 
( 1 9 6 1 )  concluded that the avai lable  research provides " l i tt le  ground 
for optimism that these variab les wi l l  correlate very highly ,  i f  at 
al l "  (p . 243) . The poor relat ionships between phys io logical systems 
have been various ly  attributed to the use of inappropriate measures 
in assessing specific  systems or to the intercorrelat ion of d ifferent 
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types of response measures ( Lang , 1 9 7 1 ) . Duffy ( 1 972) , for examp l e ,  
has suggested that the typical finding of a lack o f  concordance between 
physio logica l variabl es is due to the inappropriate use of intercorre­
lations based upon groups of subj ect s .  Providing some su�port for this 
assertion ,  a number of studies ( La zarus , Speisman , & Mordkoff , 1 963 ; 
Schnore , 1959 )  have reported high, posit ive correlations between physio­
logical response systems when within subj ects� or intracorrelational 
methods were employed . 
Whi l e  the l ack  of correspondence between phys iologica l variab l es 
in anxiety may be due , in part , to inadequate or inappropriate measure­
ment procedures , the frequency with which low correlations are obtained 
remains extreme ly high even when such errors in measurement are taken 
into account ( Lang , 1 9 7 1 ) . Of part icular re levance to this issue , 
J . I .  Lacey and his co l l eagues ( Lacey , Bateman , & VanLehn , 1 953 ; Lacey 
& Lacey , 1 958a , 1 958b) conducted a series of studies deal ing with physi ­
ological react ivity t o  s tres s ful  stimu l i  and found evidence o f  conside ­
rabl e  variabi l ity in individual physiological response patterns evoked 
by the same stressor stimulus . For examp l e ,  some subj ects were found 
to exhibit concordant heart rate and skin conductance increases when 
alerted for an oncoming stress ,  whi l e  others showed marked act ivity in 
only one or the other system .  Based upon these findings of individual 
differences in phys iological  activity,  Lacey ( 1 95 9 ,  1 967)  proposed the 
concept of "response stereotypy" to refer to the re l iabl e  repet it ion 
of individual patterns of phys iological responding within and across 
st imulus s ituat ions . Thus , according to Lacey , some individual s  tend 
to respond in such a way that maximal activation occurs in the same 
physiological system regard l ess of the part icular stimulus or s ituation . 
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Moreover , the individua l ' s  entire pattern of act ivation or  hierarchy 
of physiological responses may be reproduced from one stimulus s ituat ion 
to another . In addition to individual differences in the maxima l l y  
reactive physiological variable  and i n  the spec i fic  hierarchy o f  
responses i n  activation , i t  a l so a�pears that there are substantial  
individual differences in the degree of  response stereotypy . Some 
individua l s , termed "rigid reactors" ,  appear to respond to every stress­
ful stimulus or  s ituat ion with a highly consistent response hierarchy . 
Other persons , however , have been shown to be "random reactors " and 
respond to di fferent st imulus situations WIth a differing hierarchy of 
phys iological  responses ( Lang et al . , 1 972 ) . Restated more s imp ly ,  the 
concept of response stereotypy suggests that a s i zeable  proport ion of 
subj ects have a strongly "preferred" physiological  response channe l or 
channel s  and wi l l  tend to respond with maximal act ivat ion in this 
system ( s )  within and across st imulus s ituations . Cons istent with the 
not ion of system independence ,  the concept of response stereotypy 
impl ies that not every phys iological system can be expected to respond 
to the same degree for a l l  sub j ects in a given st imulus situat ion . 
This  suggests that no s ing le  physiological  system wi l l  have a s imp l e ,  
indicant relat ionship to psychological  constructs  such as anxiety and 
seriously  quest ions assessment procedures in which only  a s ingular 
system is  employed as a measure of  anxiety response ( Lang , 1 9 7 1 ) . 
The view that general i zed , nonspecific physio logical arousal 
occurs in anxiety has a l so been refuted by studies demonstrat ing that 
speci fic psychological states are often associat ed with unique patterns 
of phys iological responding (Ax ,  1 95 3 ;  Funkenstein , King , & Dro lett e ,  
1 9 54 ; Schachter , 1 957 ; Weerts & Roberts ,  1 97 5 ) . This  latter 
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phenomenon has  been tenned "situational stereotypy" and points to the 
importance of the environmental context in detennining the preci se 
pattern of physiological act ivity in emot ional behavior . In an early 
study , Ax ( 1 953 )  examined 14  physiological variables in subj ects  
exposed to fear- and anxiety- inducing s ituations , and found significant 
differences between the conditions on seven response measures . The 
anger condition resulted in greater increases in diasto l ic blood pressure , 
musc l e  potential s ,  and number of skin conductance response s ,  and greater 
decreases in heart rate than the fear condition , which produced greater 
increases in skin conductance level s ,  respiration rate , and number of 
musc le  action potentials . Ax interpreted the pattern of physiological 
activity in the fear condit ion as  being cons istent with that produced 
by the honnone epinephrine , and the pattern produced by the anger 
condition as being s imi l ar to a combined epinephrine-norepinephrine 
effect . Providing further support for the notion of situat iona l  stereo­
typy , Davis  ( 1 957 )  found that the pattern of phys iological activity 
differed considerably  in tasks requiring s impl e  motor responses , tempe­
rature st imulat ion , or attent ion to emot ional ly  toned s l ides . Of par­
t icular interest was the finding that , despite the arous ing nature of 
some of the stimu l i used , not al l of the phys io l ogical �stems respon­
ded in a purel y  sympathet ic direct ion . For examp l e ,  mal e subj ects who 
were shown s l ides of femal e  nudes exhibited the expected increases in 
skin conductance l evel s , . but d isplayed significant decrements in heart 
rate responding . Lacey and his  co l leagues (Lacey , 1 959 ; Lacey , Kagan , 
Lacey, & Mos s ,  1 963 )  have subsequently  demonstrated such "direc t ional 
fract ionat ion" in a variety of other s ituations and have proposed an 
a lternative to the arousal  hypothesi s  in which the pattern of  autonomic 
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responding is  directl y  related to the qual ity of the organism ' s  trans­
actions with the  environment . Speci fica l l y ,  Lacey ( 1 967) has pointed 
to a rel ationship between cardiovascular act ivity and the organism ' s  
"acceptance or rej ection" or environmental  input that appears t o  b e  at 
least partial ly independent of the overal l level of physiological 
activity . According to this view ,  organi sms neither pass ively take in 
nor s imply become aroused by neutral or stressful  st imu l i , but rather 
engage . in specific transact ions with each stimulus in al l response 
systems , inc luding the phys io l ogical . The nature of the particular 
transact ion in each case depends upon the spec i fic characteristics of 
the st imulus involved . For examp l e ,  some stimu l i  by their avers ive 
nature (e . g . , cold pressor task) tend to evoke a perceptual - cognitive 
rej ection of the stimulus s ituation , whi l e  others ( e . g . ,  rapid menta l  
arithmetic )  require an intense int ernal cognitive focus . Both of these 
cognitive processes have the effect of  increas ing b l ood pressure and 
produce cardiac accel eration ( Borkovec et �. , 1 977 ) . Stimu l i  that 
merely evoke attent ion or int erest , on the other hand , are most often 
associated with substantial reductions in both blood pressure and 
cardiac rate . Lacey ( 1 967)  has described a mechanism whereby increases 
in heart rate and b lood pressure , mediated by the baroreceptors of the 
aorta and carotid s inus , a l ter the e lectrical act ivity in the brainstem 
and cortex , and thereby modify the characteristics of th e organism ' s  
overt behavior . Thus , the increased heart rate e l ic ited by an anxiety­
arousing or fearful stimulus sends a s ignal , via the baroreceptors in 
the aortic  arch , to the central nervous system that has the effect of 
deact ivat ing the cortex and reducing arousal and attention to the threat­
ening s timulus in the environment . In this view ,  the autonomic nervous 
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system is  not merely  an effector system as indicated by arousal theory , 
but actual ly  provides feedback to the central nervous system that serves 
to a lter the arousal l evel of  the organism . The mechanism that Lacey 
( 1 967)  hypothesi zes as operative in anxiety is s imi l ar to the not ion of 
a defensive refl ex (Graham & C l i fton ,  1 966 ; Sokolov ,  1 963 )  which is 
elicited by high intensity stimul i and characterized by heart rate 
acceleration , cephal ic  vasodi l at ion , and a reduct ion in the abi l ity to 
discriminate and process external input . 
As Kal lman ( 1975 )  has pointed out , the principal difference between 
arousal theory and the s i tuat ional stereotypy hypothesis appears to be 
one of general ity of response versus specificity of response in anxiety . 
Whi l e  arousal theory suggests that an organism wi l l  tend to respond as 
a who l e ,  or in an "a l l -or- none" fashion , Lacey and his  co l l eagues main­
tain that there is  a high degree of individual and s ituat ional spec ifi­
city on the biological  l evel . According to this model , the body does 
not s imply  respond as a whol e  unit , but rather each physiological 
system ' s  reactivity is related to the specific st imulus condit ions that 
prec ipitated the response .  
In addition to the discordance found between and within response 
channels  in anxiety , system independence is also  apparent when emot ional 
behavior is attenuated through therapeut ic intervention . As Lang ( 1 97 1 )  
has observed , "with a reduction in intensity , systems are often dimini ­
shed in  an unba lanc ed way , and evidence of  arousal may actual ly  
disappear from one system and not another" (p . 1 08 ) . Rachman and 
Hodgson ( 1 974 )  have proposed the term "desynchrony" to refer to these 
different ial  changes in the various components of the anxiety response 
that vary independentl y  or inversely  over t ime . There is considerabl e  
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evidence that desynchronous patterns are produced by different inter­
vent ion strategies (Hodgson & Rachman , 1 974 ; Lang , 1 978 ) . 1-1atthews 
( 1 97 1 ) , for examp l e ,  has indicated that systematic desensit i zation , as a 
treatment for anxiety disorders , engenders a specific sequence of 
emot ional response changes .  Specifica l l y ,  he suggests that autonomic 
arousal to fear imagery is reduced first through use of deep_ mus c l e  
relaxation and that this leads t o  a reduction i n  sel f-reported anxiety 
during the therapy sess ion . These changes then permit the c l i ent to 
approach the actual feared st imulus in the natural istic  context and this , 
in turn , produces a reduction in autonomic  react ivity to the phobic 
obj ect . The final step ,  according to �atthews ( 1 97 1 ) , involves the 
diminut ion of self-reported anxiety in the actual fear s ituation . 
Based on the hypothesis  that a high l evel of demand partial ly  uncoupl es 
the behavioral response system from the other response channels  
(Hodgson & Rachman , 1 974) , Rachman and Hodgson ( 1 974 )  have s imi larly 
suggested that desensit i zation and flooding (Marks , 1 974)  treatments 
di fferent ial ly  affect the synchrony of changes which occur across  
response  systems in  anxiety . The procedure fol l owed in systematic 
desens iti zation requires that the c l ient signal whenever anxiety is  
experienced and immediately  terminate the phobic image .  This  treatment 
thus represents a " low-demand" condition and , as such , typic a l l y  pro ­
duces re latively l it t l e  de synchrony between behaviora l and autonomic!  
subj ect ive measures of fear . Changes in the behavioral channel ,  however , 
wi l l  st i l l  tend to lag behind changes in the other response component s .  
F looding , on the other hand , requires the c l ient to maintain the phobic 
image even after anxiety begins to increase and thus constitutes a '�igh ­
demand" condition . According l y ,  thi s treatment more often produces a 
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desynchronous pattern of change , with ini t ial  reduct ions occurring in 
avoidance behavior fo l lowed by s lower change in the physio logical and 
subj ective components . 
There also appears to be a considerable  degree of  individual vari -
abi l ity in terms of the speci fic pattern of desynchrony produced by a 
particular therapeutic  intervention . In a treatment study involving 
systematic  desensiti zat ion , Lang and Lazovik ( 1 963 )  repeatedly found 
that some subj ects  exhibited relatively rapid changes in overt motor 
behavior ( i . e . , l ess  avo idance of the feared stimulus ) ,  but showed no 
initial reduct ions in sel f-reported fear on questionnaire measures . 
Other subj ect s ,  however , displayed quite rapid diminut ion of sel f-repor-
ted anxiety, whi l e  cont inuing to exhibit marked behavioral avoidance .  
Lang ( 1 978 )  has s imilarly reported that the correlat ions among verbal 
and behavioral measures of anxiety rare ly exceed . 30 fo l lowing syste-
matic desensiti zation ,  even among subj ects showing initia l ly  high con -
cordance between response channel s .  Thus , subj ects who l earn t o  be 
l ess avoidant during treatment do not necessarily  report reduced fee l ings 
of anxiety and , converse ly ,  subj ects who come to report l ess  fear do 
not always exhibit reduced behavioral  avoidance .  I n  perhaps the best 
demonstrat ion of individual differences  in patterns of de synchrony , 
Schroeder and Rich ( 1 976) administered systematic desens it i zat ion to 
fifteen phobic subj ects . Behavioral ,  verbal  report , and phys io logical 
measures of fear were obtained after each therapy session , and the 
order and rate of change among the three channel s  were assessed . Based 
on their find ings , the authors conc luded : 
"The initial  variabl e  in unravel ing the fear response 
appeared to be idiosyncratic to the individual subj ect . 
Some subj ects initial ly showed more cognit ive changes ,  
others more behavioral change ,  and st i l l  others more 
autonomic changes .  I t  is c l ear that changes in one 
system could  not be cons idered primary in init iating 
changes in the other fear systems " (p . 1 98 ) . 
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These findings , l ike those discussed earlier regarding the lack of 
concordance between response channel s ,  argue strongly against a depen-
dency'model of anxiety in which one response channel  i s  taken as. a re l i -
abl e  indicator o f  the presence or change i n  the remaining response 
component s .  Moreover , the concept of response desynchrony would  
ind icate that we  cannot expec t ,  on  an � priori basis , to produce broad , 
cross-channel reduct ions in anxiety through the use of  any particular 
treatment technique . The impl ications of these findings for assessment 
and treatment methodol ogy wi l i be di scussed in the fo l l owing section . 
Assessment and Treatment Impl icat ions 
In the discuss ion above , the view has been presented that anxiety 
is a multidimens ional construct defined j oint l y  by motoric ,  verbal -cogni-
tive , and phys io logical responses . I t  has a lso  been noted that trad i -
t ional theoret ical  formul at ions of this construct have emphas ized " one 
or another component as being of primary importance in the el icitation 
and manifestat ion of the anxiety response .  These theoret ical  concep-
tions , in turn , have led to the use of assessment and treatment metho-
dologies based on a dependence hypothesis  of system interact ion in 
which only  a s ingular system is  targeted for measurement and modi ficat ion . 
The assumption underlying these approaches is that a rather comp l et e  
degree o f  system interdependence exists  among the various components of  
the anxiety construct ,  such that activat ion or diminut ion of a singular 
system wi l l  invariably  lead to s imi lar changes in the other two response 
elements .  G iven this as sumpt ion ,  it necessari ly  fo l lows that assessment 
and modificat ion of a s ingle response channel is sufficient for infer-
ring the presence of ,  or producing change in ,  the remaining components 
of the anxiety response . Thus , for examp l e ,  it  i s  expected that the 
presence of subj ect ive discomfort as assessed through the sel f-report 
channel is , in itse l f ,  reflective of a high degree of autonomic arousal 
and indicative of a potent ial for behavioral avoidance . Simi lar ly ,  with 
regard to treatment strategies ,  it i s  expected that the use of direct 
Suggest ion , rel axation and conditioning techniques , or cognit ive restruc -
turing wi l l  produce pos itive changes in systems other than the one 
directly  targeted for modificat ion . Undoubtedly , these approaches to 
assessment and treatment may oft en be both val id and effect ive , as there 
does appear to be some degree of system interdependence and change in 
one system may very wel l have impl ications for change in the other two 
(e . g . , Graham , 1 962 ; Lazarus , 1 967 , 1 968 ; Schachter , 1 964 ; Val ins & Ray , 
1 967 ) . 
Whi l e  there are many examples  of dramat ic successes in which , for 
examp l e ,  a new cognit ive set may broadly modify the who le  range of 
emotional responding , the fai lures of the expectat ions of the dependence 
hypothesis are equal ly dramatic and frequent ( Lang et �. , 1 972 ) . The 
evidence cited above concerning the typical l y  low correlations obtained 
both between and within response channels  indicat es that these three 
systems are at least partial ly  independent and that act ivity in one 
modal ity cannot be taken as veridical evidence of s imilar activity in 
the other response channel s .  Moreover , the concept of response stereo­
typy ( Lacey , 1 967 )  suggests that there are considerable  individual 
differences in terms of the maxima l ly respons ive variab le  within the 
physiological domain , whi l e  other evidence s imilarly indicates that 
individual s  wi l l  l ikely vary widely in terms of which response channel 
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(motoric ,  verbal -cognitive , phys iologica l )  plays the primary determining 
rol e  in the anxiety response ( Borkovec , 1 973 ; Borkovec et �. , 1 977 ; 
Lang , 1 97 1 ) . F inal l y ,  the not ion of emotional desynchrony (Rachman & 
Hodgson , 1 974 )  imp l ies that different therapeutic interventions may 
produce their maximal impact on different components of the anxi ety 
response and that individual s  often differ dramatica l ly  in terms of 
their own pattern of response desynchrony . 
Considered together , this evidence points to an apparent dissocia­
tion between the three systems comprising the anxiety response and 
constitutes a maj or difficu l ty for those who would  equate the three or 
use changes in only  one system to define the presence or absence of  
"anxiety" . In view of the existence of some degree of independence be­
tween response channel s ,  the traditional unidimensional approach taken 
to assessment and treatment would  seem to be much too narrowl y  conceived . 
Given the present state of our knowl edge , an assessment and treatment 
methodology directed at mul t ip l e  systems would  appear to be not onl y  
warranted on the basis  o f  empirical evidence , but a l so u l t imat ely  more 
val id and effect ive in the treatment of anxiety-related disorders 
(Eysenck , 1 9 7 9 ;  Lang , 1 968 , 1 9 71 ) . Whi l e  such a mul t ip l e  system approach 
to assessment and treatment has several important methodological imp l i ­
cations for both c l inical practice and experimental research (e . g . , 
Borkovec et �. , 1977 , Lang , 1 9 7 1 ; Lang et �. , 1 972) , i ts  appl icat ion 
to the latter area wi l l  be emphasi z ed in the fo l lowing discuss ion s ince 
it  relates most  directly  to the focus of the present invest igat ion . 
As it pertains to anal ogue fear research of the type to be proposed 
in the present study , a mul t isystem asses sment paradigm must  inc lude a 
thorough assessment of al l three response modal ities  for each individual 
subj ect prior to the start of treatment . Considering the wide individua l 
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differences in terms of which response system or systems p l ay the primary , 
functional role in the anxiety respons e ,  it is necessary to determine , 
prior to treatment , which modal ity or modal it ies are of funct ional impor­
tance in defining and maintaining this response for the part icular 
subj ect (s)  under investigat ion . In this regard , Lang ( 1 9 7 1 )  has noted 
that "a coincidence of activity in more than one system is what we most 
confident ly refer to as emot ion , and a highly general i zed response 
characterizes states of intense affect"  (p . 1 08 ) . Thus , whi l e  c l ient s 
in the c l inical setting may often exhibit reactivity that i s  restricted 
primarily  to a sing le  response domain , i t  becomes crucial in analogue 
fear research to select  only  those subj ects who display high l eve l s  of 
anxiety across a l l  three response channel s .  Only  in this manner can the 
prec ise effects of any experimental intervent ion be adequat ely evaluated 
in terms of its capacity to effectively modify al l rel evant response com­
ponent s . This  point has been emphasized by Bernstein and Paul ( l 97 l )  
who strongly state that " i t  i s  encumbent upon E to employ as 5 s  only  
persons who can be  shown to  disp l ay s ignificant and therefore c l inica l l y  
rel evant increases in  phys iological arousal and cognit ive d istress ( i . e . , 
anxiety) as a resu lt  of  the presumed e l icit ing st imulus obj ect " (p . 228) . 
As Borkovec ( 1 973 )  has pointed out , however , subj ects in most  analogue 
studies are typical ly  matched on sel f-report or behavioral measures 
a lone , with physiological react ivity being only rarely  assessed or con­
tro l l ed .  Refl ecting the pervasive influence of the dependence hypothe ­
sis , these stud ies , by their exc lus ion of phys iological measures , employ 
phobic select ion criteria which in no way direct ly  assess a response 
system that is cons idered to be of  maj or importance in the definit ion of 
anxiety . It  i s  quit e l ike l y ,  therefore , that much of this research has 
inc luded few subj ects for whom physiological react ivity and int ernal 
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cues are funct ional ly  important i n  their fear behavior ( Borkovec , 1 973 ) . 
Since response covariation cannot be assumed , either between or 
within channel s ,  a thorough pretreatment assessment requires careful  
examinat ion of al l rel evant response systems . In terms of the verbal ­
cognitive  channel , i f  the target probl em has already been l abel ed by the 
c l i ent or subj ect as involving anxiety, then , regardl ess of its bas i s , 
the cognitive response system has , by definit ion , been imp l icated 
( Borkovec et al . ,  1 977 ) . A wide variety of  self-report measures can be 
used , however , for purposes of subj ect se lect ion or for obtaining infor­
mat ion pertaining to the  spec ific type and intensity of  anxiety being 
experienced . Self-report measures of anxiety consist of two basic types . 
F irst , there are general questionnaires that require the c l ient or 
subj ect to rate the presence ,  absence ,  or degree of anxiety experienced 
in rel at ion to a variety of potential ly  fearful situations or obj ects 
(e . g . , Geer , 1 965 ; Klorman , Weerts ,  Hastings , Mel amed , & Lang , 1 974 ; 
Wo lpe & Lang , 1964 ) . The second type of sel f-report measure involves 
spec ific rating sca les  thay may be used to assess the degree of dis­
comfort .experienced during recent or  current exposure to an anxiety­
evoking situation ( . e . g . , Wa lk , 1 956 ; Wo lpe , 1969 ) . The adequate assess ­
ment of  anxiety must  a lso inc lude measurement of overt motor responses 
to determine the nature and strength of avoidance behavior and/or 
performance deficits in situations invo lving the feared st imulus . Within 
this domain , Paul and Bernstein ( 1 973)  have dist inguished between 
assessment of "direct" anxiety which focuses on the observable  effects  
of physiological arousal on  overt behavior , and "indirect "  as sessment 
which involves measures of avoidance or escape from anxiety-evoking 
stimul i .  An exampl e  of direct assessment is Paul ' s  ( 1 966) Timed 
Behavioral Checklist  (TBCL )  which is used to assess overt anxiety in a 
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publ ic - speaking s ituation , and measures behaviors refl ect ing both inter­
ference with performance and the observabl e  effects of arousal on be­
havior . Indirect behavioral measures inc lude a number of variat ions of 
the Behavioral Avoidance Test ( BAT) which provides quanti fication of 
subj ect s ' escape or avoidance of the feared obj ect or s ituat ion (e . g . , 
Lang & Lazovi k ,  1963 ; Levis ,  1 969 ; Mi l l er & Bernstein , 1 972 ) . Final l y ,  
each subj ect ' s  phys iological react ivity should  b e  assessed by focusing 
on whether disruptions or increases in physio logical arousal occur in 
response to the anxi ety-evoking stimulus . Al though assessment of the 
physiological channe l  has included measures such as cardiovascul ar 
activity , e l ectrodermal responses , respirat ion , and e 1ectromyographic  
potentials  (e . g . , Borkovec et �. , 1974 ; Craighead , 1 973 ; Fracher , 1978 ; 
Lang ,  Melamed , & Hart , 1 970 ; Rimm & Bottre l l , 1 969 ; Watson , Gaind & 
Marks , 1 972 ) , ass es sment procedures are very often reported that obtain 
recordings in only  a s ingular physiological system as a means of meas ­
uring sympathetic arousa l  and anxiety ( Borkovec et � . •  1 977 ; Lang ,  1 9 71 ) . 
The concept of  response stereotypy ( Lacey , 1 967 ) , however , requires the 
sampl ing of mul tip l e  physio logical systems in order to insure a val id 
assessment ( Ka l l man & Feuerstein , 1 977) . Whi l e  any individual subj ect 
may exhibit significant responsivity in a speci fic  physiological system , 
this is a high ly  individual i zed phenomenon and subj ects wi l l  very l ikely 
differ dramatica l l y  in terms of  their maxima l ly respons ive biological 
system. It  i s  necessary , therefore , to obtain an adequate samp l ing of 
each subj ect ' s  physiological  activity by using mul t ip l e ,  s imultaneous 
measurements  during the t ime the subj ect is exposed to the anxiety­
evoking or fearful s timulus . 
In addition to a thorough assessment of al l three response  
channels , the concept o f  s ituational stereotypy discussed earlier 
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imp lies that behavior occurs within a given environmental context rather 
than representing an underlying biological or personal ity trait (cf .  
Mische l ,  1 968 ) . This suggests that the assessment of the various compo-
nents of  the anxiety response is  val id  only in relation to a specific  
set of environmental or  stimulus events . Situational stereotypy , there­
fore , necessitates the evaluation of each subj ect ' s  reactivity in al l 
three response channels  to a spec i fic  and individua l i zed complex of 
fearful stimul i  ( Kal lman & Feuerstein , 1 977 ) . Thus , assessment of 
anxiety may be carried out whi l e  the subj ect is performing in an anxiety-
arousing s ituation (e . g . , Borkovec et �. , 1 974 ; Paul , 1 966) , when 
exposed to a speci fic  phobic stimulus (e . g . , Craighead , 1 973 ; Geer , 
1 966 ; Wi l son ,  1 967 ) , or when imagining a fear-e l iciting scene (e . g . , 
Grossberg & Wi l son , 1 968 ; Lang et �. , 1 970 ) . In each case , however ,  
measurements in al l three response systems are obtained for each subj ect 
in re lation to a spec i fic  set of stimulus events .  
A mul tisystem perspective of anxiety also  has several important 
imp l ications for approaches to treatment and treatment evaluation . Whi l e  
effective intervention requires modification o f  a l l  re levant response 
systems ( Lang ,  1 9 7 1 ) , the concept of response de synchrony indicates that 
different therapeutic techniques may be most effective in modifying 
certain mal adaptive response components . As noted earl ier , specific 
techniques have been found to produce maximal , initial change in one or 
another component of the anxiety response . Systematic desensit i zation , 
for examp l e ,  typica l ly produces relatively rapid changes in the sub­
j ective and physiological channe l s ,  with behavioral  change occurring 
only more s lowly .  Flooding treatments ,  on the other hand , most often 
produce initial  reductions in overt avoidance behavior fol lowed by 
slower change in the subj ect ive and physio logical response systems 
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(Grey , Sartory , & Rachman , 1 97 9 ;  Rachman & Hodgson , 1 9 74) . More impor­
tantly ,  intervention strategies appear to differ markedly in terms of 
their abi l ity to produce any substantial  cross-channel reduct ions in 
anxiety, either initia l l y  or after an e lapsed period of time (Hodgson & 
Rachman , 1 974 ) .  Attempts to change attitudes through verbal psychotherapy , 
for example , have not been notably  successful  in effecting change across 
response channel s .  Whi l e  such techniques are often found to produce 
posit ive change within the verbal -cognitive channel , there i s  many t imes 
only l imited general i zation to the other response systems (e . g . , 
Greenwal d ,  1 965 ; Rachman , 1 968 ) . A number of behavioral ly-based 
treatment methods , however , have been shown to yield s i gnificant effects  
across response channel s .  Lang,  Lazovik , and Reynolds ( 1 965 ) , for 
instanc e ,  found that progress up the hierarchy during systematic  desen -
sitization correl ated with increased approach behavior ( r  = . 40 ) , 
reduct ion in subject ive fear (r = . 50 ) , and improvement on a rating 
scale (r = . 60 ) . In studies emp loying model ing procedures , Bandura , 
Blanchard , and Ritter ( 1 969)  obtained a positive correl ation (r = . 5 8 )  
between changes o n  a snake avoidance test and changes on a measure of  
attitudes toward sn�kes .  Simi l arly ,  Bandura , Jeffery , and Wright ( 1 974)  
found that subj ective fear change correl ated pos itively  with behavioral 
change (r = . 6 1 )  and with atti tude change (r = . 75 )  fo l lowing use of a 
partic ipant model ing procedure . 
These findings seem to indicate that specific treatment techniques 
wi l l  often exert a maximal effect on a s ingular component of the anxiety 
response and may be re latively ineffective in modifying others . As 
Borkovec et �. ( 1 977 )  have pointed out , however , the "absence of 
strong re l ationships among measures in research on the outcome of 
therapy has not prevented use of selected data on which conclus ions 
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are based . Al l too often , the results of a therapy study indicate 
theoretica l l y  predicted changes in one or two measures and no changes 
in other measures , even within the same domain ; the investigator may 
draw conclusions from the few predicted outcomes , In the absence of  a 
more reasonable  approach , there i s  nothing e lse  the investigator can do 
" Cp . 403) . The multidimensional view of anxiety presented in the 
present paper would suggest ,  however , that broad conc lusions regarding 
the efficacy of any treatment technique should  not be made on the basis  
of one or  onl y  a few measured changes . As the eventual aim of  any inter­
vention strategy should be concordant changes in al l three response 
modalities , a therapeutic technique which alters onl y  one response system 
whi l e  fai l ing to modify the other two should be regarded with l i ttle  
enthusiasm (Hodgson & Rachman , 1974 ) . This  point has  been strong ly 
emphas ized by Borkovec et �. ( 1 9 77 )  who succinct l y  state that a 
"fai lure to modi fy every response component contributing to the c l ient ' s  
problem must be viewed as incomp lete treatment"  (p . 404) . 
The finding of differential  treatment effects  on the various compo­
nents of the anxiety response points to a second , re lated treatment 
imp lication of a mul t isystem perspective of anxiety , Since treatment 
techniques l ikely differ in terms of which response  component is maxi ­
mal l y  affected , as we l l  as in their capacity to produce broad , cross ­
channel reductions in anxiety , conclusions regarding the effect iveness 
of a specific technique cannot be based on the assessment of only  one 
or two response channels . As noted earlier ,  however , thi s  approach has 
characteri zed most traditional assessment paradigms , in which change 
in a s ingular response system (usua l ly the verba l - cognitive) is emp loyed 
as the sole measure of therapeutic effectiveness . The fai lure to 
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adequatel y  assess change in a l l three response channel s  appears to be 
especi a l l y  prevalent with respect to the physio logical domain . Rel at i ­
vel y  few studies have incorporated measures of  autonomic activity among 
their posttest improvement indices , despite the fac t  that the treatment 
techniques being eval uated (e . g . , systematic  desensiti zation )  depend to 
some extent on c lassical  autonomic condit ioning paradigms for their 
theoretical underpinnings ( Borkovec , 1 973) . The view of anxiety as a 
mult idimensional construct , involving three separate but interact ing 
response components ,  requires that adequate treatment evaluation be 
based upon a thorough assessment of a l l three response modal i ties . The 
concept of response de synchrony , in particular , necessitates considera­
tion of the degree of concordant changes occurring among the verbal ­
cognitive , behaviora l , and physio logical channel s  in response to a 
specific intervention strategy . I t  i s  important to know both which re­
sponse system i s  ini t ia l ly modi fied by the treatment method employed and 
the extent to which this change general i zes to other response channels  
(Hodgson & Rachman , 1 9 74 ) . This  means , therefore , that there are at 
least three di fferent types of measures required in the assessment of 
therapy outcome for anxiety-re l ated disorders - - sel f-report , behavioral ,  
and physio l ogica l . As Eysenck ( 1 979)  has noted , any assessment para­
digm which fai l s  to take a l l  three response systems into account "is 
doomed to be partia l , incomp lete , and impossible  to evaluate as a 
measure of improvement"  (p . 79) . 
In the fol lowing section , the phenomenon of external inhibition 
wil l  be presented and discussed both from a theoretical  perspective 
and in terms of its  app l i cation to the treatment of anxiety-re lated , 
phobi c  disorders . Thi s  l i terature wi l l  then be evaluated in terms of  
the mul tisystem mode l  of anxiety presented above . 
External Inhibition 
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As  a treatment approach for anxiety or phobic  disorders , techniques 
based on the phenomenon of external inhibition are derived from the 
c lassical condi tioning model of anxiety presented previous ly (Mowrer ,  
1 94 7 ;  Pavlov ,  1 92 7 ;  Wolpe , 1 958 , 1969) . A s  noted , the c lassical condi ­
t ioning model essentia l ly  argues that maladaptive anxiety i n  humans i s  
the result of  the pairing of an anxi ety response with some obj ectively 
neutral or harmless  stimulus . Whi l e  a large number of treatment 
techniques have been developed from the conditioning model of anxiety 
(e . g . ,  Stampfl & Levis , 1 96 7 ,  1 968 ; Wo l fe ,  1 958 ) , treatment methods 
based on external inhibition have only recentl y  begun to receive 
attention (e . g . , Kleinman , 1 979 ; Spiro , 1 98 1 ) . There does , however , 
appear to be some support for such an approach from theoretical , c l inical , 
and experimental  studies . 
In his  early lectures on conditioned reflexes , Pavlov ( 1 927 )  
described a phenomenon which he l abe led "external inhibition" that was 
found to occur during conditioning trials  whenever an extraneous 
stimulus was introduced to the experimental room . Specifica l l y ,  Pavlov 
observed that an autonomic reflex (e . g . , sal ivation) which had been 
acquired through c l assical  conditioning would be s ignificantly weakened 
or disappear ent irely i f  some "extra" or "disturbing" stimulus appeared 
during subsequent conditioning tria ls . The types of stimu l i  to which 
Pavlov was referring inc luded extrQneous sounds entering from the 
outside , sudden changes in the level of i l l umination in the experimental 
room, or drafts carrying new odors to the dogs . 
Pavlov ' s  ( 1 9 27 )  theoretical explanation of the process of external 
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inhibition is related directly  to his  hypotheses concerning the mechanisms 
involved in conditioned reflexes . According to Pavlov , conditioned 
reflexes acquired through c lassica l  conditioning , as we l l  as uncondition­
ed reflexes , result  from "certain definite externa l  stimuli  acting on the 
organism and its necessary refl ex reactions " (p . 1 6 ) . These "reflex 
reactions" are thought to occur via the neural transmission of a signal  
that i s  evoked by the stimulus , carri ed along a definite path to the 
central nervous system, and back out to the peripheral effector systems . 
Thus , brain involvement in this case centers primari ly on the processing 
of these stimulus-evoked signals  and involves increased neural excitation 
or "a state of nervous activity in some definite part of the brain" . 
This mechanism of signal i zation ,  whereby the s ignals  evoked by specific  
stimul i  are processed , i s  presumably the  primary task  of the central 
nervous system .  
I n  discussing the inhibition of conditioned reflexes , Pavl ov ( 1 92 7 )  
maintained that these responses could be  inhibited "internally" ,  as 
when cessat ion of the unconditioned stimulus and repeated presentations 
of the conditioned stimulus alone leads to a weakening of the reflexive 
response . In addition , these responses can be inhibited "externally" 
as a resul t of some extraneous stimulus intruding between the condition­
ed stimulus ' and the reflexive response .  In both cases , inhibitory 
act ivity is produced in the s igna li zation area of the brain and inhibits 
performance of the conditioned response . With regard to the processes 
involved in external inhibition , Pavlov ( 1 927 )  suggested that the 
initial  reduct ion in the strength of the conditioned response may be 
attributab le ,  in part , to the e l icitation of an investigatory or 
orienting refl ex that directly  inhibits the conditioned refl ex . He 
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noted further , however , that external , inhibiting stimuli  could be 
effective even after they ended . As Pavlov ( 1927 )  states , "every 
stimulus , however rapidly it may disappear , is effective not on ly whi l e  
it last s ,  but a lso for some time after its  cessation whi le  i t s  after­
effect lasts"  (p . 4 5 ) . Since , by definition ,  the investigatory reflex 
woul d  be expected to cease when the extraneous stimulus is  terminated , 
the continued decrements in the s trength of the condi tioned reflex can­
not be  accounted for so le ly  on the basis of the initial  investigatory 
reflex .  Pavlov a l so suggested that "different extra stimul i  • . .  produce 
after-effects of di fferent l engths " ,  and that the effect of "exciting 
an extra reflex wi 1 1  . . .  vary according" to whether "the conditioned reflex 
has only freshly  been formed or has already been firmly estab l i shed" 
(p . 4 5 ) . By this latter statement , Pavlov is suggesting that an o lder , 
more estab l ished reflex i s  less  l ikely to be inhibited by external 
stimu l i  than a response which has been learned more recent l y .  I n  summary , 
Pavlov ' s  theoretical explanation of external inhibition is  that , "no 
sooner does any extra nervous excitation occur in the central nervous 
system than it immediately makes its presence fe l t  in dimini shing or 
abol i shing conditioned reflexes , but temporari ly  only ,  as long as the 
causative stimulus or its  after-effect is present" (p . 47 ) . 
A re l ated phenomenon observed by Pavlov ( 1 9 2 7 )  was that of '�isin­
hibition" ,  in  which presentation of an extraneous stimulus during 
extinction trai l s  results  in an increase in the strength of the condi ­
tioned response . In hypothesi zing about the mechanisms underlying the 
process of disinhibition , Pavlov stated , "al l the cons iderations . . .  
permit us to regard the temporary restorat ion (by an extra stimulus ) 
of the reflex which is in the process of extinction , or which is a lready 
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extinguished , as based upon the removal of an inhibitory process .  We 
describe this phenomenon as  a dis-inhibition . . .  a temporary removal of 
inhibition"  (p . 5 7 ) . 
Several early  s tudies (Hunter , 1 935 ; Swit zer , 1 933)  provided 
empirical evidence that a conditioned response could be "disinhibited" 
by app l ication of  an extraneous stimulus during extinction trials ,  and 
thereby indirectly supported the notion of external inhibition as we l l .  
Wenger ( 1936) , however , was the first investigator to demonstrate these 
ana logous phenomena using human subj ects . Accepting the premise that 
disinhibi tion and external inhibition each resul t  from the appl ication of 
an external stimulus , with the former occurring when the stimulus is  
app li ed during the inhibitory phase of  conditioning and the l atter when 
the stimulus i s  presented during the excitatory phase ,  Wenger reasoned 
that the same stimulus appl ied at different times should produce 
opposite results . Pavlov ( 1927 )  had expressed a simi l ar thought when 
he stated , "We have seen that the very same extra stimul i  which when 
they evoke strong extraneous reflexes produce external inhibition of  the 
positive conditioned reflexes , produce , when the effect is weak from 
the start or weakened by repetition , disinhibition of the conditioned 
reflexes which were made to undergo extinction" ( P .  6 7 ) . To demonstrate 
that both disinhibition and external inhibition could be produced by 
the same stimulus , Wenger paired the presentation of a low level l ight 
stimulus with a mi ld  e lectrical shock to the foot . The galvanic skin 
response (GSR) was employed as the dependent measure of s trength of 
condi tioning and a tacti le  vibrator , appl i ed to the dorsal  surface of 
the subj ects hand , constituted the extraneous stimulus . Once condi ­
tioning was firmly estab l ished , the tacti l e  vibrator was app l ied for 
. 70 seconds fol lowed , 1 9 . 94 -seconds l ater , by presentation of  the 
conditioned stimulus alone in order to test for external inhibition . 
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This  same procedure was then repeated 38-seconds l ater . In the disinhi ­
bition phase , extinction trials  were first conducted with the conditioned 
stimulus being presented alone every 38-seconds . Tacti le  stimulation 
was then substi tuted for a presentation of  the conditioned stimulus , 
with the l ight again being presented alone after 1 9 . 94-seconds . Fo l low­
ing a two minute interval ,  thi s  same procedure was repeated . In keeping 
with Pavlov ' s  ( 1 927 )  hypotheses regarding the effects of these two 
rel ated phenomena , Wenger ' s  criterion for external inhibition was that 
"the conditioned e lectro-dermal response to l i ght  fo l lowing vibratory 
stimul ation should  be sma l l er in recorded amp l i tude than the mean of 
the immediately  preceding and fol l owing responses to l i ght alone" 
(pp . 449-450 ) . Converse ly ,  the criterion for demonstrating disinhib i ­
t ion effects was "that the response t o  l ight fo l lowing vibratory s timu­
lation should  be greater in recorded amplitude than that of the approxi ­
mately  extinguished response on the preceding test" (p . 450 ) . Wenger ' s  
results were consistent with these criteri a ,  showing that both disinhi ­
bition and external inhibition resulted from the appl i cation o f  the 
same extraneous stimul us at di fferent points in the condit ioning process .  
Razran ( 1 939) subsequently  investigated the effects of a different 
extraneous stimulus (a buz zer) on a condi t ioned sal ivary response in 
human subj ects . Simi l ar to Wenger ( 1 9 36 ) , Razran was interested in 
s tudying the effects of  applying an external stimulus at different 
stages of the conditioning process , from no extinction to nearly  
complete extinction of  the condi tioned response . After condit ioning 
of the sal ivary response had been wel l  estab l i shed and fol lowing two 
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nonreinforced trial s  (i . e . , presentation of the conditioned stimulus 
without the unconditioned stimulus ) , application of the external stimulus 
resulted in an average decrement of 53% in the strength of the 
conditioned response . Since Razran was also interested in demonstrating 
a disinhibition effect , he continued to apply the extraneous stimulus 
during subsequent extinction trial s and found , as expected , that the 
conditioned response increased to as much as three times its previous 
amp l i tude . From these results , Razran concluded that the external 
stimulus had , indeed , produced a dual effect in that it had both "sup ­
pressed the existing conditioned sal ivation (and) restored the loss of  
conditioned sal ivation resulting from extinction" (p . 65 1 ) . 
These early studies thus demonstrated that external inhibition and 
disinhibition were not merely  artifacts produced by Pavlov ' s  unique 
procedures ,  but rather are rep licab le  effects which are rel ated to the 
princip les of c l as sical conditioning and observable  under many different 
conditions (Kleinman , 1 979) . Despite the apparent empirical val idity 
of these phenomena , however , the concepts of external inhibition and 
disinhibition received re latively l i tt le  subsequent attention from 
researchers for a number of  years . In 1 964 , Pennypacker reintroduced 
the notion of externa l  inhibition and pointed out that many important 
detai l s  of Pavlov ' s  procedure had not yet been adequately evaluated by 
previous research . Speci fical ly ,  Pennypacker ( 1 964)  noted that , whi le  
Pavlov had presented the external  stimulus and conditioned stimu lus 
s imultaneousl y ,  other investigators had appl ied external inhibitors at 
t imes when the conditioned stimulus was not present . The purpose of  
Pennypacker ' s  ( 1 964 ) study was to test  Pavlov ' s  original paradi gm with 
human subj ects in order to "veri fy the inhibitory properties of a 
novel stimulus presented with , rather than instead of ,  the conditioned 
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stimulus" (p . 34 ) .  Pennypacker employed a mi ld intensity light stimulus 
to which he conditioned an eyebl ink response . The external inhibitor 
consisted of a 1 , 000Hz . tone presented at an intensity of approximately 
70 db and introduced at the midpoint of the CS-UCS interval . Results  
indicated that presentation of  the extraneous stimulus produced a "large 
decrement" in the subsequent eyebl ink response . Horeover , even in those 
instances when the external stimulus did not comp letely inhibit the 
conditioned eyebl ink , it was found to dramatical ly al ter the latency "not 
only of the conditioned ' response  produced in its immediate presence but 
bf the subsequent conditioned responses as we l l" (p . 38 ) . In discussing 
these result s , Pennypacker concluded that "the introduction of an extra 
stimulus during that portion of the interval of de lay which is  commonly 
thought to be excitatory wi l l  general ly inhibit the production of a 
conditioned response" (p . 39) . Like Pavlov ,  Pennypacker attributed 
these effects to the e l icitation of an orienting reaction to the novel 
external stimu lus which directly  inhibits the conditioned response . 
Whi l e  the preceding studies demonstrate that decrements in a condi -
t ioned response can be produced by the introduction of  an extraneous 
stimulus , c l inical app l ications of this phenomenon have been rather 
l imited . Indeed, no therapeutic app l ications of external inhibition 
were reported unt i l  Wolpe and Lazarus ( 1 966) cited the unpubl i shed work 
of Phi lpott who had been attempt ing to produce desensiti zation without 
the use of musc le  rel axation . Wo lpe ( 1 973 )  subsequently described in 
some detai l Phi lpott ' s  method of using mi ld  e lectrical shock rather 
than relaxation for inhibiting conditioned anxiety : 
"Encirc l ing the pat ient ' s  forearm are two saline-soaked 
gauze strips , lYz in . wide , one j us t  above the wrist and 
the other about 3 in . higher . Each strip is he ld  in 
p l ace by a stainless steel a l l i gator c l ip connected to 
the source of current - a 90 vol t  dry cel l whose output is  
contro l led by a 5 0 , 000 ohm variable  resistor . . .  Pulses are 
de l ivered by therapist  pressing on a soft push-button 
switch for about hal f-a-second . The level of current 
correct for the patient is that which is strongly fel t  
without being aversive . Once the appropriate l evel of 
shock has been established , the desensiti zation procedure 
is begun . First , the weakest item in the hierarchy is 
presented alone once or twice to the patient ' s  imagination 
in order to determine (how aversive it  i s ) . He is  then 
asked to imagine the scene again and to s i gnal by raising 
his index finger when it is wel l -defined . At this point , 
the therapist  administers two brief stimuli  of the pre­
determined strength separated by about a second" (pp . 1 4 8 -
149) . 
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This procedure was then repeated with successive hierarchy scenes unti l  
the patient was abl e  t o  imagine them without experiencing any subj ective 
anxiety . 
Wolpe and Lazarus ( 1 966)  modified Phi lpott ' s  procedure s l ight ly  and 
appl ied it in the treatment of patients with pervasive anxiety . Strongly 
fe lt , but not avers ive , e l ectrical current was administered in one 
second pul ses 8 to 1 0  t imes per minute over a 20 to 30 minute period . 
Patients reported a gradual reduction in anxiety from this procedure , 
often reaching as low as "0" on the Subj ective Units of Disturbance 
(SUD) sca le  (Wolpe , 1 969 ) . After a low level of anxiety had been 
attained , the therapist administered a systematic desensiti zation proce-
dure simi lar to that employed by Phi lpott , with two or three el ectrical 
pulses presented during each hierarchy scene . Al though requiring more 
scene presentations than standard desensiti zation , the results  indicated 
substantial  reductions in the anxiety response to hierarchy items . In 
their discussion , Wo lpe and Lazarus stated that "these effects may be 
due to Pavlov ' s  external inhibition" (p . 146 ) , but provided no further 
elaboration . Consistent with a Pavlovian view of external inhibition , 
Kleinman ( 1 979)  suggested that a possible  theoret ical explanation of 
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these findings is  that "the anxiety i s  the result  of an excitatory state 
e l icited by previously conditioned . . .  stimu 1 i ,  and that the app l icat ion 
of the e lectrical stimulus inhibits the conditioned anxiety response" 
(p . 2 1 ) .  
Singh ( 1976)  a lso  reported using el ectrical shock in a desensiti­
zation procedure to  treat a phobic disorder . Singh ' s  cl ient was a 
25 -year-old fema le  who was fearful of riding in a car with her husband , 
especial ly  when he had been drinking . The c l ient also reported fee ling 
anxious and uncomfortabl e  whenever her husband drank in front of her . 
At the start of each treatment session , e lectrodes were attached to the 
c lient ' s  forearm and a l evel of e l ectrical current that was strong 
enough to be distracting , but too weak to be painful , was determined . 
A scene from the previous ly constructed 1 2 - item hierarchy was then 
presented , with the cl ient rais ing her index finger when she had the 
scene c l early imagined . At that point , two e l ectrical pulses , one 
second apart were administered by the therapist . Approximately  1 0  trials  
of this combination of scene and shock were presented at  five second 
intervals ,  fo l lowing which the c l ient ' s  l evel of anxiety was again 
assessed as she imagined the scene without the shock . Two to four hier­
archy items were presented in this  manner during each treatment session , 
with the comp lete procedure requiring a total of ten 30-minute sessions . 
The results  showed that the anxiety evoked by individual hierarchy items 
was typical ly reduced to "0" within the ten scene-shock presentations 
and that this reduction in anxiety genera l i zed to anxiety-arous ing in 
vivo situations . �1oreover , resul ts of a l 6 -month fo l low-up indicated 
that this improvement had been maintained . 
Spiro ( 1 981)  described an unpubl i shed work in which she emp loyed 
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external inhibition procedure in  the treatment of  a sex  phobic c l ient . 
The c l ient was a 39-year-o ld ,  married woman who reported a 20 -year 
history of sexual problems in which intercourse was associated with severe 
anxiety attacks and various physical symptoms (e . g . , headache , backache ) . 
This aversion to intercourse had general i zed over the years to the point 
where she was unable  to engage in any kind of sexual activity with her 
husband . Treatment by external inhibition was selected when the c l ient 
was unable to rel ax sufficient ly  to use re laxation as a counter-anxiety 
response in systematic desensiti zation . In order to circumvent the 
problems associated with the fairly rapid habituation of humans to mi ld 
e lectrical shock , a white noise  stimulus was employed as the external 
inhibitor . During each treatment session , the cl ient was asked to imagine 
scenes from a 22 -item thematic hierarchy targeted to sexual activity with 
her husband . When she signaled that the image was c lear , the white 
noise was presented through earphones in two second pul ses for 30 -
seconds . The c l ient was then asked to imagine the scene again without 
the white noise  and anxiety leve ls  were recorded . Spiro reported that 
anxiety was usual ly  absent after about four trials  of this procedure , 
and by the end of the eighth session , the c l ient was able  to imagine 
the highest item on the hierarchy with no reported anxiety . This  was 
apparently  the first time the c l ient had been abl e  to even imagine 
sexual interaction with her husband without experiencing overwhelming 
anxiety . General i zation of these effects in vivo could not be deter-
mined , however, becaus e of her husband ' s  refusa l  to interact with her 
sexual ly  when she requested him to do so . 
The c l inical ca.se studies reviewed above provide rather convincing 
evidence that external inhibition can be used to successful ly inhibit 
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the anxiety associated with fear imagery in systematic desensiti zation , 
and suggest that such a procedure may be effect ive as a treatment for 
anxiety or phobic  disorders . Despite this evidence , however , there have 
been relatively few control led outcome studies investigating the c l inical 
efficacy of procedures based on external inhibition . To date , only four 
such studies have been conducted (Kleinman , 1 979 ; Spiro , 1 98 1 ;  Wi lkins 
& Domitor , 1 973 ; Yul i s ,  Brahm , Charnes ,  Jacard , Picota & Rutman , 1975 ) , 
and only  two of these ( Kleinman , 1 979 ; Spiro , 198 1 )  have actual ly  
referred to external inhibition in  describing their treatment procedures . 
Although not l abel led as such , Wi lkins and Domitor ( 1973 )  provided 
the first control l ed study in which external inhibition was used to 
modify phobic  behavior . Based on the assumption that shifts in atten­
tion (e . g . , when instructed to  relax,  imagine the hierarchy scene , re lax , 
stop imagining , and re lax) are responsible , in large part , for the 
effectiveness of systematic desens iti zat ion (c . f . Wi lkins , 1971 ) ,  these 
investigators hypothesi zed that any instructed attention shifts ( lAS) 
away from the fear-provoking scene and toward another stimulus (e . g . , 
a tone) might function equal ly wel l  to reduce anxiety.  To test this 
hypothesis , Wi lkins and Domitor compared an lAS procedure , systematic 
desensitization ,  and a contro l group in which subj ects imagined scenes 
from their chi ldhood . The lAS procedure used was s imi lar in most  
respects  to the cl inical app l icat ions of external inhibition described 
earlier,  in that a hierarchy was constructed , subj ects imagined fearful 
scenes in ascending order , and external stimulus ( i . e . , a tone) was 
presented . Unl ike previous studies , however , subj ects were instructed 
in advance to attend to the external stimulus . Performance on a 
behavioral avoidance test fo l lowing treatment indicated that the 
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desensiti zation and lAS procedures were equal ly effective in reducing 
anxiety and both showed significant improvement re l ative to the control 
group , 
Yul i s  et a l . ( 1 975 )  subsequently compared traditional systematic 
desensiti zation using musc�e relaxation with an lAS procedure that 
paired hierarchy items with an auditory stimulus "in order to train 
subj ects to shift their attention in a contro l l ed way from the phobic  
stimulus through an external stimulus" (p . 1 74 ) . The latter treatment 
was simi l ar to the procedure employed by Wi lkins and Domitor ( 1 973 ) , 
except that in p l ace of  a tone , a one -minute musical selection was 
presented as the external stimulus . Thirty-one different muS ical selec­
tions were used , with a di fferent piece of music accompanying each 
hierarchy item presented . The groups consisted of  snake phobic sub ­
j ects selected on the basis  of  their responses on a modi fied version o f  
the Fear Survey Schedul e  (Wo lpe & Lang , 1 964)  and a behavioral avoidance 
test ( BAT) . Results  indicated that the two treatment groups showed 
significant improvement on both the Fear Survey Schedule  and the BAT , as 
wel l  as on a "Physio logical Reaction Questionnaire " .  Yul i s  et al . ( 1 9 75 )  
interpreted their resul t s  as  supporting Wi lkins I ( 1 9 7 1 )  hypothesis that 
the only necessary condition for systematic  desensiti zation is "the 
control led attention shifts in the instructed imagination of fear 
re levant scenes , which spec i fica l ly  a l lows a refocus ing of attention 
directed towards the threatening s ituation" (p . 1 7 6 ) . 
As can be seen , both of these lAS procedures conform to the external 
inhibition paradigm, in that an external stimulus is presented during 
imagination of anxiety-arousing scenes . Neither study , however ,  refers 
direct ly  to this concept in describing their treatment procedures , 
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placing the primary emphasis  instead on the cognitive element of 
contro l led attention shifts . Thus , these authors suggest  that teaching 
subj ects to switch their attention away from the phobic obj ect to another 
stimulus (e . g . , a tone or music )  l eads to a reduction in the anxiety 
response because of the refocused attention on the fear-e l iciting 
stimulus . 
Kleinman ( 1 979 )  conducted a study that was designed to both "test 
Pavlov ' s  theoretical position on external inhibition . . .  (and) evaluate 
the possible  c l inical appl i cati on of external inhibition to reduce 
previous ly conditioned (i . e . , not l aboratory-conditioned) anxiety in 
human beings" (p . 24 ) .  Based on Pavlov ' s  assertion that "any extra 
excitation" should "make its presence fel t " ,  Kleinman also sought to 
demonstrate that the use of two different stimu l i  as external inhibitors 
( l ight and sound) woul d  be equal ly effective in modi fying phobic  anxiety . 
Forty-five mal e  and female  subj ects who reported being fearful of cock-
roaches on a modified version of the Fear Survey Schedul e  (Wolpe & Lang , 
1 964)  and a behavioral avoidance test ( BAT) were randomly assigned to 
three experimental  groups : ( 1 )  external inhibition with sound , (2 )  
external inhibit ion with l ight , or (3 )  a contro l  condition receiving 
"in vivo desensiti zation without re laxation " .  I n  the group receiving 
external inhibition with sound , the phobic s timulus (i . e . , a glass bowl 
containing cockroaches ) was brought progressively c loser to the subj ect 
unti l  he or she reported feel ing uncomfortable . At that point , a 
1 , 000 Hz . tone de l ivered at an intens ity of 70 db was presented through 
a speaker mounted one foot behind the subj ect ' s  head . One administra-
tion of the sound as an external ly inhibiting stimulus was defined as 
a 3D-second presentation with the tone alternate ly on and off for 
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two second periods . When the subj ect fe l t  sufficient ly  comfortable , 
the phobic stimulus was again moved clos er and the procedure was repeated . 
Each subj ect received a total of 1 5  sound presentations . An identical 
procedure was employed with the group receiving externa l  inhibition with 
l ight , except that the extraneous stimulus consisted of a 75 watt l i ght 
bulb  in a nine inch , white  reflector directed toward the subj ect from a 
distance of  approximately  1 8 - inches in front of ,  and nine inches above , 
the subject ' s  eyes . The "in vivo desensiti zation"  procedure was des ign ­
e d  t o  control for nonspeci fi c  therapeutic  effects by providing subj ects 
with the expectations that this form of "treatment" would  be effective 
in reducing their anxiety (c . f . Marcia ,  Rubin , & Efran , 1 969) . Subj ects 
in this group were s imply  instructed to re l ax during presentation of 
the phobic stimu lus and were told  that this state of  relaxation would 
result in their fear being "deconditioned" . Post -treatment assessment 
indicated that subj ects receiving external inhibition with sound exhi­
bited significant reductions in anxiety on both se l f-report and behavi­
oral avoidance measures , and that this  reduction was sign i ficant ly 
greater than that disp l ayed by subj ects in the contro l condit ion . The 
se lf-report and BAt scores of subj ects receiving external inhibition 
with l ight fel l  about hal fway between those of the sound and control 
groups . This resulted in no significant di fferences being obtained be ­
tween the l i ght · and sound , or l i ght and control , groups . This  l atter 
finding was attributed to a possible  methodological confound , as the 
cockroaches tended to respond to the presentation of l i ght with 
·occasional short bursts  of activity which may have resulted in subj ects 
being re-sensiti zed to the phobic stimulus . As Kleinman stated , 
'�l though the l ight treatment may have been effective , the results  are 
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thus confounded b y  the additional anxiety aroused b y  the movement of 
the cockroaches during the exposure of some of the subj ects to the l i ght 
pulses" (p . 54) . 
Kleinman concluded that his  findings lend direct support to 
"Pavlov ' s  hypothesis  that an external stimulus presented with a condi ­
tioned stimu lus may inhibit a previous ly  conditioned response and may 
continue to have aftereffects beyond the removal of the new external 
stimulus "  (p . 5 9 ) . Further , he maintained that his  results  contravene 
a strict cognitive interpretation such as that proposed by Wi lkins and 
Domitor ( 1 973 )  and Yul i s  et a l . ( 1 975 ) , s ince he was ab le to obtain 
essential ly  the same effects without instructing subj ects to shift 
their attention to the extraneous stimulus . In discussing possible  
expl anations for the effect iveness of his procedure , Kleinman hypothe­
s i zed that two interrel ated factors may have been responsible for the 
therapeuti c  effects of external inhibition . First , he suggested that 
presentation of the extraneous stimulus initia l ly diminishes the 
strength of the conditioned fear response by momentarily  diverting the 
subj ect ' s  attention away from the phobic obj ect , making it a less  
sal ient and subj ectively l ess  powerful stimulus . This decreased atten ­
tion ,  i n  turn , is experienced by the subj ect a s  a reduction i n  anxiety 
or discomfort in the presence of the feared stimulus . As a second 
factor contributing to the effectiveness of external inhibit ion , 
Kleinman suggested that this reduced anxiety or discomfort becomes 
associated with and condItioned to the presence of the phobic obj ect , 
resul ting in further reductions in subj ective fear during subsequent 
presentations of the anxiety-arousing stimulus . Thus , according to 
Kleinman ' s  formulation , "external inhibition is  effect ive in reducing 
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phobic  anxiety because it  diminishes the evocative power of  the phobic  
obj ect by drawing the subj ect ' s  attention from it , whi le concurrently 
conditioning the anxiety-rel ief  or reduced-anxiety feel ing to the phobic 
stimulus" (pp . 60-61 ) .  
In order to c larify the specific  nature of  the stimul i  necessary 
to reduce phobic  responses , Spiro ( 1 98 1 ) conducted a s tudy which evalu­
ated the re lative efficacy of qua l i tative ly  and quantitatively different 
stimuli  within the external inhibition paradigm .  Specifical l y ,  she 
hypothesized that biologica l l y  distracting stimul i ( i . e . , whi te noise )  
in  two different intensities would  be  more effect ive in  reducing phobic 
anxiety than either cognitive coping statements or graduated exposure 
to the feared stimulus . Thirty-two subj ects who indicated a fear of  
snakes on a modi fied version of the Fear Survey Schedule  (Wolpe & Lang , 
1 964 ) and a behavioral avoidance test ( BAT) were randomly assigned to 
one of four experimental  groups : ( 1 )  ext ernal inhibition ( loud) , ( 2 )  
external inhibition (soft ) , (3 )  confidence-building coping suggestions , 
or (4 ) a graduated exposure control group . For subj ects receiving the 
external inhibition ( loud) treatment , the phobic stimulus (a glass 
terrarium containing a harmless snake) was brought progressively c l oser 
unt i l  the subj ect reported fee l ing anxious or uncomfortable .  At that 
point , the white  noise stimulus was presented through earphones at an 
intens i ty of approximate ly 95  db . One administration of the sound as an 
extern a l l y  inhibiting st imulus was defined as a 30-second presentat ion 
with the white noise alternately on and off for two-second periods . When 
the subj ect again fel t  sufficient ly comfortabl e ,  the phobic  stimulus 
was once more brought progressively  c loser and the procedure was repeat­
ed . Each subj ect received a total of 1 5  sound presentations . An 
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identical procedure was employed with subj ects in the external inhibition 
(soft ) group , except that the white noise stimulus was presented at an 
intensity of approximately 75 db . Subj ects receiving confidence-bui l ding 
coping suggestions were exposed in an identical manner to the phobic 
stimulus , but were presented with an extraneous stimulus consisting of 
pre-recorded coping suggestions . Cognitive coping statements were 
presented for approximately two-seconds , al ternat ing with two -second 
periods of s i l ence during each 30-second presentation . A total of six  
coping statements were used and were chosed to include : (a) preparation 
for the s tressor ( "Don ' t  worry , you ' re in control here , j us t  re lax and 
take it  easy" ) , (b) coping with feel ings of  arous·a1  and agitation 
("Breathe deeply ,  breathe gerdy,  breathe rhythmical ly") , and (c )  se I f­
reinforcement ("So far , so  good , you ' re doing fine" ) . As in Kleinman ' s  
( 1 979)  "in vivo desensiti zation" procedure , the graduated exposure 
control group was designed to control for nonspecific therapeutic 
effect s by providing subj ects with the expectat ion of treatment effec ­
tiveness . Subj ects in this group were simp ly instructed to rel ax during 
presentation of the phobic stimulus and were told  that this state of  
re laxation would  resu lt  in  their fear being "deconditioned" . Results  
of pos ttreatment assessment us ing both sel f-report and behavioral 
indices of  improvement indicated that only the l atter measure showed 
s ignificant differences between the four experimental conditions . 
Sub j ects receiving the external inhibition ( loud) treatment showed 
significant increases in approach behavior on the posttreatment BAT , 
and these increases were signi ficant ly  greater than those exhibited by 
subj ects in the remaining three conditions . Further , subj ects provided 
with confidence-bui l ding coping suggestions disp l ayed significant ly  
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greater increases in approach behavior than subj ects in the graduated 
exposure control group . Thi s  l atter group , in turn ,  exhibited greater 
reduct ions in phobic  avoidance than subj ects receiving the external 
inhibi tion (soft ) treatment , who showed no significant behavioral changes 
from pre- to post-treatment assessment . While  a l l  four experimental 
groups exhibited s ign ifican t  reduct ions in self-reported anxiety on 
both the Fear Survey Schedule and a Subj ective Units of Discomfort scale 
CWolpe , 1 969) , no s ignificant di fferences. were obtained between any of 
the experimental conditions . Although statistical analyses of a one­
month fol low-up were precluded by the fai lure of some subj ects to  
return for testing , the results  general ly indicated that a l l  four groups 
continued to improve or remained the same , with the group receiving 
external inhibition (loud) showing greater positive changes than the 
other three conditions . 
Present Study 
The l iterature reviewed above provides firm empirical evidence of 
the efficacy of procedures based on external inhibition in the modifi ­
cation of c lassical ly  conditioned anxiety responses . Case studies of 
the c l inical appl ication of external inhibition (Singh , 1 976 ; Wolpe & 
Lazarus , 1 966) , whi le  encouraging , lack the experimental rigor necessary 
for general appl ication of the procedure in the treatment of c l inical ly 
relevant anxiety disorders . Although derived from divergent theoretical 
bases , the group outcome studies described above (Kleinman , 1979 ; Spiro , 
1 98 1 ; Wi lkins & Domitor, 1973 ; Yul is  et �. , 1975)  provide much more 
convincing evidence of the value of external inhibition treatments of 
anxiety due to their use of control led experimental procedures . Working 
within a cognitive framework , both Wi lkins and Domitor ( 1 973)  and 
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Yu1 i s  et  �. ( 1 975 )  demonstrated that presentation of an extraneous 
stimulus during imagination of fear-relevant scenes could produce signi­
ficant reductions in the behavioral and sel f-report components of  the 
anxiety response . Kleinman ( 1979 )  success fu l ly cha l l enged the cognit i ­
vist ' s  assumption that control l ed attention shifts were the essential 
e lement of their procedures by demonstrating that the presentation of 
extraneous stimul i  could ,  in itse lf ,  produce reductions in anxiety with­
out instructing subj ects to attend to the external stimulus , In so doing , 
Kleinman provided the first direct support for the use of Pavlov ' s  ( 1 927 )  
l aboratory-based principl e  of external inhibition in  the treatment of an 
anxiety-rel ated c l inical prob l em .  Spiro ' s  ( 1 98 1 )  investigation of 
external inhibition provides additional evidence of the c l inical efficacy 
of this treatment approach . Although she fai l ed to obtain the differen­
tial  reductions in sel f-reported anxiety reported by Kleinman ( 1979) , 
the external inhibition ( loud) procedure did produce significantly greater 
increases in approach behavior than the use of cognitive coping s tate­
ments , graduated exposure , or a mi lder intensity external stimulus . 
Whi l e  supporting the c linical app l ication of Pavlov ' s  princip le  of 
external inhibition , these studies are neverthe less lacking in several 
important respects when viewed in terms of the mul tidimens ional concep­
tion of anxiety presented earl ier . As noted previous l y ,  anxiety is a 
mul tidimensional construct characteri zed by a complex interaction between 
the verbal -cognitive , motoric ,  and physiologic response systems . With­
out exception , however , the studies conducted thus far on therapeutic 
applications of external inhibition have made use of only the self-report 
and/or behavioral channe ls  for purposes of both subj ect selection and 
treatment evaluation . With regard to subj ect selection procedures , 
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numerous obj ections have been raised concerning analogue fear research 
that attempts to general i ze to a c l inical ly  phobic popul ation on the 
basis of a treatment developed with only  mi ldly fearful subj ects 
( Bernstein , 1 9 7 3 ;  Bernstein & Paul , 1 97 1 ) . In view of the wide individual 
differences in terms of the specific topography of the anxiety response ,  
and the resultant l ack of  covariation between response measures , i t  is 
impossible to determine on a post hoc basis  the percentage of subj ects 
in these previous studies who were only  "mi ldly fearfu l "  or "truly 
phobic"  in the sense  of showing c l inical ly relevant increases in anxiety 
across al l three response modalities . The fai lure of research on exter­
nal inhbition to assess and control for phys iological responding , and 
to select subj ects on the basis of a coincidence of activity in a l l  
three channel s ,  is  not only inconsistent with the mul tidimensional nature 
of the anxiety construct , but , more importantly ,  precludes val id  gene ­
rali zation of treatment effects to phobic cl ients in the cl inical setting . 
In terms of treatment evaluation , investigations of external inhibi ­
tion conducted to date have s imi l arly fai l ed to incorporate physiological 
activity as. an outcome measure , and have re lied exc lusively on changes 
in self-reported anxiety or behavioral avoidance as a means of demon­
strat ing therapeutic effectiveness . Whi l e  thi s  research has provided 
important emp irical evidence as to the potential of external  inhibition 
to modify phobic  behavior , the absence of physiological measures among 
posttreatment improvement indices leaves unaddressed the abi l ity of 
such a procedure to effect significant changes in autonomic responding . 
The capacity of this  form of treatment to effectively modify the physi ­
ological component of the anxiety response would seem to be an 
especial ly important issue since external inhibition is theoretical ly 
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based on a c l assical autonomic conditioning paradigm . Moreover , the 
concept of response desynchrony reviewed earlier indicates that different 
treatment techniques may produce differential  effect s  on the various 
components of the anxiety response .  As effective treatment should 
ultimately be capable  of modifying each of these components , adequate 
evaluation of treatment effects must include assessment of changes 
occurring across a l l  three response modalities . 
The present study represents an extension of previous research on 
therapeutic  applications of external inhibition and examined the effects 
of such a procedure on the verbal -cognitive , motoric ,  and physio logical 
components of the anxiety response . To accompl ish this , subj ects were 
selected and treatment effects evaluated in terms of changes e l icited 
in each of the three response moda l i ties by a speci fic fear s timulus . 
The dependent variable  under investigation in the current study 
consisted of the speci fic treatment given to each of three groups of 
phobic  subj ects : external inhibit ion , graduated exposure to the fear ­
ful stimulus , or a test -retest control procedure . The external inhibi ­
tion procedure uti l i zed as the external inhibitor a white noise st imulus 
presented at the intensity found to be maximal ly  effective in Spiro ' s  
( 198 1 )  study for reducing phobic behavior . The graduated exposure 
condition closely fol lowed the procedures out l ined by Kleinman ( 1 979)  
and Spiro ( 1 98 1 ) ,  and was inc luded to : ( 1 )  control for the factor of 
expectancy of therapeut ic gain which has been described as being an 
important variable in treatment outcome (e . g . , Borkovec ,  1972 , 1973 ; 
Mahoney , 1978 ; Wi lkins , 1971 ; 1 973) ; ( 2 )  provide feedback of progression 
up the hierarchy which has been hypothesi zed to play a ro le in treatment 
effectiveness (e . g . , Wi lkins , 1 9 7 1 ) ; and (3 )  contro l for the possibil ity 
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of extinction of the anxiety response as a resul t  of the presence of the 
feared s timulus (c . f . Cooke , 1968 ; VanEgeren , 1 9 7 1 ) . In order to more 
completely control for ,  and evaluate the contribution of, expectancy 
and extinction effects , the third exprimental condition merely  
received repeated exposures to the feared stimulus without an intervening 
treatment procedure . 
Dependent measures were selected to samp l e  from each of the three 
channels of the anxiety response . Within the physio logical domain ,  
heart rate and e lectrodermal responses t o  a specific phobic stimulus 
were recorded to provide a measure of autonomic reactivity . There 
appears to be ample  evidence supporting the use of ' each of these physi ­
ological measures . With regard to heart rat e , Hare ( 1 973 )  and Klorman 
et al . ( 1 975 ) both reported that highly fearful subj ects responded to 
phobic stimul i  with a pattern of cardiac acce l eration that was indicative 
of a defensive reaction . A defensive response i s  distinguished from an 
orienting response which occurs in the presence of novel stimul i ,  invol ­
ves cardiac deceleration , and habituates more rapidly than a defensive 
response (Graham & C l i fton , 1 966 ; Sokolov , 1 963 ) . Simi l arly ,  Gunn , 
Wool f ,  B lock , and Person ( 1 972 )  found that subj ects typical ly exhibit 
cardiac accel eration in response to the presentation of fearful stimuli .  
The el ectrodermal response has long been one of the most  pop'ular indi ­
cators of autonomic arousa l  (Duffy , 1 972 )  and has frequently  been 
emp loyed as a measure of anxiety and fear . Hare ( 1973 )  and K lorman et a l . 
( 1975) , for examp l e ,  reported that fearful subj ects gave e l ectrodermal 
responses of greater amp l itude and duration when exposed to stimuli  that 
were specific to their fears than nonfearful subj ects shown the same 
stimuli .  
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The behavioral or overt motor component of the anxiety response was 
assessed through use of a variation of the behavioral avoidance test 
( BAT) . The first systematic  use of a BAT for assessing anxiety was 
reported by Lang and Lazovik ( 1 963 )  and involved requesting snake-phobic  
subj ects to approach , touch , and handle  a l ive snake prior to and fol low­
ing treatment . Subj ects ' minimum distance from the snake (in feet)  or 
degree of  interaction with it  (e . g . , touch , hold)  were then used as 
indices of  the anxiety experienced in re lation to the feared obj ect . 
Lang and Lazovik ' s  bas ic procedure has served as the model for most  BAT ' s  
used in analogue fear research and has been empl oyed to measure the 
degree of avoidance to any number of sma l l  animals , such as rats , 
spiders , and cockroaches , as we l l  as avoidance of water , heights , and 
c losed-in spaces ( Bernstein & Paul , 1 97 1 ;  Borkovec et al . ,  1 977 ; Lick 
& Edward , 1 9 76 ) . Whi l e  the standard BAT procedure involves active move­
ment by the subj ect in re l at ion to the feared stimulus , the variation 
of this approach used in the present study invo lved a passive avoidance 
test that a l l owed the subj ect to remain in a stationary position (c . f . 
Levis ,  1969 ;  Mi l ler & Levis , 1 9 71 ) . The advantage of  such a procedure 
is  that i t  provides an obj ective and quanti fiable  measure of behavioral 
avoidance , whi l e  at the same t ime permitting the continuous moni toring 
of phys iological responding . Borkovec and Craighead ( 1 9 7 1 )  have demon­
strated that avoidance responses on this type of passive avoidance test 
are comparabl e ,  inc luding rel i abi l i ty ,  to avoidance responses on the 
traditional walk-up avoidance tas k .  Craighead ( 1 973 )  also found a 
s igni ficant negative correl ation between heart rate and proximity of 
the phobic  obj ect (i . e . , the c loser the phobic  stimulus , the higher the 
heart rate )  on a passive BAT where subj ects remained stationary and the 
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phobic  obj ect ( i . e . , a snake) was brought progressively closer in  a 
series of graded steps . 
Assessment of the verbal -cognitive channel was accomp lished by the 
use of two sel f-report measures . Analogous to the behavioral measures 
obtained during actual confrontation with the phobic stimulus , specific  
fear ratings are routinely obtained j ust  prior to , during , and/or 
immediately fol lowing test exposures ,  and are designed to measure the 
cognitive anxiety component in direct response to the st imulus 
( Borkovec et al . ,  1 977 ) . Wolpe ( 1 969)  uti l i zed such a subjective anxiety 
scale to develop anxiety hierarchies with patients receiving systematic 
desensiti zation . Patients were instructed to imagine the worst anxiety 
"ever experienced" and to assign to that fee l ing a numerical value of 
1 00 . Conversel y ,  the state of being "absolute ly calm" was assigned a 
value of zero . Each uni t  was thus a "subj ect ive unit  of discomfort" ,  
, 
and the patient was asked to rate each hierarchy item according to the 
amount of anxiety he or she would experience if actual ly confronted with 
the situation .  This resulted in a "SUD" score for each item in the 
patient ' s  hierarchy . Wolpe ' s  SUD scale (SUDS) is s imi lar to the Fear 
Thermometer (FT) devel oped by Walk  ( 1 956 )  whi ch uti l i zes a scale with 
endpoints of 1 (comp letely calm) and 10  (absolute terror) . Although 
there is no research available  which would  recommend the use of one or 
the other type of rating system ,  a l O -point scale was employed in the 
present study to assess the degree of subj ective anxiety experienced 
during the BAT task . This sma l l er scale appears to be a much more 
manageable  method of reporting subj ective fee l ings of anxiety , and 
therefore l ikely provides a more rel iable  measure of fear than the 
100-point scale used by Wolpe ( 1 969) . Immediate test -retest correlations 
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(r= . 94 to . 98 ,  Borkovec & Craighead ,  1 9 7 1 )  and reliabi l ity over several 
weeks (r= . 7S ,  Lang & Lazovik , 1 963 ; r= . 94 ,  Trexler & Karst , 1 972)  have 
general ly been quite high for these rating scales in studies of both 
snake phobia and speech anxiety . 
While  a wide variety of  specific fears or phobias have been targeted 
for investigation in analogue fear research (e . g . , fear of snakes , fear 
of insects ) ,  subj ects in the present study were selected on the basis  of 
the cO!lDnonly reported fear of spiders , or "spider phobia" . Klorman et al . 
( 1 974) have presented psychometric data on an internal ly consistent , 
3 1 - item , true or false sel f-report questionnaire which is  des igned to 
measure the verbal -cognitive or subj ective component of spider phobia 
(see Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire) . In a study evaluating 
the validity of the Spider Questionnaire (SPQ) , Hastings ( 1 9 7 1 )  found 
that subj ects obtaining high scores on the SPQ reported significantly  
greater distress when exposed to  fear-re levant material than subj ects 
whose scores indicated a low fear of spider stimul i .  The two groups did 
not differ , however , in their subj ective ratings of neutral fear- irrele­
vant s timuli . Due to the high incidence of "spider phobics " in the 
general population ; the SPQ has been reco!lDnended for use in analogue 
fear research (Klorman et �. , 1 974) . 
The method used in the present investigation is out l ined in sche ­
matic  form in Table  1 .  
From the preceding review of the l iterature , it was possible to 
derive the fol lowing specific hypotheses which were tested : 
I .  Subj ects who receive the external inhibition treatment would permit 
a significant ly greater approach by the spider on the posttreatment than 
on the pretreatment assessment , and this improvement in approach behavior 
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would  be significant ly greater than that exhibited by subj ects in either 
the Graduated Exposure or Test -Retest control groups . A repeated measures 
analysis  of variance was conducted on the two sets of mean BAT scores 
(pretreatment and posttreatment ) for each of the three experimental  
groups in order to evaluate changes in approach behavior on the two BAT 
assessments .  
I I .  Subj ects receiving the external inhibition treatment would exhibit 
a significant reduction in self-reported fear of the spider from the pre­
treatment to the posttreatment assessment , and this  reduction would  be 
significantly  greater than that shown by subj ects in either the Graduated 
Exposure or Test -Retest control groups . A repeated measures analysis of 
variance was conducted on the pretreatment and posttreatment mean SUDS 
ratings of the three experimental groups to evaluate changes in se lf­
reported anxiety . 
I I I .  Subj ects in the External Inhibition treatment group would  show a 
significant reduction in heart rate during the posttreatment BAT as 
compared to that exhibited during the pretreatment assessment . This  
reduction in  heart rate for subj ects in  the External Inhibition group 
would be s ignificant ly  greater than that exhibited by subj ects in either 
the Graduated Exposure or Test -Retest control groups . A repeated 
measures analysis  of variance was performed on the pretreatment and 
posttreatment mean heart rate levels  of the three experimental groups in 
order to evaluate changes in heart rate across the two assessment periods . 
IV . Subj ects in the External Inhibition treatment group would exhibit 
a significant reduction in skin conductance during the posttreatment BAT 
as compared to those shown during the pretreatment assessment . This  
reduction in skin conductance for subj ects in  the External Inhibit ion 
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would be significant ly  greater than that exhibited by subj ects in either 
the Graduated Exposure or Test - Retest control groups . A repeated 
measures analysis of variance was performed on the pretreatment and post ­
treatment skin conductance leve l s  of the three experimental groups in 
order to evaluate changes in skin conductance across the two assessment 
periods . 
V .  Subj ects who receive the external inhibition treatment would  show a 
significant reduction in scores obtained in the posttreatment administra­
tion of the Spider Questionnaire as compared to scores obtained on the 
initial administration of the questionnaire . This reduction in scores 
by the External Inhibition group would be significant ly greater than 
that shown by subj ects in either the Graduated Exposure or Test-Retest 
control groups . A repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted 
on the two sets of mean Spider Questionnaire scores for each of the three 
experimental groups in order to evaluate changes in self-reported fear 
on the questionnaire measure . 
Method 
Subjects 
Twenty-four (24) female  subj ects were chosen from undergraduate 
psychology courses at Virginia Commonwealth University . Subj ects  having · 
a fear of spiders were initial ly se lected on the basis  of their total 
scores on the Spider Questionnaire (SPQ ; Klorman et al . ,  1 974)  as 
fol lows : the SPQ was administered to 3 1 6  females at VCU over a two 
semester period during the 1982-83  academic year . Those subj ects scoring 
in the upper 2S% of the distribution of a l l  scores on the SPQ were defined 
as potential high-fear subj ects and randomly assigned to one of three 
experimental groups : ( 1 )  an External Inhibition treatment group , ( 2 )  a 
Graduated Exposure control group , or (3 )  a Test -Retest control group . 
These subj ect s  were then invited to participate in a s tudy "investigating 
physiological and subj ective responses to vi sual stimu l i " .  
A total of S3  subj ects were recruited in this fashion . Further 
screening of these potential high-fear subj ects was conducted during the 
pretreatment assessment phase of the study , and resul ted in the disqua­
l ification of 12 subj ects who fai l ed to meet the criterion performance 
on the behavioral avoidance test and one subj ect who did not exhibit the 
requisite increase in physiological activity . Of the remaining 40 
subj ects , six  were dropped due to equipment and recording difficulties , 
and three subj ects wi thdrew vo luntarily prior to their completion of the 
experiment . Six other subj ects who participated during the first 
semester of the study were subsequently dropped when their SPQ scores 
were found to be be low the criterion level in the combined , two -semester 
distribution of SPQ scores . Another subj ect was also dropped due to her 
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extremely high and deviant score on the SPQ . As a result , a total of 
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24 subj ects were inc luded , with eight subj ects being assigned to each of 
the three experimental groups . 
The mean SPQ score for a l l  subj ects given the SPQ was 9 . 4  with a 
standard deviation of 6 . 19 .  This distribution was comparable to that of 
the normative data for the SPQ reported by Klorman et al . ( 1 974) , which 
yielded a mean of  8 . 82 and a standard deviation of 6 . 1 3 .  The range of 
SPQ s cores for the External Inhibition group was 1 5  to 24 with a mean 
of 1 8 . 3 7 .  Scores for the Graduated Exposure group ranged from 1 4  t o  25 
with a mean of 1 8 . 75 .  The Test-Retest group scores ranged from 1 5  to 23  
with a mean of  1 8 . 37 .  
Experimenter 
The experimenter was a 28-year-old male  of average height and weight 
who conducted himse lf  in a p leasant , business - l ike manner and presented 
himself  as a psychology graduate student doing research . 
Apparatus 
The experiment was conducted in the Psychophysiological Laboratory 
located in two adj oining , temperature control led rooms on the second 
floor of the Psych�logical Services Center at 806 West  Frankl in Street . 
The external stimulus was presented via a SONY Cassette recorder 
(TC- 142 )  attached to a set of Pioneer (SE-405) Stereophone Headphones .  
Physiological measures were recorded on a five -channel  Grass Model 
7-D polygraph as fo l lows : 
Heart rate was recorded via a Grass Model 7PGC preamp l i fier inter-
faced with a Grass Mode l 7DA driver amp l i fier . Beat-by-heart rate was 
obtained through a Grass p lug -in Tachograph 7P4 and recorded on a 
separate channe l of the po lygraph . Two s i lver p late EKG electrodes 
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were attached in the Standard I I I  position on the l eft arm and l eft leg 
and secured with perforated rubber s traps . To insure proper conductance , 
each e lectrode site  was thoroughly c leaned with alcohol and an e lectro­
lyte of Grass EC-2  conductive paste  was rubbed into the skin as wel l  as 
onto the surface of the e l ectrodes . 
Electrodermal responses were recorded through a Grass Model 7PI 
low- level DC-c�upled preamp l i fier interfaced with a Grass Model 7DA 
driver amp l i fier .  A pair of Beckman s i lver/si lver chloride cup e lectrodes 
2cm2 in area were attached to the vol ar surface of the left palm and 
referenced to a site  on the ventral side of the third phalange of the 
l eft index finger . Each e lectrode was interfaced with an e lectrolyte 
of 50% normal sal ine solution in paste  form . Th e e lectrodes were app l ied 
to an acetone-c leaned skin surface and held securely in p lace by adhesive 
tape . 
Dependent Measures 
Behayioral Ayoidance Test (BAT) . Each subj ect was seated in a chair 
at the end of an e l evated track extending from direct ly beneath the 
subj ect ' s  chest to a distance of 10 -fe et . A l ive tarantula  (Eurypelma 
cal i fornica) encl osed in a venti lated , p lexiglass case was concealed at 
the far end of the track and mounted on a motorized p lat form control led 
by the experimenter from the adj acent room . At the start of the BAT , 
the spider was moved to the 10-foot mark by the experimenter and remained 
stationary at that point for a period of 30 -seconds . The spider was 
then advanced toward the subj ect at the rate of approximately  l - inch/ 
second unt i l  the subj ect began to feel  the "least bit anxious or uncom­
fortable" . At that point , the subj ect was instructed that she could 
press a smal l button on the arm of the chair that would immediate ly stop 
the spider . After a period of 3d-seconds , the experimenter once 
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again began advancing the spider toward the subj ect . The BAT was con­
cluded when the subj ect stopped the spider a second time , with the experi ­
menter recording the distance o f  the spider from the subj ect t o  the 
nearest inch . BAT scores ranged from 24 to 1 20  on the pretreatment and 
from a to 1 20 on the posttreatment measures . 
Subjective Units  of Discomfort Scale (SUDS) . Subj ects were instruc­
ted to rate aloud , on a scale from I to l a ,  the subj ective units of 
discomfort (SUDS) evoked by the spider at three different times during 
each BAT administration : when the spider was first brought to the 
l a -foot mark and each time the subj ect stopped the spider . The former 
ratings were obtained so as to provide a measure of subj ective anxiety 
with the phobic  stimulus at a constant distance across al l three experi ­
mental groups . The SUDS score obtained on the second stop of the spider 
by the subj ect constituted the degree of anxiety evoked by the phobic 
stimulus at the point of c losest approach . The endpoints of the SUDS 
scale  represented , respectively ,  "completely calm" ( 1 )  and "the most  
anxiety ever fel t "  ( 1 0) . SUDS scores were obtained during both the 
pretreatment and posttreatment phases of the experimental session . The 
experimenter was not present in the experimental room during either of 
these phases in order to reduce possible  demand characteristics associ­
ated . with the experimenter ' s  presence . The subj ect ' s  SUDS ratings were 
recorded by the experimenter in the adj acent room . 
Physiological Measures . Heart rate and skin conductance measures 
were continuously  recorded throughout the experimental  session . In 
addit ion , movement of the spider during the BAT ( i . e . , starts and stops)  
were recorded on a separate channel of the polygraph record in order to  
evaluate the physiological responses associated with the maximum and 
minimum distances of  the phobic stimulus from the subj ect . 
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Spider Questionnaire . The SPQ (Klorman et al . ,  1 974 )  was used as 
a screening device for the initial  selection of potential  spider 
fearful subj ects and was readministered during the posttreatment asses s ­
ment phase of the study . 
Procedure 
Subj ects were tested individua l ly  and randomly scheduled for the 
experimental sessions . In order to insure accurate physiological recor­
dings , subj ects were asked to take no non-prescribed drugs on the day 
they were scheduled to participate in the experiment . In addition , 
coffee , other caffeinated drinks , or stimulants of  any kind were prohib­
ited for two hours , and cigarettes for one hour , prior to the experiment . 
Subj ects having corrected vis ion were a lso asked to wear their glas ses 
or contact lens to the experimental session . To minimize the effects of  
temperature fluctuations on the physio logical measures , temperature was 
maintained at a constant 72 degrees F .  in the experimental room . 
Prior to the start of  the experiment , each subj ect was asked to 
comp lete a prel iminary questionnaire (Appendix B) and to sign a consent 
form explaining the nature of the study , the phys iological measures 
involved , and the subj ect ' s  freedom to withdraw from the experiment at 
any t ime (Appendix C ) . I f  a subj ect answered in the affirmative to any 
question on the prel iminary questionnaire , she was exc luded from parti ­
cipation i n  the study and was debriefed and re leased . 
The experimental session was divided into three separate phases : 
( 1 )  pretreatment screening and assessment , ( 2 )  treatment , and ( 3 )  
posttreatment asses sment . Each of the three experimental groups received 
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the identical procedure in the pretreatment and posttreatment assessment 
phases . The three phases of  the experimental session are described in 
detail below .  
Pretreatment screening and assessment . Upon completion of  the 
preliminary questionnaire and consent form , the first BAT was adminis ­
tered as  a means of further screening potential high-fear subj ects and 
providing base l ine data from which to evaluate treatment e ffects .  In 
order to obtain a more accurate pretreatment assessment , subj ects were 
not told they were se lected on the basis of their fear of spiders so as 
to reduce instructional  e ffects on the pretreatment measures (Gilmore , 
1 98 1 ) .  Each subj ect was seated comfortably in a padded lounge chair 
at the end of the BAT track and given instructions explaining the nature 
of the phobic stimulus and the BAT procedure . (Specific instructions 
to subj ects are in Appendix D) . After the instructions had been read 
and the e lectrodes attached , subj ects sat quietly with their eyes open 
for a 6-minute adaptation period prior to the start of the first BAT . 
The adaptation period was to al low sufficient time for the subj ect to 
become accl imated to the experimental setting and the electrodes , and 
to "settle  down" physiological ly , before beginning the experimental 
sess ion . 
In order to select only those subj ects who were highly fearful of 
spiders , any subj ect who was able  to bring the spider to a distance of 
less than 24- inches on the second trial of the BAT or who fai led to 
exhibit an increase in heart rate of  at least 1 0 %  (from the last averaged 
beat-by-beat heart rate obtained during the adaptation period to the 
highest beat -by-beat heart rate e l icited during exposure to the spider) 
was el iminated from the study as exhibiting too little  anxiety . 
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Treatment Groups 
Immediately  fo l lowing the end of the first BAT, the experimenter 
re-entered the experimental room and replaced the spider in its concealed 
l ocation at the far end of the BAT track . Subj ects meeting the criteria 
speci fied above then received the treatment appropriate to the experi -
mental group to which they had been randomly assigned . The procedures 
and instructions for each group were as fo l lows : 
External Inhibition . The subj ect remained seated in the chair and 
was told the fol lowing : 
Previous research has shown that learned responses , such 
as your discomfort in the presence of spiders , can be changed 
by presenting a different type of stimulus whi le  the spider 
is present . That is what we wi l l  be doing next . The spider 
wi l l  once again be brought to the end of the track and s topped , 
and wi l l  then begin moving c loser to you after a period of 
about 3D-seconds . As before , if you begin to feel  the least 
bit anxious or uncomfortab le  you may press the button on the 
arm of the chair and the spider wi l l  stop moving . This time , 
however , after the spider has stopped , I wi l l  present a series 
of noises which you wi l l  hear through these headphones , on for 
a few : seconds and off for a few seconds . When the noises have 
stopped , I wi l l  once again begin moving the forward . I f  you are 
s ti l l  too anxious to have the spider moved c loser , you should 
s imply press the button as soon as the spider begins moving and 
the noises wi l l  be repeated . I f  you do not press the button 
immediately,  the spider wi l l  continue to move forward and we 
wi l l  repeat the process , stopping the spider whenever you feel  
the least bit  anxious and presenting the series of noises . For 
this part of the experiment , it wi l l  not be necessary for you to 
rate your anxiety level , but remember to s i t  as sti l l  as possible 
and look direct ly at the spider for the entire time it is on the 
track . Do you have any questions ? 
The headphones were then p laced on the subj ect and adjusted for comfort . 
The experimenter went to the adj acent room and , after a 2 -minute adapta-
tion period , moved the spider to the I O -foot mark . After a period of 
3D-seconds , the experimenter began moving the spider forward , bringing 
it progress ively c loser to the subj ect at a rate of approximate ly 
I - inch/ second . When the subj ect pressed the button and stopped the 
spider , the experimenter presented the external noi se st imulus for a 
total of 3D-seconds . The external stimulus consisted of whi te noise 
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del ivered at an intensity of  approximately 95 db A by a SONY tape recor-
der through the stereophoni c  headphones . One administration of .  the 
sound as an externally  inhibit ing stimulus was defined as a 3D-second 
presentation with the white noise alternately on and off for two-second 
periods . The white  noise  stimulus was prerecorded and the tape operated 
by the experimenter in the adj acent room . The strength of the stimulus 
was contro l l ed by the tape recorder at 95 db A .  
After presentation o f  the external  stimulus , the experimenter once 
again began advancing the spider toward the subj ect . Each t ime the 
subj ect pressed the button and stopped the spider , the external s timulus 
was presented in the manner described above . Thi s  phase of the experi -
ment was terminated after the subj ect had received 1 5  presentations of 
the external st imulus or had permitted the spider to reach the endpoint 
of the BAT track , whichever occurred first . 
Graduated Exposure . Subj ects remained seated in the chair and were 
given the fol lowing instructions : 
Previous research has shown that learned responses , such 
as your discomfort in the presence of spiders , can be changed 
by exposing you to the spider whi l e  you are relaxed and com­
fortable . That is what we wi l l  be doing next . So make 
yourse l f  as comfortable  as you can in the chair , your body 
wi l l  be re laxed , and your fear wi l l  be deconditioned . The 
spider wi l l  once again be brought to the end of the track 
and stopped , and wi l l  then begin moving closer to you after 
a period of  about 3D-seconds . As before , i f  you begin to 
feel  the least bit  anxious or uncomfortable you may press 
the button on the arm of the chair and the spider wi l l  stop 
moving . This  t ime , however , after the spider has been 
stopped , I would l ike you to re lax yourself  once again , but 
remember not to move around because of the s ensitive nature 
of the recording equipment . After taking about 3D-seconds 
to re lax yourself ,  I wi l l  once again begin moving the 
spider forward . I f  you are st i l l  too anxious to have the 
_ sp ider moved c loser , you should s imply press the button as 
soon as the spider begins moving and rel ax yourself once 
again . I f  you do not press the button immediately ,  the 
spider wi l l  continue to move forward and we wil l  repeat 
the process ,  stopping the spider whenever you feel  the 
l east bit anxious and a l lowing you to relax yourse l f  again-. 
This time you wi l l  be wearing this set of headphones to 
keep out any outside noises that may affect the physiolog­
ical recordings and interfere with your abi l ity to relax 
completely .  For this part of the experiment , i t  wi l l  not 
be necessary for you to rate your anxiety leve l ,  but 
remember to sit  as sti l l  as possible  and look directly at 
the spider for the entire t ime it is  on the track . Do 
you have any questions ? 
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The headphones were then p laced on the subj ect as a control for extra-
neous noise  and adj usted for comfort . The experimenter went to the 
adj acent room and , after a 2-minute adaptation period , moved the spider 
to the lO-foot mark . The BAT procedure , as described above , was repeat -
ed for a total of 1 5  trials ,  with trials being defined as each time the 
subj ect stopped the movement of the spider , or unti l  the subj ect had 
permitted the spider to reach the endpoint of the track . 
Test -Retest Contro l . Subj ects remained seated in the chair and 
were told the fol lowing : 
I would now l ike to obtain recordings of your physio­
l ogical activity without the spider present . TIlis t ime you 
wil l  be wearing this set of headphones to keep out any out side 
noises that may affect the physiological recordings . Just sit  
quiet ly  and keep your eyes open as  you normal ly would  for the 
next few minutes .  Please remember to keep as sti l l  as possible 
due to the sensitive nature of the recording equipment . Do you 
have any questions ? 
The headphones were then p l aced on the subj ect as a control for extra-
neous noise  and adj usted for comfort . The experimenter then went to 
the adj acent room and subj ects sat quiet ly  for a period of l O -minutes . 
Thi s period of time was comparable to the time required to administer 
the External Inhibition and Graduated Exposure procedures . 
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Posttreatment Assessment 
Immediately fol lowing the end of the treatment phase of the session ,  
the experimenter re-entered the experimental room and replaced the spider 
in its concealed location at the far end of the BAT track . In the post-
treatment assessment phase,  two BAT ' s  were admini stered in  order to  
assess changes in approach behavior and to  evaluate changes in self-
reported anxiety and physiological activity at the closest distance 
obtained on the pretreatment assessment ( Borkovec et �. , 1977) . The 
first BAT , with a procedure identical to that of the pretreatment BAT , 
was administered to determine changes in approach behavior . Sub j ects 
were given the fo l l owing speci fic  instructions : 
I would  once again l ike to determine your responses to 
the spider using the procedure we employed at the beginning 
of the experiment . In a few minutes , I wi l l  move the spider 
to the end of the track where it wi l l  be stopped . After the 
spider has stopped , I would l ike you to rate aloud the degree 
of discomfort or anxiety you feel as you look at the spider 
at that distance . Use the same scale from 1 to 1 0  to rate 
your anxiety as before , with 1 representing no anxiety or 
comp letely calm and 1 0  representing the most anxiety you 
have ever felt . Remember you may use any number from 1 to 
1 0  that best describes the discomfort or anxiety you experi ­
ence whi le looking at the spider . After a period of about 
3D-seconds , the spider wi l l  again begin to move s lowly down 
the track and wi l l  continue to move toward you . As before , 
i f  you should begin to feel  the l east bit anxious or uncom­
fortab l e ,  you may press the button on the arm of the chair 
and the spider wi l l  stop moving . After you press the button 
and the spider stops , I would l ike for you to again rate aloud 
the degree of discomfort or anxiety you experience us ing the 
scale from 1 to 1 0 .  Again , s ince the purpose of this  is to 
see j ust  how c lose you can comfortably come to the spider , I 
wi l l  start moving it forward again after a period of about 
3D-seconds . I f  you again begin to feel  the least bit anxious 
or uncomfortabl e ,  you may press the button and the spider wi l l  
be stopped complete l y .  After the spider stops moving for 
the second t ime , I would  l ike for you to once again rate aloud 
the degree of discomfort or anxiety you experience us ing the 
1 0 -point sca le . Let the spider come as c lose as possible ,  
but i f  you begin to fee l the s l ightest bit anxious or uncom­
fortab l e ,  p lease do not try to force yoursel f  to continue . 
P lease remember to keep as sti l l  as possible due to 
the sensitive nature of the recording equipment , and use 
only  a movement of your right hand should  you find it 
necessary to press the button . Keep your l eft arm and 
left leg perfect l y  sti l l  at a l l  t imes . Look direct ly  at 
the spider for the entire t ime it is on the track and 
rate your l evel of discomfort or anxiety each time the 
spider stops moving using the scale from I to 1 0 . Do you 
have any questions ? 
The experiment then went to the adj acent room and ,  after a 3-minute 
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adaptation period , began the posttreatment BAT . Th e  BAT was concluded 
when the subj cet stopped the spider for the second time , with this dis-
tance being recorded as  the posttreatment BAT approach score . 
At the end of the first posttreatment BAT, the experimenter 
re-entered the experimental room and repl aced the spider in tts con -
cealed location a t  the far end o f  the BAT track . The second posttreat-
ment BAT was then administered in order to assess changes in self-report-
ed anxiety and physio logical activity at the c l osest distance obtained 
on the pretreatment assessment . Each subj ect received the fol lowing 
instructions : 
I would l ike to determine your responses to the spider 
for a final t ime using a s l i ght l y  different procedure . As 
before , I wi l l  first move the spider to the end of the track 
where it wi l l  be stopped . After the spider has stopped , I 
woul d  l ike you to again rate aloud the degree of discomfort 
or anxiety you feel as you look at the spider at that dis­
tance , using the same 1 0 -point scale ,  After about 3D-seconds , 
the spider wi l l  again begin to move s lowly down the track , but 
this t ime I do not want you to press the button to stop the 
spider . Instead , I wi l l  stop moving the spider at a particu­
lar point on the track and , after it stops , I would l ike you 
to rate aloud the degree of discomfort or anxiety you experi ­
ence using the scale  from I to 10 . Whi le r do not want you 
to press the button to stop the spider , it wi l l  come no 
c loser to you than it has on previous trials . Remember to 
keep as sti l l  as possible ,  keep your eyes on the spider , and 
rate your level of discomfort or anxiety each time the spider 
stops using the 10-point sca l e .  Do you have any questions ? 
The experimenter then went to the adj acent room and , after a 3-minute 
adapta�ion period , began the second posttreatment BAT by moving the 
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spider to the I O -foot mark . Afte.r a period of 30-seconds , the. experi ­
menter moved the spider to the point on the BAT track where it had been 
stopped by the subj ect on the second trial of the pretreatment BAT . 
Fo l lowing completion of the second BAT, the experimenter re-entered 
the experimental room , replaced the spider in its conceal ed location , 
and removed the e lectrodes . Subj ects were then given a copy of the 
Spider Questionnaire to comp lete outside the experimental room . 
At the conclus ion of the experimental session , each subj ect was 
thoroughly  debriefed and asked to raise any questions concerning the 
experimental procedure . Subj ects were asked to refrain from discussing 
the experiment with other students in order to avoid biasing other pos ­
sible subj ects . An inquiry was also  made at this time regarding any 
residual s ide effects eXperienced as a result  of the experimental pro­
cedures . Al though no such s ide effects were expected , any subj ect re ­
porting signifi cant discomfort was offered fo l l ow-up attention by the 
experimenter at the Psycho logical  Services Center . On ly one subj ect 
reported s igni ficant distress fol lowing the experimental sess ion and 
was offered fol low-up attention ; however , prior to the follow-up session , 
she indicated by telephone that her distress had subsided and that 
further attention was not needed . 
Resul ts 
Subject Sel ection Variabl es 
Three separate selection criteria were uti l i zed to help insure 
that only those subj ects  who were highly fearful of spiders were 
selected for participation in the study . The sel ection criteria 
inc luded : ( 1 )  a total score on the Spider Questionnaire (SPQ) that 
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was within the upper 25% on the distribution of  al l scores on the SPQ; 
(2)  al l owing the spider to come no c loser than 24- inches on the pre­
treatment behavioral avoidance test ( BAT) ; and (3)  an increase in 
heart rate of at l east 1 0% during the pretreatment BAT (from the last 
averaged beat-by-beat heart rate e l icited during the adaptation period 
to the highest beat-by-beat heart rate el icited during the pretreatment 
BAT) . A summary of the scores obtained by the three experimental  
groups on  each of the selection variables  is presented in Tab le  2 .  
As al l subj ects were randomly assigned to the three experimental  
group s ,  it  had been assumed that the groups would not be  significant ly 
different on any of the selection measures used . In order to test this  
assumption ,  three separate analyses of variance were conducted on  the 
pretreatment SPQ, BAT , and heart rate scores . These analyses , pre­
sented in Tab l e  3 ,  reveal ed no significant differences between the 
experimental groups on any of the three selection measures . 
For purposes of c larity , the resul ts for each of the five 
dependent variabl es wi l l  be presented separately . Discuss ion of  the 
specific dependent measures wil l be fol lowed by an examination of the 
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Tab l e  2 
Se l ec t i on Vari ab les  
Group Means and  Standard Devi at ions 
Me a s u r e s  
Group SPQ 1 m b 
External I nh i b i t i on X 1 8 . 37 46 . 50 28 . 25 
S . D . 2 . 6 9  1 5 . 4 3 1 1 . 4 0 
Graduated Exposure X 18 . 75 45 . 25 2 7 . 50 
S . D .  2 . 99 1 3 . 46 14 . 50 
Tes t - Re t e s t  X 1 8 . 37 5 3 . 00  26 . 00 
S . [) .  2 . 64 24 . 04 7 . 0 2 
a BAT s cores are e xpressed in  i nches 
bHeart rate i s  expres s ed as a change s core , obtained by subt rac t i ng 
the l as t  averaged beat -by-beat heart rate during the adaptat ion 
period from the h i ghest averaged beat -by-beat heart rate e l i c i ted 
during the pretreatment BAT . 
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Tabl e 3 
Ana l yses of  Variance for Subj ect  S e l e c t i on Variab l es 
SPQ 
Source O f  SS �fS F 
Group 2 . 75 . 37 . 04 
Error 2 1  1 85 . 2 5 8 . 82 
Tota l  2 3  1 86 . 00 
*p . 05 
* *p . 0 1  
BAT 
Source  d f  SS MS F 
Group ,., 2 77 . 00 1 38 . 50 . 36 <-
Error n 7975 . 50 379 . 79 
To ta l 2 3  8252 . 50 
*p . OS 
* *p . 0 1 
Heart Rate  
Source d f  SS HS F 
Group 2 2 1 . 00 1 0 . 50 . 07 
Error 2 1  31 1 5 . 50 1 4 8 . 36 
Tot a l  2 3  3 1 36 . 50 
*p < . 05 
**p <. . 0 1  
intercorrelations between dependent variables and of the treatment 
trial s administered during the treatment phase of the experiment . A 
summary o f  the group means and standard deviations for each of the 
five dependent variab l es i s  provided in Appendix E .  
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Behavioral Avoidance Test 
Al l sub j ects were administered a passive behavioral avoidance 
test ( BAT) as part of both the pretreatment and posttreatment assess­
ments . The c losest approach of the spider permitted by the sub j ect on 
each occasion was recorded to the nearest inch and constituted the 
pretreatment and posttreatment BAT scores . 
A repeated measures ana lys i s  of  variance was conducted on the two 
sets of BAT scores (pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT # 1 )  using a 
2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period (pre , post)  x Group (External Inhibition , 
Graduated Exposure , Test-Retest) factors . As shown in Tabl e  4 ,  the 
ANOVA yielded a s ignificant main effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 2 1 ] =  
35 . 1 3 ,  P � . 01 ) , indicating that a l l three experimental groups ex­
hibited a s ignificant improvement in approach behavior over the two 
asses sment periods , and permitted the spider to come s ignificantl y  
c loser on the pos ttreatment BAT than on the pretreatment BAT . The non­
significant Group main effect and Group x Period interaction effect 
reveal ed that thi s  increase in approach behavior from the pretreatment 
to the posttreatment assessment was not s igni ficantl y  different for 
the three experimental groups . The mean performances for each group on 
the behavioral measure are presented graphical l y  in Figure 1 .  
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Tab l e  4 
Ana l ys i s  o f  Vari ance for Behav ioral Avo idanc e  Tes t 
Source d f  SS MS F 
Between 23  1 88 1 4 . 25 
Group 2 2 2 4 3 . 62 1 1 2 1 . 8 1  1 . 4 2 
Error 2 1  1 65 7 0 . 63 789 . 08 
Wi thin 24 7053 . 00 
Period 1 3996 .-75 3996 . 75 35 . 0 3 * * 
Group x Period  2 660 . 1 2 330 . 06 2 . 89 
Error 2 1  2396 . 1 3  1 1 4 . 1 0  
Total 4 7  25867 . 25 
*p < . 05 **p < . 0 1  
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Pretreatment and posttreatment behavioral  avo i dance test 
s cores for external  i nhi b i t i on ,  graduated exposure , and 
test-retest groups . 
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Subjective Units of Distress 
Each subj ect rated a loud to the experimenter her subj ect ive rating 
of the amount of distress evoked by the spider on three separate 
occasions during each BAT administration : when the spider was first 
brought to the end of  the BAT track and each of  the two t imes the sub­
j ect  s topped the spider . The former rat ings were obtained so as to 
provide a measure of subj ective distress with the spider at a constant 
distance across  a l l  three experimental groups . The SUDS score obtained 
on the second stop of the spider by the subj ect constituted the degree 
of anxiety evoked by the phobic stimulus at the point of closest 
approach . The rating scal e that was used ranged from 1 to 1 0 ,  with 1 
representing no distress and 1 0  representing maximal distress .  
Three s eparate ana lyses were performed on the SUDS data to evalu­
ate : ( 1 )  changes in SUDS rat ings el icited at the constant l O- foot 
distanc e ;  ( 2 )  changes  in SUDS rat ings obtained at the point of c losest 
pretreatment approach ;  and (3 )  changes  in SUDS ratings e l icited at the 
point of c losest approach on both the pretreatment and pos ttreatment 
assessments . 
In order to eva luate changes  in self-reported anxiety with the 
spider at a constant distance , a repeated measures analysis of variance 
was performed on the SUDS ratings el ic ited at the l a -foot point during 
the pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT #1 using a 2 x 3 ANOVA on 
the Period x Group factors . The ANOVA reveal ed a s ignificant main 
effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 21 ]  = 5 1 . 4 7 ,  P £ . 0 1 ) , but fai led to 
show either 4 significant main effect for the Group factor or a 
significant Group x Period interaction effect . This  indicated that 
a l l  three experimental groups displayed a s ignificant reduct ion in the 
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mean subj ective distress rat ings evoked by  the spider at  the constant 
1 0-foot distance on the posttreatment BAT , with no one group showing a 
s ignificantl y  greater reduction than the other two . The resul ts  of the 
repeated measures ANaVA are presented in Table  5 ,  and the group mean 
distress ratings are shown graphica l ly  in F igure 2 .  
Changes in the SUDS rat ings reported at the point o f  c losest pre­
treatment approach was examined by conduct ing a repeated measures 
analysis  of variance on the two sets of SUDS scores (pretreatment BAT 
and posttreatment BAT #2 )  using a 2 x 3 ANaVA on the Period x Group 
factors . As can be seen in Tab l e  6 ,  the ANOVA once again yielded a 
significant main effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 2 1 ]  = 4 0 . 04 ,  P � 
. 0 1 ) , which indicated that the spider evoked s ignificantly lower mean 
subj ective distress ratings on the posttreatment BAT when presented at 
the point of c lo sest pretreatment approach . In addition,  the fai lure 
to obtain a s ignificant main effect for the Group factor and the non­
significant Group x Period interact ion effec t  indicated that this re­
duction in the mean SUDS ratings was s imi l ar for each of  the three ex­
perimental groups . The group mean subj ective distress ratings for the 
pretreatment and posttreatment assessments  are graphica l l y  represented 
in Figure 3 .  
Changes in the SUDS ratings el ic ited at the point o f  c losest 
approach on both the pretreatment and- po sttreatment assessments were 
al so examined . A repeated measures analysis  of variance was performed 
on the SUDS rat ings obtained during the pretreatment BAT and the post­
treatment BAT # 1  using a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period x Group factors . 
The ANaVA, presented in Table  7 ,  again revea l ed a significant main 
effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 21 ]  = 1 5 , 70 ,  P � . 01 ) ,  with neither 
Tab l e  5 
Ana l y s i s  of  Vari ance for Subj ect ive Un i t s  o f  Di stres s 
( l O - Foot Dis tance )  
Source df  SS  MS F 
Between 23 1 07 . 98 
Group 2 1 7 . 1 7  8 . 58 1 .  98 
Error 2 1  90 . 8 1 4 . 32 
Within 2 4  1 8 . 5 0 
Period 1 1 3 . 02 1 3 . 02 5 1 . 4 7 * *  
Group x Period 2 . 1 7 . 08 . 3 3 
Error 2 1  5 . 3 1 . 2 5 
Tot a l  4 8  1 26 . 48 
*p <- . 05 
* *p <: . 0 1 
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F i gure 2 .  Pretreatment and posttreatQent subj ective uni t s  o f  d i s tress 
scores for externa l inhib i t ion , graduated  exposure , and 
test-retest  grouI1s with  the s:1 ider at the I O - foot di stance . 
Tab le  6 
Ana l y s i s  o f  Variance for Subj ective Un i t s  o f  Di stre s s  
(Closest  Pretreatment Approach) 
Source d f  SS �lS F 
Between 2 3  1 0 8 . 4 8 
Group 2 4 . 54 2 . 27 . 46  
Error 21 1 03 . 94 4 . 95 
Within 24 208 . 50 
Period 1 1 30 . 02 1 30 . 02 40 . 04 * * 
Group x Period  2 1 0 . 29 5 . 1 5 1 .  58  
Error 2 1  68 . 1 9 
Tot a l  4 7  3 1 6 . 98 
*p < . 05 * *p .:. . 0 1  
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Figure 3 .  Pretreatment and pos t tr eatment subj ective uni t s  o f  distress 
scores for externa l inhibi t ion ,  graduated exposur e ,  and 
test -retest  groups with  the spider at the �oint of c l o s e s t  
pretreatment approach . 
Tab l e  7 
Ana l ys i s  o f  Vari ance for Subj ect i ve Uni t s  o f  D i s tres s 
( Po int o f  C losest  Approach) 
Source d f  SS MS r: 
Between 2 3  1 1 7 . 67 
Group 2 2 . 1 7  1 .  08 . 20 
Error 2 1  1 1 5 .  S O  5 . 50 
Within 24  75 . 00 
Period 1 30 . 08 30 . 08 1 5 . 7 0* * 
Group x Period 2 4 . 67 2 . 33 1 .  22  
Error 2 1  40 . 2 5 1 .  92 
Tot a l  4 7  1 92 . 67 
*p � . 05 
* *p <- . 0 1 
96 
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the Group main effect nor the Group x Period interact ion effect being 
s ignificant . This  indicated that , with the spider at its point of 
c losest approach ,  al l three groups reported s ignificantl y  l ower mean 
subj ective distress rat ings on the posttreatment assessment than on 
the pretreatment BAT ,  and that these reduct ions in mean SUDS scores 
were s imilar for each of the experimental groups . Figure 4 graphical l y  
depicts the pretreatment and posttreatment group mean subj ective dis­
tress ratings . 
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Figure 4 .  Pretreatment and pos t t reatnent subj ective uni t s  o f  d i s tress 
s cores for external  inhi b i t ion ,  graduat ed expo sure , and 
t e s t -retest groups with the spider at the point of c l osest  
appro ac h . 
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Heart Rate 
Heart rate  in beats per minute was sampl ed from the cardiotacho ­
graph every 5 seconds for the final 3 0  seconds of  each BAT adaptation 
period . These scores served as the "basal " or initial l evel of  heart 
rate activity for each respec tive BAT . The physio logical recordings 
were a lso samp l ed every 5 seconds for each 30-second period the spider 
was presented in a stationary position ( i . e . , when it was stopped at 
the 1 0-foot point , when the spider was stopped for, a second t ime by 
the subj ect , and when the spider was presented at the point of cl osest 
pretreatment approach on the posttreatment BAT #2 ) . These scores 
represented the sub j ect ' s  "stress"  l evel of  heart rate act ivity for 
each respective BAT . In order to control for individual variation in 
basel ine amp l i tude , a differenc e ,  or  change , score was computed by 
subtracting the mean "basal " l evel of  heart rate from the mean "stress" 
l evel of  heart rate for each of  the three ana lyses performed on the 
pretreatment and posttreatment heart rate data . Change scores were 
a l so computed from the peak heart rates el icited during the adaptation 
and exposure periods on the pretreatment and posttreatment BAT ' s .  
Since the analyses performed on the peak heart rate data yielded 
essential l y  the same resul ts  as those obtained for the mean heart rate 
scores , only the latter resul ts  are included . 
The three analyses conducted on the mean heart rate change scores 
were the same as those performed on the subj ect ive distress  ratings , 
and were used to evaluate : ( 1 )  changes in heart rate  act ivity el ic ited 
at the constant 1 0- foot distanc e ;  ( 2 )  changes in heart rate  responding 
at the point of  c losest pretreatment approach ;  and (3 )  changes in 
heart rate  act ivity el icited at the point of  c losest approach on both 
1 00 
the pretreatment and posttreatment assessments .  
In order to evaluate changes in heart rate responding at the con­
stant l a -foot distance ,  a repeated measures analysis of variance was 
performed on the two sets of heart rate change scores cal culated from 
the pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT # 1  heart rate l evel s .  
Using a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period x Group factors , the analysis  re­
vealed a s ignificant main effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 2 1 ]  = 
21 . 23 ,  p '  . 0 1 ) , but fai l ed to show either a s ignificant main effect 
for the Group factor or a s ignificant Group x Period interaction 
effect (Tabl e  8 ) . This  indicated that each o f  the experimental groups 
exhibited a s ignificant reduct ion in the heart rate activity el icited 
by the spider at the constant l a-foot distance from the pretreatment to 
the posttrea tment assessment , and that this reduction was s imi l ar 
across  al l three groups . The mean heart rate change scores for each 
group are shown graphical ly in F igure S .  
A repeated measures analysis of  variance was a l so conducted on 
the heart rate change scores calculated from the pretreatment BAT and 
posttreatment BAT #2 using a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period x Group factor 
to evaluate changes in heart rate activity at the point of c losest 
pretreatment approach .  No s ignificant main effect s  or interaction 
effects  were obtained from this ana lysis , as can be seen in Table  9 .  
Heart rate responding at the point o f  c losest approach on both 
the pretreatment and posttreatment ( BAT # 1 )  assessments  was evaluated 
by using a 2 x 3 repeated measures analysis  of  variance conducted on 
the Period x Group factors . As shown in Tab le  1 0 ,  the ANOVA yielded 
a s ignificant main effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 2 1 ]  = 1 7 , 69 ,  P 
. 01 ) . This  indicated that the heart rate activi ty e l icited by the 
Source 
Between 
Group 
Error 
Within 
Period 
Group x Period 
Error 
Total  
*p <. . 05 
* *p < . 0 1 
Tab l e  8 
Ana l y s i s  o f  Variance for Heart Rate 
( 1 0- Foot D i st anc e )  
d f  S S  MS 
23  2097 . 90 
2 260 . 63 1 30 . 32 
2 1  1 837 . 26 8 7 . 49 
24 1 568 . 1 5 
1 770 . 48 770 . 48 
2 35 . 5 3 1 7 . 76 
2 1  7 6 2 . 1 4 36 . 29 
4 7  3666 . 05 
1 0 1  
F 
1 .  49 
2 1 . 2 3* * 
1 8  
1 6  
1 4  
1 2 
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F igure s .  Pretreatment and posttreatment heart rate c�ange scores for 
external inhibi t ion ,  graduated exposure , and test -retest 
groups with the spider at the l Q - foot di stance . 
Source 
Between 
Group 
Error 
Wi thin 
Period 
Tab l e  9 
Ana lys i s  of Var i ance for l Ieart Rat e  
(C losest  Pretreatment Approach ) 
d f  5S MS 
2 3  2 1 7 1 . 48 
2 1 38 . 4 3 69 . 2 1 
2 1  2033 . 05 9 6 . 8 1 
24  1 438 . 80 
1 1 35 . 5 8 1 35 . 58 
Group x Per i od 2 1 5 . 82 7 . 9 1 
Error 2 1  1 2 8 7 . 40 61 . 30 
Tot a l  4 7  36 1 0 . 28 
*p < . 05 
* *p < . 0 1 
1 03 
r: 
. 7 1  
2 . 2 1* *  
. 1 3 
Source 
Between 
Group 
Error 
Within 
Pen od 
Tab le  1 0  
Ana l y s i s  o f  Vari ance fo r l Ieart Rate 
( P o i n t  of C losest  i\pproac!l ) 
d f  S S  HS 
2 3  2 2 1 4 . 82 
2 6 2 . 98 31 . 49 
2 1  2 1 5 1 . 85 l () 2 .  t1 7 
24 1 5 2 8 . 9 3  
1 696 . 09 696 . 09 
Group x Peri od 2 6 . 50 3 . 2 5 
Error 2 1  8 26 . 34 39 . 35 
Tota l  4 7  3743 . 75 
*p <: . 05 
* *p < . 0 1  
1 04 
I :  
. 3 1 
1 7 . 69 * * 
. 08 
1 05 
spider at its  point of  c losest approach was s ignificantly l ess  for al l 
three groups on the posttreatment than on the pretreatment BAT . In 
addition ,  the fai l ure to obtain either a s ignificant main effect for 
the Group factor or a s ignificant Group x Period interaction effect 
indicated that each of the experimental groups exhibited s imilar re­
duct ions in heart rate  responding over the two assessment periods . 
Figure 6 graphical ly  represents the group mean heart rate change scores 
for the pretreatment and posttreatment assessments . 
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Skin Conductance 
Skin res i stance l evel s were sampl ed from the physiological record 
every 5 seconds for the final 30 seconds of each BAT adaptation period . 
These scores served as the subj ect ' s  "basal " or initial skin resi stance 
l evel for each respect ive BAT . The recordings were al so sampl ed every 
5 seconds for each 3D-second period that the spider was presented in a 
stationary position ( i . e . , when it  was first brought to the end of the 
BAT track ,  when the spider was stopped for a second t ime by the sub­
j ec t ,  and when the spider was presented at the point of c losest pre­
treatment approach on the posttreatment BAT # 2 ) . These scores repre­
sented the subj ect ' s  "stress"  l evel of  skin resistance activity for 
each respect ive BAT . A reciprocal transformation of skin res i stance 
values was performed creating skin conductance scores as suggested by 
Venabl es and Martin ( 1 968 ) . These scores were then used to derive a 
change score by subtract ing the mean "basal "  l evel of  skin conductance 
from the mean "stress"  l evel of skin conductance for each of the three 
analyses performed on the skin conductance data . As with the heart 
rate data , change scores were a l so computed from the peak skin 
conductance values el icited during the adaptation and exposure periods 
on the pretreatment and posttreatment assessments .  As before , these 
analyses yielded essential l y  the same findings as those obtained for 
the mean skin conductance scores and are therefore not inc luded in the 
resul ts . 
The three ana lyses conducted on the mean skin conductance change 
scores were identical to those performed on the SUDS and heart rate 
data . As with these previous measures , the three analyses were used 
to evaluate :  ( 1 ) changes in skin conductance act ivity e l ic ited at the 
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constant l a-foot dis tanc e ;  ( 2 )  changes in skin conductance el icited at 
the point of closest pretreatment approach ; and (3) changes in skin 
conductance act ivity at the point of closest approach on both the pre­
treatment and pos ttreatment BATs . 
To eval uate changes in skin conductance act ivity with the spider 
at a constant l a -foot distance ,  a repeated measures analys i s  of 
variance was performed on the skin conductance change scores calculated 
from the pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT #1 mean skin conductance 
l evel s .  Us ing a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period x Group factors , the 
analysis reveal ed a s ignificant main effect for the Period factor 
(F [ 1 , 21 ]  = 48 . 4 6 ,  p � . 01 ) , but fail ed to show either a s ignificant 
main effect  for the Group factor or a significant Group x Period inter­
action effect (Tabl e  1 1 ) . This  indicated that a l l three experimental 
groups exhibited s ignificant and s imi l ar reductions in the skin con­
ductance activity el icited by the spider at the constant l a-foot dis­
tance from the pretreatment to the posttreatment assessment . The mean 
skin conductance change scores for each group are displayed graphica l l y  
i n  Figure 7 .  
A repeated measures ana lysi s  of variance was a l so conducted on 
the skin conductance change scores computed from the pretreatment BAT 
and pos ttreatment BAT #2  in order to eva luate changes in skin con­
ductance act ivity e l icited at the point of c losest pretreatment approach .  
The 2 x 3 ANOVA conducted on the Period x Group factors once again 
yielded a s igni ficant main effect for the Period factor {F [ 1 , 21 ]  = 
26 . 64 ,  P � . 0 1 ) , as shown in Tabl e  1 2 .  This  effect indicated that 
s ignificantl y  lower l eve l s  of skin conductance activity were el ic ited 
on the posttreatment assessment as compared to the pretreatment 
Source 
Between 
Group 
E rror 
Within 
Period 
Tab l e  1 1  
An a l ys j s  o f  Variance for Sk i n  Conduc tance 
( l a - Foot D i s tanc e )  
d f  SS MS 
2 3  42 . 6 1 
2 1 .  9 7  . 99 
2 1  40 . 64 1 .  94 
24 5 2 . 40 
1 3 5 . 1 4 35 . 1 4 
Group x Period 2 2 . 03 1 . 02 
Error 2 1  1 5 . 2 3 . 7 3 
To t a l  47  95 . 0 1 
*p < • OS 
* *p < . 0 1 
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Figure 7 .  Pretreatment and posttreatment skin conduc tanc e change 
scores for external inh i b i t ion , graduated exposure , and 
test-retest groups w i th the spider at the 1 0- foot distance . 
Source 
Between 
Group 
Error 
Within 
Period 
Tah l e  1 2  
Ana lys i s  o f  Vari ance for Skin Conductance 
(Clo sest Pretreatment Approach) 
df SS �lS 
23  27 . 46 
2 3 . 68 1 .  84 
2 1  23 . 7 8 1 . 1 3 
24  57 . 44 
1 30 . 94 30 . 94 
Group x Peri oJ 2 2 . 1 0 1 .  OS  
Error 2 1  24 . 40 1 . 1 6 
Total 47  84 . 90 
*p < . 05 
* *p < . 0 1 
1 1 1  
F 
1 . 6 3  
26 . 64 * * 
. 90 
1 1 2  
assessment when the spider was presented a t  the point of  c losest pre­
treatment approach . In addition , the nonsignificant Group main effect 
and Group x Period interaction effect  indicated that these reductions 
in skin conductance act ivity were s imilar for al l three experimental 
groups . Figure 8 graphical ly depicts the mean skin conductance change 
scores for each group . 
Skin conductance activity el ic ited at the point of closest approach 
on the pretreatment and posttreatment ( BAT # 1 )  assessments was evalua­
ted by using a 2 x 3 repeated measures analysis of variance conducted 
on the Period x Group factors . As shown in Table  1 3 ,  the ANOVA re­
vealed a sign i ficant main effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 21 )  = 
38 . 7 3 ,  P � . 01 ) , as wel l  as a s ignificant Group x Period interact ion 
effect (F [ 1 , 21 ]  = 3 . 64 , P � . OS ) . Whi l e the significant main effect 
for the Period factor impl ied that the magnitude of al l group mean 
skin conductance scores was reduced from the pretreatment to the post­
treatment assessment , the s ignificant Group x Period interact ion effect 
indicated that the three groups changed differential l y  across the two 
assessment per iods . A Duncan ' s  Multiple  Range Test performed on the 
significant Group x Period interaction effect reveal ed that the Ex­
ternal Inhibition and Graduated Exposure groups both showed a s ignifi­
cant , and s imilar , reduct ion in the skin conductance activity el ic ited 
by the spider at its  point of c losest approach on the posttreatment 
BAT as compared to the act ivity el icited on the pretreatment assess­
ment . The Test-Retest group , however , displayed no significant re­
ductions in skin conductance activity across the two assessment periods . 
Tabl e  1 4  presents the resul ts of the Duncan ' s  Mul tipl e  Range Test and 
Figure 9 graphical l y  represents the Group x Period interac t ion .  
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Source 
Between 
Group 
Error 
Wi thin 
Period 
Tab le 1 3  
Ana lys i s  o f  Vari ance for Ski n  Conductance 
( Point of  C l osest Approach) 
df SS �-1S 
2 3  39 . 92 
2 . 89 . 45 
2 1  39 . 03 1 .  86 
24 35 . 70 
1 20 . 63 20 . 63 
Group x Period 2 3 . 88 1 .  94 
Error 2 1  1 1 .  1 9  . 33 
Total 47  75 . 6 3 
*p < . 05 
**p < . 0 1  
1 1 4  
r 
. 24 
38 . 7 3 * * 
3 . 64 * 
Grouping 
A 
A , B 
B , C  
C , D  
0 
0 
Table  1 4  
Duncan ' s �1ul tip le Range Test for Skin Conductance 
(Point of Closest �pproach) 
Group x Period 
Mean N Group x Period 
2 . 97 8 Ext Inh x Pre 
2 . 37 8 Grad Exp x Pre 
2 . 09 8 Test-Retest x Pre 
1 . 5 3  8 Te st -Retest x Post 
1 . 02 8 Ext Inh x Post 
. 95 Grad Exp x Post 
Note . Means wi th the same grouping letter are not signi ficantly 
different , alpha l evel = . 05 .  
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s . oo 
4 . 00 
3 . 00 
2 . 00 
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F i gure 9 .  Pretreat�ent and posttreatment sJein conduc tanc e change 
scores for external inhi b i t i on , graduated expo s ure , and 
t e s t - re t e s t  groups with the spider at the p o i nt of 
c l o s e s t  approach . 
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Spider Questionnaire 
Each subj ect was administered the Spider Questionnaire (SPQ) on 
two separat e  occasions . The first administration prior to participation 
in the experiment served as the bas i s  for initia l  subj ect selection . 
The second administration of  the SPQ occurred during the posttreatment 
assessment phase of the s tudy and fol lowed compl etion of the final be­
havioral avoidance task . 
A repeated measures analysis  of variance was conducted on the two 
sets of SPQ scures using a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Group x Period factors .  
No s ignificant main effects or interact ion effects were obtained on 
the SPQ as can be seen in Tab le  1 5 .  
1 1 8  
Tab le  I S  
Ana l y s i s  o f  Vari ance for Sp ider Que s t i onnaire 
Source df  SS �1S F 
Between 2 3  336 . 00 
Group 2 2 . 6 2  1 .  3 1  . 08 
Error 2 1  333 . 38 1 5 . 87 
Wi thin 24 1 7 7 . 00 
Period 1 2 7 . 00 2 7  . 0 0 3 . 8 1  
Group x Period 2 1 . 1 2 . 56 . 0 8 
Error 2 1  1 48 . 88 7 . 09 
Tota l  4 7  5 1 3 . 00 
*p < . 05 
* *p < . 0 1 
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Concordance o f  Dependent Variab les 
In order to examine the degree of concordance between the five 
dependent variab l es ,  Pearson Product-Moment Correlation coefficients 
were computed for each of  the three experimental groups for both the 
pretreatment and posttreatment measures . Spec ific response measures 
used in determining concordance rates for both the pretreatment and 
posttreatment assessments included : ( 1 )  point of c lo sest approach on 
the BAT; ( 2 )  SUDS ratings e l icited by the spider at the point of 
closest approach ;  ( 3) total scores obtained on the SPQ for either the 
initial (for the pretreatment correlations ) or second (for the post­
trea tment correlations) administration of the questionnaire ; (4 ) heart 
rate change scores computed at the point of c losest approach ; and (5 )  
skin conductance change scores computed at the point of  c losest 
approach . 
The greatest concordance between dependent variabl es (with con­
cordance being defined as correlations that are significant at the . 05 
level ) was obtained for subj ects  in the External Inhibition group . 
Thi s  group yielded two signi ficant correl ations out of a possibl e 1 0  
on the pretreatment measures , and one s ignificant correlation on the 
posttreatment variab l es . Tab l es 1 6  and 1 7  i l lustrate the correlations 
obtained . Whi le  an identical number of s ignificant correlations was 
obtained with Test-Retest subj ects on the posttreatment dependent 
measures , this group yiel ded only one such correl ation on the pre­
treatment variabl es as shown in Tab l es 18 and 19 . 
No s ignificant correlations between dependent variables were ob­
tained for the Graduated Exposure group on either the pretreatment or 
posttreatment measures . The correlation matrices for the Graduated 
Exposure group are provided in Tabl es 20 and 2 1 . 
BAT 
SPQ 
SUDS 
HR 
SC 
T'lb l e  16  
Pearson Product Moment Corre l a t i on s  for Externa l 
Inh i b i t ion Subj ects on the Pretreatment Measures 
N=8 
BAT 
1 .  00 
-
. 22 
- . 74 * 
. 03 
. 00 3  
*p  < . 05 
SPQ 
1 .  0 0  
. 4 5 
. 1 6 
- . 1 9 
SUDS HR 
1 . 00  
. 49 1 .  00 
. 4 2  - . 80* 
120  
SC 
1 .  00 
BAT 
SPQ 
SUDS 
HR 
SC 
Tab l e  1 7  
Pearson Produ'c t Moment Corre lations for Externa l 
Inhibi t i on Subj ects in the Posttreatment Measures 
N=8 
BAT SP SUDS IlR SC 
1 .  00 
- . 38 1 .  00  
- . 1 3 . 22 1 .  00 
. 04 - . 56 - . 002 1 .  0 0  
- . 2 1  - . 64 . 08 . 72* 1 .  00  
*p < . 05 
1 2 1 
BAT 
SPQ 
SUDS 
HR 
SC 
BAT 
1 .  00  
- . 4 0 
- . 22 
. 2 1 
- . 59 
Tab l e  1 8  
Pearson Product Moment Correlations for Test ­
Retest Subj ects on the Pretreatment Measures 
N=8 
SPQ 
1 .  00 
. 74 * 
- . 5 2 
- . 00 3  
SUDS HR 
1 .  00 
- . 35 1 .  00 
- . 03 - . 34 
*p < . 05 
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SC 
1 .  00 
BAT 
SPQ 
SUDS 
HR 
SC 
Tab l e  1 9  
Pearson Product .  Moment Corre l at ions fOT Te s t ­
Retest  Sub j ec t s  on the rostt reatment Measures 
N=8 
Bl\T SPQ 
1 .  00  
. 07 1 .  00 
. 1 2 . 46 
. 22 . 1 8 
- . 72 * . 1 4 
*p < . 05 
SI IDS I !l{ 
1 .  0 0  
- . 002 1 . 00 
. 1 9 - . 36 
1 23 
sc 
1 .  00 
BAT 
SPQ 
SUDS 
HR 
SC 
Tabl e  2 0  
Pearson Produc t Moment Corre l at ions fo r Graduated 
Exposure Subj ec t s  on the Pretreatment Measures 
N=8 
BAT SPQ SUDS lIR SC 
1 .  00 
. 1 7 1 .  00 
. 0 8 . 4 6 1 .  00 
. 1 2 - . 1 6 . 6 1 1 .  00 
- . 40 . 1 S . 21 - . 30 1 .  00 
*p < . OS 
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BAT 
SPQ 
SUDS 
HR 
SC 
Tab l e  2 1  
Pearson Product Moment Corre l a t i ons for r.raduated 
Exposure SlIbj e c t s  on t he Po s t t reatment I fc a sures 
N=8 
BAT srQ 
1 .  00 
. 4 3  1 .  00 
. 4 1 . 55 
. 38 . 32 
. 24 . 1 3 
*p < . 05 
SUDS HR 
1 . 00  
. 39 1 .  00  
. 50 . 66 
SC 
1 . 0 0  
1 2 5  
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Treatment Trial s 
During the treatment phase of the experiment , subj ects  in the Ex­
ternal Inhibition group were exposed to the spider and presented with 
the externa l  stimulus noise  each t ime they pressed the button to stop 
the advance of  the spider . Graduated Exposure subj ects  were administered 
the same procedure without the presentation of the external stimulus . 
In both cases , this phase of the experiment continued unti l  I S  trial s 
had been comp leted (I S administrations o f  the external stimulus in the 
case of External Inhibi tions sub j ects  and 15 stops of the spider for 
Graduat ed Exposure subj ects) , or unti l  the subj ec t  had a l lowed the 
spider to reach the endpoint .of the track . This l atter criterion re­
sul ted in  some subj ects  receiving l ess  than the maximum of  1 5  trial s 
during the treatment phase .  
An examination o f  the data for both groups reveal ed that only one 
sub j ec t  in the External Inhibition group received l ess  than 1 5  sound 
administrations ,  whi l e  a total of seven subj ects in the Graduated Ex­
posure group were abl e  to bring the spider to the endpoint o f  the track 
prior to reaching the I S  trial criterion . A Chi Square Test was per­
formed on the number of  subj ects  in both groups who received the maxi­
mum of I S  trial s during the treatment phase o f  the study to determine 
if this number was significantly  different for the two experimental 
groups . As can be seen in Table  22 ,  the number of  subj ects receiving 
a total of I S  trial s was s ignificantly  greater for the External In­
hibition group than for the Graduated Exposure group (x2 = 9 . 00 ,  df 1 ,  
P <. . 01 )  . 
In order to determine if  the total number of  trial s administered 
to the two groups during the treatment phase of the study al so 
Tab l e  2 2  
Chi Square Test o f  S i gn i f i c ant D i fferences of t he Numbe r of  
Subj ects I�eceiving the �laximum Numher of Treatment Tria l s  
Group 
Externa l Graduated 
Inhibition Exposure 
Number of 
Subj ects 
Receiving I S  7 1 8 
Treatment Tria l s  
Number of  
Subj ects  Re-
ceiving l ess 1 7 8 
than I S  
Treatment Trials  
Total  8 8 1 6  
1 27 
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differed s ignificant ly ,  a t -test was performed on the mean tria l s  re­
c eived by the External Inhibi tion and Graduated Exposure subj ects . 
Thi s  analysis was a l so highly s ignificant (t  = 5 . 53 ,  df = 1 4 , P < . 01 ) ,  
ind icating that External Inhibition subj ects  received a s ignificantl y  
greater number o f  trial s  during the treatment phase than sub j ects  in 
the Graduated Exposure group . 
Discuss ion 
The present study represented an extension of previous research 
on the therapeutic appl ications of the external inhibition phenomenon , 
and sought to examine the effects of  such a procedure on the verbal ­
cognitive , motoric , and phys io logical components of  the anxiety re­
sponse . To accomp li sh this , subj ects were selected and treatment 
effects evaluated on the basis  of changes elicited in each of the three 
response modal ities by a spec i fic fear stimul us . An attempt was made 
to demonstrate that use of an external inhibit ion procedure woul d pro ­
duce s ignificant reductions in anxiety across a l l  three response 
channel s ,  and that these reductions in anxiety would be significant ly 
greater than those evidenced by subj ects receiving procedures designed 
to control for expectancy effects and repeated exposure to the phobic 
stimulus . This  section wil l be organi zed according to the five pro­
posed hypotheses , fo l lowed by a di scuss ion of  the imp l icat ions of  the 
present investigation for the external inhibit ion phenomenon and 
anal ogue fear research . 
Hypothesis  I 
Subj ects who receive the external inhibition treatment would per­
mit a significant ly greater approach by the spider on the posttreatment 
than on the pretreatment assessment , and this improvement in approach 
behavior would be s ignificantly  greater than that exhibited by subj ects 
in either the Graduated Exposure or Test-Retest contro l groups . 
The resul ts of  the BAT data provided support for the first part 
of this hypothes is , in that subj ects who received the externa l 
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inhibition treatment displayed a signi ficant improvement in approach 
behavior from the pretreatment to the posttreatment assessment . The 
resu l ts did not confirm ,  however , the assertion that these subj ects 
would show s ignificant ly more improvement on the behavioral measure 
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than subj ects  in the two untreated control groups . Indeed , the findings 
revealed that a l l  three experimental groups exhibited s imi l ar ,  s ignifi ­
cant increases in approach behavior to the spider over the two assess­
ment periods . The fai lure to obtain s igni ficant differential group 
effects  for subj ects receiving the external inhibition treatment i s  in­
consistent with the findings previous ly  reported by Kleinman ( 1 979)  and 
Spiro ( 1981 ) . Both of these investigators found that subj ects treated 
with an external inhibition procedure showed s ignificantly  greater im­
provement in approach behavior than subj ects who rec eived a control 
procedure s imi lar to that administered to Graduated Exposure subj ects 
in the current study . The present results  are also contradictory to 
the findings of Wi lkins and Domitor ( 1 973)  who demonstrated the rel ative 
efficacy of  their external inhibition- l ike procedure in modi fying phobic  
avoidance behavior . 
The BAT was uti l i zed in the current investigation as a means of 
further screening subj ects who had reported a high fear of spiders on 
the Spider Questionnaire,  as we l l  as evaluating the effects of the 
treatment intervention on avoidance behavior . Whi l e  s imi l ar in this 
regard , the particul ar BAT procedure that was used differed in several 
important respects  from the BATs employed in previous studies on ex­
ternal inhibition , differences which may h�ve contributed , at l east in 
part , to the di screpanc ies in the behavioral data . The most apparent 
difference l i es in the use of a passive , rather than an active , 
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avoidance procedure i n  which the phobic stimulus was moved progressively 
c loser to the subj ect by mechanical means in order to permit the 
accurate recording of physiological activity . Thi s  procedure represents 
a rather dramatic deviation from the more traditional walk-up avoidance 
tasks used by both Kleinman ( 1 979)  and Spiro ( 1 98 1 ) . Apart from the 
requirement that the subj ect remain stationary for purposes of phys io­
logical recording , the use of  a passive avoidance procedure was predi­
cated on previous research indicating that pass ive and active BATs yield 
comparabl e  measures of  avoidance behavior ( Borkovec & Craighead , 1 9 7 1 ) . 
Whi l e  i t  i s  impossib le  to determine how the current subj ects ' perform­
ance may have di ffered with the use of a walk-up BAT tas k ,  comparisons 
can be made between the behavioral data obtained through the passive 
BAT and that reported in previous s tudies on external inhibition .  In 
the present work , the passive avoidance test yielded mean pretreatment 
approach scores which ranged from 45 . 25 to 53 inches for the three ex­
perimental groups . These numbers appear comparabl e  to the pretreatment 
BAT scores reported by Kl einman ( 1 9 79)  which averaged j ust  over 60 
inches for each o f  his three experimental conditions , and to Spiro ' s  
( 1 98 1 )  reported range of 36 to 60 inches for her four treatment groups . 
As wi l l  be discussed be low , a subj ect ' s  performance on any BAT task can 
be influenced by a large number of  variables that are comp l etely un­
related to anxiety , a fact  that  makes comparisons of behaviora l 
measures across di fferent studies somewhat tenuous at best . I t  would 
appear , however , that , at least in terms of  these previous investiga­
tions , the avoidance behavior exhibited on the passive BAT procedure 
was roughly equivalent to that displayed when the more traditional 
walk-up avoidance task is used . Moreover , these comparisons indicate 
that subj ects in al l three investigations were simi l ar in terms of  
their wil l ingness to  init ia l ly approach the  different phobi c  s t imul i  
uti l i zed in these studies . 
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A more important distinction than the passive versus active 
dimension pertains to the extent of approach behavior that was possible  
on  the passive BAT as compared to  that in  prior research on  external 
inhibitors . In the current experiment , the physical constraints of the 
BAT apparatus and the requirement that subj ects remain as st i l l  as 
possible  for physiological recording purposes meant that the phobic 
stimulus could be brought no closer to the subj ect than the end o f  the 
BAT track , a point at which the spider was sti l l  several inches from 
actual contact with the subj ect . In contrast ,  the BAT procedures used 
by Kleinman ( 1 979)  and Spiro ( 1 98 1 )  incl uded additional steps which 
al lowed subj ects to potential ly  come into closer physical proximi ty 
with, and actua l ly touch , the phobic st imulus . As the contact-noncon­
tact dlmension has been demonstrated to be the index of avoidance that 
is most resistent to test-retest change (Levis ,  1969) , the absence of  
any opportunity for subj ects to  come c loser to  or  actua l ly touch the 
spider l ikely represents a rather serious methodo logical flaw . Whi l e  
the precise effects o f  this procedural variation can only  be  speculative , 
i t  seems reasonab l e  to suggest that subj ects may . have perceived 
relatively  l i tt l e  threat in the s ituation s ince they were aware that 
the spider could be brought no closer than the endpoint of the BAT 
track and that no physical contact would be required . Indeed , a great 
many subj ects sought to confirm thi s verbal ly prior to the initial BAT 
assessment . Under these conditions , the avoidance behavior exhibited 
during the pretreatment assessment may have been largely a function of 
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the novel ty and relative uncertainty of  the s ituation , whi le  the post ­
treatment performances were influenced in the direction of  greater 
approach by the perceived l ack  of any real threat in the s ituation . 
This  effect was l ikely heightened even further by the obviously  secure 
nature of the spider in its  container , as wel l as by the fact that the 
spider typical ly  exhibited l itt le  or no movement during the assessment 
procedure . Thi s  i s  in contrast  to the usual ly act ive behavior ex­
hibited by Kleinman ' s  ( 1 979)  cockroaches and Spiro ' s  ( 198 1 ) snake 
(Spiro , 1 983) . Whi l e  movement of the phobic stimulus i s  often regarded 
as an undesirabl e  artifact (e . g . ,  Kleinman, 1 9 79)  and has led some re­
searchers to use dead specimens as phobic obj ects (Marcia et �. , 1 969) , 
the absence of  real istic , albeit unpredictabl e ,  behavior in the feared 
stimulus increases dramatical ly the artificia l i ty of the analogue 
assessment situation ( Bernstein , 1 9 73 ;  Feisk & Rosenthal , 1 9 73 ) . In 
the present study , for example ,  many subj ects expressed their bel ief 
during an informal interview fol lowing the experiment that the spider 
was "not rea l "  or was "dead , "  and a large number attributed their post­
treatment increases in approach behavior to  this  bel ief .  
O f  particular re l evance t o  the present findings , Bernstein ( 1 9 73) 
has noted that the BAT procedures used in analogue fear research are 
extremely  susceptib le  to a wide variety of s ituational and contextua l 
features in the experimental setting . ' By situational and contextual 
features he is referring to any nonspecifi c ,  extra-treatment variab les 
which may , in themselves , influence a subj ect ' s  behavior in the 
direction of either increased or decreased anxiety within the analogue 
assessment situation . For example ,  a large number of studies have 
repeatedly demonstrated that the often implicit  demand characteristics 
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associated with BAT procedures can s ignificantly affect subj ects ' be­
havioral performance . Thi s  inc ludes both the imp l icit  demand that one 
shoul d  exhibit  fearful behavior when exposed to a phobic stimulus or 
feared s ituation ,  and show a reduct ion in the behavioral mani festat ions 
of anxiety fo l lowing a presumably effective treatment intervention 
(Efran, Ascher , Webb , & Moore ,  1 9 77 ; O l iveau , Agras , Leitenberg , Moore , 
& Wright , 1 969 ; Orne , 1962) . More genera l l y ,  Lick and Edward ( 1969) 
have pointed out that a subj ect ' s  behavior in a "safe and contro l l ed" 
l aboratory environment may be based on precisely those factors , e . g . , 
recognit ion that the subj ect can avoid going c loser to the phobic 
stimulus , or the impression conveyed by the experimenter and the general 
context that everything is under control and that nothing dangerous or 
unpredictab le  is going to happen . While  such factors may severely l imi t 
the external va l idity of  behavioral measures and thereby prec lude the 
generali zation of any observed effects , the confounding influence of  
these nonspecific variabl es a lso pose a very serious threat to  the 
internal val i di ty of behaviora l assessment procedures used in ana logue 
fear research ( Bernstein , 1 9 7 3 ;  Borkovec et �. , 1977 ) . 
In the present work , several procedural and instruct ional varia­
tions were adapted in an attempt to minimi ze the potentially  contaminat ­
ing effects of  s ituational and contextual factors on subj ects ' avoidance 
behavior . F irst , since previous research has demonstrated that a sub ­
j ect ' s  anxiety i n  the ana logue situation is often based on the per­
ceived expectation that such behavior be disp layed (e . g . , Bernstein , 
1 9 7 3 ;  Gilmore , 1981 ) ,  subj ects remained uninformed throughout the ex­
periment that they had been sel ected on the basis  of  their sel f­
reported fear of  spiders on the Spider Questionnaire . Thus , rather 
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than presenting the s i tuation as one in  which their fear of spiders 
would be assessed and treated , subj ects were s imply  informed that the 
purpose  of the study was to investigate their responses to "certain 
kinds of obj ects and ways of modifying these responses . "  I n  this 
manner , i t  was expec ted that whatever behavior was exhibited during the 
session would be more a funct ion of the subj ect ' s  actua l  anxiety l evel 
than of any impl ic it  demand for disp laying fearful behavior (c . f .  
Bernstein , 1 973) . Secondly ,  the demands p laced upon subj ects to exhibi t  
fearl ess behavior on the pretreatment ,  as wel l as  the posttreatment , 
BAT were j udged to be s l i ghtly greater than in previous studies on ex­
ternal inhibition . Al though s imi lar to both Kl einman ( 1 979 ) and Spiro 
( 1 9 8 1 )  in that subj ects  were told to stop the advance of the spider 
when they began to "feel the s l ightest bit  anxious or uncomfortab le , "  
they were a l so instructed to "l et the spider come a s  c lose as possib l e" 
to the endpoint of the BAT trac k .  Whi l e  not a s  stringent as  some 
investigators have recommended (e . g . , Bernstein,  1 9 7 3 ;  Borkovec � �. , 
1977 ) , these instructions were thought to represent a reasonabl e  
compromise  between a very high and a very low l evel o f  demand that 
would exc lude mildly fearful subj ect s ,  whi l e  at the same t ime permit 
the inclus ion of a suffic ient number of  subj ects to fi l l  each of the 
experimental groups . Third , the posttreatment instruct ions given to al l 
three groups were identical and included no expl icit  suggestions for 
improved performance for subj ects  who had received an intervening treat­
ment procedure ( i . e . , the External Inhibition and Graduated Exposure 
groups) . In this manner , i t  was bel ieved that any demands for 
increased approach behavior on the posttreatment assessment would be 
equivalent for each of the experimental conditions . 
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Recogni z ing the impossibi l i ty of el iminating a l l  sources of  bias 
in analogue assessments ,  Bernstein ( 1 973) has recommended that the 
effects  of  nonspec i fi c  variabl es on behavioral performance be assessed 
by including an additional control group in the experimental design . 
Subj ects in this condition would receive the usual pretreatment be­
havioral assessment , then no treatment , and then a second assessment 
that contains as much demand for fearlessness as the tests that fo l low 
active treatment . The magni tude of  change exhibited by this group can 
then be used to estimate the degree to whi ch improvement in the treated 
groups is  attributable  to s ituational and contextual factors in the 
experimental setting . Whi l e  included primarily as a means of  assessing 
and contro l l ing for expectancy and extinction effects , the Test-Retest 
group in the present study is  comparabl e  to the control condition de­
scribed by Bernstein ( 1 973) , and thus permi ts a fairly accurate evalua­
tion of the effects of nonspecific experimental variables on the be­
havioral measure . The improved approach behavior exhibited by these 
subj ects on the posttreatment assessment was both dramatic  and signifi ­
cant , and was s imi lar to the reductions displayed by the External 
Inhibition and Graduated Exposure groups . The degree of improvement 
shown by the Test-Retest group would indicat e ,  therefore , that factors 
other than those predicted to produce reduced avoidance ( i . e . , the ex­
ternal inhibition procedure) were l ikely respons ible  in l arge part for 
the improvement shown by al l three groups on the posttreatment be­
havioral measure . Al though impossible to spec i fy with any degree of 
certainty , these factors l ikely inc luded the aforementioned stimulus 
characteristics of  the spider and the procedural components of  the BAT , 
both of  which l ikely combined to create a highly art i ficial and 
relatively benign analogue situation . Additional factors may have 
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inc luded subj ects ' increased fami l iarity with the s ituat ion as the 
session progressed and possib l e  imp l icit demands for increased approach 
behavior on the posttreatment assessment . Regardl ess of  the speci fic  
factors responsibl e ,  thes e findings strongly imply that the  behavior 
exhibited by subj ects in the External Inhibition treatment group was 
l ess  refl ective of the effects of this particular procedure than o f  
nonspecific extra-treatment variab l es within the experimental setting . 
Moreover , as wi l l  be discus sed in more detai l in a later section , the 
s ignificant and rapid improvement in approach behavior that was attained 
through s imp l e  repeated exposure to the spider also casts serious doubt 
on the actual  fearfulness of the analogue population used in the present 
study . 
Hypothesis I I  
Subj ects  receiving the external inhibition treatment would exhibit  
a significant reduction in  sel f-reported fear of  the  spider from the 
pretreatment to the posttreatment assessment , and this reduct ion would 
be significantly  greater than that shown by subj ects in either the 
Graduated Exposure or Test-Retest control groups . 
The analysis of  the SUDS data provided partial  support for 
Hypothes is I I ,  in that subj ects who received the external inhibi tion 
treatment reported s ignificantly lower mean subj ective distress ratings 
fo l lowing treatment than during the pretreatment assessment . Thi s 
dec l ine in distress ratings was evidenced at a l l  three points assessed 
on the BAT , i . e . ,  with the spider at the constant l O -foot distanc e ,  at 
the point of  c losest pretreatment approach , and at the point of  closest 
approach on the posttreatment assessment . As with the behavioral data , 
however , the results did not support the prediction that the reduction 
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in distress ratings by the External Inhibition group would be s ignifi­
cantly greater than that exhibited by the two control conditions . A l l  
three experimental groups showed simi l ar significant reductions in  the 
SUDS ratings e l icited by the spider at each of the three assessment 
points on the posttreatment BAT . Whi l e  contradictory to previous re­
ports indicating the relative efficacy of  externa l inhibition procedures 
in modi fying self-reported anxiety (Kleinman , 1979 ;  Wi lkins & Domitar , 
1973) , these findings are consistent with Spiro ' s  ( 1 98 1 )  failure to 
achieve differential group effects on a SUDS rating sca l e .  
I n  this l atter study, Spiro ( 1 9 8 1 )  attributed the finding of 
simi lar reductions in sel f- reported anxiety across her four treatment 
groups to a "potent p lacebo effect , "  which was conceptuali zed as con­
sisting of "al l the nonspeci fic therapeutic effects which l ead to in­
creased c l ient acceptance of the treatment based on the c l ient ' s  be­
l ief in treatment efficacy" (p . 63) . This interpretation was invoked 
on the bas is that a l l  of the experimenta l conditions had received some 
type of credible  "treatment" procedure ,  each o f  which included a 
rationale  for anxiety reduction that was apparent ly accepted as val id 
by a maj ority of the partic ipants (c . f .  Borkovec & Nau ,  1 972) . In the 
current study , a comparison of changes in the distress ratings reported 
by subj ects in the External Inhibition and Graduated Exposure groups 
would l ead to a simi lar conc lus ion regarding the- operat ion of pl acebo 
effects , s ince both conditions received a treatment-oriented rationa le  
for their respective procedures . Such an explanation is  contraindicated , 
however , by the finding that subj ects in the Test-Retest condit ion ex­
hibited s imi l ar s ignificant reductions in the SUDS ratings evoked by 
the spider during the posttreatment BAT assessment . These reductions 
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occurred even though this group received no intervening procedure that 
might have induced a "pl ac ebo effect" capabl e  of producing such marked 
changes in sel f-reported anxiety . 
These findings , as with those obtained on the behavioral measure , 
provide evidence of  s ignificant and relatively rapid reductions in 
anxiety fo l lowing s impl e  exposure to the phobic stimulus , and indicate 
that these reductions were not l imited only to avo idance behavior , but 
inc luded sel f-reported anxiety to the spider as wel l .  The rapid 
attenuation of  anxiety in the sel f-report channel offers addit ional 
support for the notion that a combination of nonspecific situational 
factors and subj ec t  characteristics may have been the predominant in­
fluence on subj ects ' responses to the spider within the present anal ogue 
assessment situation . 
Hypothesis  I I I  
Subj ects in the External Inhibition treatment group would show a 
significant reduction in heart rate during the po sttreatment BAT as 
compared to that exhibited during the pretreatment assessment . This  re­
duction in heart rate for subj ects in the External Inhibition group 
would be s ignificantly greater than that exhibited by subj ects in either 
the Graduated Exposure or Test-Retest control groups . 
Although somewhat less consistent , the resul ts  of  the heart rate 
data general ly supported the first part of Hypothesi s  III pertaining to 
the effects of the external inhibi tion procedure on heart rate respond­
ing . External Inhibition subj ects exhibited a signi ficant dec l ine in 
heart rate activity from the pretreatment to the posttreatment assess­
ment for those responses el ic ited at the constant l O -foot distance and 
at the point of c losest approac h .  Thi s  group showed no s igni ficant 
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reductions , however , i n  the heart rate activity e l icited o n  the post­
treatment assessment when the spider was presented at the po int of  
c losest pretreatment approach .  The identical , and s imilarly  significant , 
pattern was obtained for the Graduated Exposure and Test -Retest control 
groups , o ffering no support for the prediction that External Inhibition 
subj ect s  would display s ignificantly  greater reduct ions in heart rate  
activity than the untreated control conditions . 
At first g lance ,  these findings would appear to provide c l ear , 
negative impl ications regarding the rel ative efficacy o f  the external 
inhibition procedure in modifying phys io logica l responding . In view of  
the discussion thus far , however , i t  seems reasonabl e  to  suggest that 
heart rate responding may have been influenced by many of the same 
non-specific extra-treatment variabl es that apparently  affected the 
behavioral and sel f-report measures of anxiety . Whi l e  it is general ly 
conc eded that voluntary distortion of  bodi ly  responses is not as readi ly  
apparent in the phys iological response mode as in  the sel f-report and 
behavioral channel s ( Kal lman , 1 975 ; Kal lman & Feurstein , 1 977 ) , phys io­
logical measures may , under some conditions , be highl y susceptib l e  to 
influence by a variety o f  experimental factors other than anxiety , 
particularly among mi ldly fearful analogue populations (Gilmore , 1 98 1 ; 
La zarus & Opton , 1 966 ; Paul & Bernstein , 1 9 73 ;  Schachter , 1 966) . In a 
study reported by Odom and Nel son ( 1977 ) , for examp l e ,  snake fearful 
subj ects  who received high-demand instruct ions for increased heart rate 
exhibited significantly greater heart rate responses during a BAT pro­
cedure than subj ects  given low-demand instructions . Other studies , by 
contrast , have fai l ed to demonstrate such an effect when the subj ect 
was unaware of the particular response system being assessed or when 
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the high demand instructions were speci fic to  increased approach be­
havior alone ( Bergman & Johnson , 1 972 ;  Mi l l er & Bernstein , 1972 ;  Smith,  
Diener , & Beaman , 1 9 74 ) . This  suggests that when heart rate i s  designa­
ted , impl icitly  or exp l icit ly ,  as a response mode of interest , heart 
rate responding may be as susceptib le  to the same confounding effects  
of  s ituational and instructional factors as responses within the be­
havioral and sel f-report channel s .  In the current study , subj ects  
were made ful ly  aware prior to  their participation in  the experiment 
that recordings of physiological activity would be involved ,  and were 
provided with rather spec ific information regarding the interest in and 
nature of the particular systems being monitored (i . e . , heart rate and 
sweat g land act ivity) . Under these conditions , it  i s  poss ibl e  that 
heart rate activity coul d have been influenced in the direction of de­
creased responsivi ty by subtle  and imp l icit  demands for anxiety re­
duction on the posttreatment assessment . 
A second factor which l ikely contributed to the present findings 
for the heart rate measure is the process of s imp l e  habi tuation , which 
refers to a decrease in a physiological response with repeated stimul us 
presentat ions . As Ka l lman and Feurstein ( 1 977)  have pointed out , any 
organism wi l l  orient both behavioral ly  and physiologica l l y  to the 
initial presentation of a novel stimulus or situation . The orienting 
response ,  however , usua l ly · habituates rather quickly upon repeated 
stimulus exposure , whi l e  the responses evoked by rel evant , anxiety­
producing stimul i typ ical l y  habituate at a much slower rate (Mangel sdorf 
& Zuckerman , 1 975) . For this reason , it is important to assess 
physiological react ivity over several tr ials  or sess ions in order to 
insure that an organism ' s  response does not merely  reflect the novel ty 
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of  the s ituation o r  s timulus (Kal lman , 1 975) . Applying thi s  notion to 
analogue fear research ,  Borkovec et a l . ( 1 974 )  have indicated that use 
of  an analogue fear s ituation is  inappropriate i f  pre- and posttest 
exposure to the phobic  s timulus resul ts  "in such rapid habi tuat ion of  
physiological arousal that the  effect of  therapeutic procedures i s  
unassessable"  (p . 504 ) . Such an habi tuation effec t occurred in the 
present s tudy , with the s ignificant reductions in heart rate responding 
by the Test-Retest group prec l uding any meaningful comparisons with 
regard to the potential  therapeuti c  effects  of  the external inhibition 
treatment procedure . In addition , the rapid habituation o f  heart rate 
activity with repeated stimulus exposure imp l ies that the physio logical 
responsivity exhibi ted by al l three groups during the initial pretreat­
ment assessment may have been due primari l y  to the novelty and un­
certainty assoc iated with the specific s ituation and stimulus . This  i s  
consistent with the suggestion made earl i er regarding the factors that 
l ikely contributed to the high degree of behavioral avoidance displayed 
during the pretreatment BAT .  In this regard , Borkovec et �. ( 1 9 77)  
have observed that a lack o f  perceived s timulus and response c larity is  
a defining property o f  anxi ety assessment situations , even with seem­
ingly straightforward procedures such as the BAT . As noted by these 
authors : "the exact nature of  the threat in stress situations wil l 
often be vague and ambiguous , and the responses necessary for an 
appropriate and efficient transaction with the stressors are correspond­
ingly unc l ear . Thi s  ambiguity not only intensifies the threat , but it 
is  a lso l ikely to produce a diffuse  and fluc tuating pattern of  physio ­
logical responding because of  the perceived wide range of possib le  
threat components and useful coping responses" (p . 4 1 3) . In the present 
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cas e ,  there was probabl y  a very high degree o f  ambiguity, and therefore 
threat , associated with the initial BAT assessment s ince subj ects had 
neither seen the spider nor had the opportunity to successful l y  operate 
the BAT apparatus . On the posttreatment assessment , however , sub j ects  
had not only interacted with both the  spider and BAT apparatus with no 
untoward consequences , but were a l so expl icitly  told that the procedures 
would be identical . Under these c ircumstances , the ambi guity and 
associated threat were removed , resul t ing in l ess  diffuse physiological 
act ivity and a corresponding decrease in heart rate responding . 
These considerations may a l so account for the fai l ure of  a l l  three 
groups to show any significant dec l ines in heart rate activity on the 
posttreatment assessment when the spider was presented at the point of  
c losest pretreatment approach . On this final BAT task , subj ects  were 
told that a "s l ightly different procedure" would be used and that they 
would no longer have any contro l over the movement of the spider . 
Al though they were informed that the spider would be brought no c loser 
than it  had on previous trial s ,  the announcement of  a new procedure and 
the perceived loss of control l ikely reintroduced a high degree of  
ambiguity and threat into the  s ituation that was suffic ient to el evate 
heart rate responding to the l evel attained during the initial , pre­
treatment exposure . 
Hypothesis  IV 
Subj ects  in the External Inhibition treatment group would exhibit  
a s ignificant reduct ion in skin conductance during the posttreatment 
BAT as compared to that shown during the pretreatment assessment . Thi s  
reduction in skin conductance for subj ects  in the External Inhibit ion 
group would be s igni ficantly greater than that exhibited by subj ects 
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in either the Graduated Exposure or Test-Retest control groups . 
The resul ts  o f  the skin conductance data partial ly supported 
Hypothesis  IV . Sub j ect s  who received the external inhibition treatment 
displayed s igni ficant reduct ions in skin conductance activity at al l 
three assessment points on the posttreatment BAT , i . e . , the constant 
l O -foot distanc e ,  the point of c losest approach , and the po int of 
c losest approach on the pretreatment BAT .  The findings once again 
fai l ed to support the prediction that External Inhibition subj ects 
would show more improvement on the skin conductance measure than the 
two control conditions . With only a sing l e  exception , a l l  three experi ­
mental groups displayed s imilar s ignificant reduc tions in skin conduct­
ance activity from the pretreatment to  the  posttreatment assessment . 
The one except ion was the nonsignificant dec l ine in skin conductance 
act ivity exhibited by Test-Retest subj ects at the point of c losest 
approach on the posttreatment BAT . 
These findings are fairly consistent with the resul ts o f  the heart 
rate data ,  and provide further evidence of relatively rapid habituat ion 
of physiological reactivity over repeated expo sures to the phobic 
stimulus . As noted previous ly ,  this rapid habituation o f  autonomic 
responding imp l i es that the init ia l ly high l evels of phys iological re­
sponsivity were primari ly a funct ion of the novelty and ambiguity 
associated with the spec ific situation and stimulus . Moreover , the 
habituat ion of physiological reactivity with repeated st imulus exposure 
prevents the comparisons that are necessary for an adequate evaluation 
of trtatment effects  (c . f .  Borkovec et �. , 1 9 74 ) . 
The most apparent discrepancy between the skin conductance and 
heart rate data l ies in the fai lure of the Test-Retest group to 
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exhibit any s ignificant change from the skin conductance activity dis­
played at the point of c losest approach on the pretreatment assessment 
to that el icited at the point of c losest approach on the BAT . This  
finding must be  interpreted cautious ly in  l ight of  the evidence pre­
sented thus far indicating a dramatic  decl ine in overa l l  anxiety for 
al l three groups over the two assessment periods . It  does represent , 
however , the s ingle instance where relevant comparisons can be made as 
to the possible  relative effects o f  the external inhibition procedure 
on physiological activity . In this cas e ,  subj ects  in the External 
Inhibi tion group showed significantly  greater reduction in skin con­
ductance activity from the pretreatment to the posttreatment assessment 
than subj ects who s imply received repeated exposure to the phobic 
stimulus . Subj ects in the Graduated Exposure condition , .however , a lso 
disp layed s ignificant reductions in skin conductance activity over the 
two assessment periods and , in this respect , did not di ffer s ignifi­
cantly from the External Inhibit ion treatment group . Thus , whi l e  
indicating that external inhibition was more effective than repeated 
stimulus exposure in reducing the skin conductance activity e l icited by 
the spider at its point of c losest approach , these findings do not rul e  
out the possibi l ity that these reduct ions were s imp ly the result of 
p lacebo or expectancy effects (Cooke , 1 968 ; Mahoney , 1 9 7 8 ;  Wi lkins , 
1 9 7 1 , 1 973) . 
Considered together , the results of  the phys io logical data point 
to a rather rapid habituation in the anxiety response from the pre­
treatment to the posttreatment assessment for each of the three ex­
perimental groups . As with the behavioral and sel f-report measures , 
these findings strongly suggest that a combination of  s ituationa l 
features and subj ect characteristics may have been the primary 
determining factors of  the responses elicited to the spider in a l l  
three response modal ities . 
Hypothesis V 
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Subj ects who receive the external inhibition treatment would show 
a s ignificant reduct ion in scores obtained on the posttreatment 
administration of the Spider Questionnaire as compared to scores ob­
tained on the initial administration of the questionnaire . This  re­
duction in scores by the External Inhibition group would be significantly 
greater than that shown by subj ects in either the Graduated Exposure or 
Test-Retest control groups . 
The resul ts  o f  the SPQ data fai l ed to provide any support for 
Hypothesis  V .  None o f  the three experimental groups , inc luding the 
External Inhibition group , showed significant reductions in their total 
scores on the SPQ from the initial admini stration of  the questionna ire 
prior to their participat ion in the study to the second admini strat ion 
fo l lowing comp l etion of the experiment . 
In sel ecting the SPQ as a measure of  sel f-reported fear of spiders , 
it  was expected that this instrument would provide a more thorough and 
precise  assessment of the verbal -cognitive component of spider-rel ated 
anxiety than use of a sing l e ,  intensity-based fear rating (e . g . ,  Fear 
Survey Schedul e ;  lVo lpe & Lang , 1 964 ) . In terms of screening potential 
high-fear subj ects , the SPQ proved to be relatively sati sfactory s ince 
only 1 2  of  the 53  subj ects  (23%) who were invited to participate on the 
basis of  their SPQ scores fai l ed to exhibit the requisite degree of 
behavioral avoidance . Thi s perc entage i s  considerab ly better than , 
for examp l e ,  that reported by Spiro ( 1 98 1 )  who had nearly 5 0  percent 
of her subj ects be disqual ified on a BAT task after indicating "much" 
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or "very much" fear of  snakes on  a modified version of  the  Fear Survey 
Schedul e .  Thus , i n  terms o f  discriminating fearful from nonfearful 
subj ects , the SPQ would seem to be a fairly val id instrument (c . f .  
Hastings , 1 9 7 1 ) . Its  use appears to have been somewhat more probl em­
atic , however , for assessing changes in self-reported anxiety over re­
peated administrations of the questionnaire . Despite the fact that al l 
three groups displayed c l ear evidence of anxiety reduction in each of 
the response  channel s  during the experimental session,  the SPQ fai l ed 
to refl ect these reduct ions on the posttreatment administration of  the 
questionnaire . 
The most prob'ab l e  explanat ion for this discrepancy l ies in the 
speci fic construct ion of  the questionnaire itsel f .  Designed to assess 
a rather genera l i zed fear of  spider stimul i ,  the questionnaire i s  very 
high in content val idity (Lemke & Wiersma , 1 976) in that test items 
sample  the respondent ' s  fear in relation to a large number of spider­
related situations (e . g . ,  " I f  I came upon a spider whi l e  c l eaning the 
attic I would probably  run , "  " I  disl ike looking at pictures o f  spiders 
in a magaz ine") . The total number of such items endorsed l ikely pro­
vides a reasonably good index of  how generali zed a person ' s  fear o f  
spiders i s ,  and thereby indirec t ly  suggests the severity or intensity 
of  the fear . Considering the highly spec i fic nature of  many o f  these 
items , however , they may have had very l it t l e  rel evance to the con­
trived and s imilarly speci fic analogue fear situation in the present 
experiment . In this regard , Lick and Sushinsky ( 1 975 )  have observed 
that subj ects ' se lf-reported anxiety on rat ing scales  and questionna ire 
measures is most predictive of their actual behavior when the sel f­
report questions accurately describe the real situat ions in which the 
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behavior is  to be assessed . In the current cas e ,  subj ects ' scores on 
the SPQ refl ected sel f-reported anxiety toward certain types o f  spiders 
in specific kinds of situations , neither of which was l ikely represented 
adequately in the analogue s ituation where this anxiety was assessed . 
Moreover , as suggested earl ier, it i s  highly l ikely that subj ects re­
sponding within the analogue s ituation was determined primari ly  by 
specific s ituational and contextual features of  the experimental setting 
itsel f .  Under these conditions , it  is not at a l l  surprising that SPQ 
scores were found to be unrelated to the responses exhibited during the 
analogue assessment , and s imi larly fai led to detect the changes in these 
responses over the two assessment periods . Indeed , the onl y  signi ficant 
correlation obtained for the questionnaire measure was with the SUDS 
ratings e l icited by the Test-Retest group on the pretreatment assessment . 
The SPQ showed no significant correl ations with the behavioral or 
phys iological measures on either the pretreatment or posttreatment BAT 
assessment . 
In view of  these considerations , it  seems most l ikely that the non­
significant findings for the SPQ are attributable  to a combination o f  
the highly specific nature of  the test items themselves , and the re­
striction of any reductions in anxiety to the particular ana logue 
situat ion employed in the present experiment . 
Impl ications-External Inhibition 
The results of the present study fai l ed to provide any evidence of  
the relative efficacy of external inhibition in  modifying phobic be­
havior . These findings are contrary to previous c l inical case studies 
and group outcome studies which have o ffered suggestive support for the 
use of such a procedure in the treatment of anxiety-related disorders . 
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I t  was predicted , on the basis of this previous research, that use of  
an external  inhibition treatment procedure would  resul t in  significant l y  
greater reductions i n  anxiety across al l three response channel s  than 
procedures which control l ed for repeated exposure to the phobic  stimulus 
and expectancy and placebo effects . In al l cases , however , the external 
inhibition procedure was found to be either ineffective or no more 
effective than the two control procedures in modifying the various com­
ponents of the anxiety response .  
Interestingly ,  the external inhibition and graduated exposure pro­
cedures did yield rather disparate results within the treatment phase 
of  the experimental session . During this phase , subj ects  in the Exter­
nal Inhibition group were presented with the external stimulus noise 
each t ime they stopped the advance of  the spider , whi l e  Graduated Ex­
posure subj ects received the identical procedure but were instead in­
structed to "relax" themselves each time they pressed the button to stop 
the spider . In both cases , this phase of the experiment was continued 
unti l  1 5  trials  had been comp leted ( 1 5  administrations of the external 
stimulus in the case of  External Inhibition subj ects and 1 5  stops of 
the spider for Graduated Exposure sub jects) , � unti l  the subj ect had 
a l lowed the spider to reach the endpoint of the BAT track . The two 
groups were found to be s igni ficantly  different in terms of  the number 
of subj ects in each group who permitted the spider to reach the endpoint 
of the track prior to compl eting the 1 5  treatment tria l s . Seven out of  
the  eight subj ects  in the  Graduated Exposure group were abl e  to  bring 
the spider to the end of the BAT track before al l 1 5  trials  had been 
completed ,  as opposed to only one subj ect in the External Inhibition 
group . These differences in performance resul ted in the External 
Inhibition subj ects receiving significantly more treatment trial s (X 
1 4 . 88 )  than subj ects in the Graduated Exposure condition (X 7 . 25 ) . 
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Thus , even though they received only hal f  as many treatment trial s with 
a supposedly inert procedure , nearly every subj ect in the Graduated Ex­
posure group permitted the spider to move to the point of c losest 
possib l e  approach during the treatment phase of the experiment . Thi s  
contrasts t o  the one External Inhibition subj ect who comp l eted the 
treatment phase prematurely ,  but who s t i l l  required a total of 14 treat ­
ment tria l s  before a l lowing the spider to reach the endpoint of the BAT 
track . The seemingly greater effectiveness of the graduated exposure 
procedure in reducing avoidance behavior within the treatment session 
was unexpected and is somewhat difficult to exp lain . Despite their use 
of comparabl e  groups and the same IS trial criterion , neither Kleinman 
( 1979) nor Spiro ( 1 98 1 )  found such differential effects during the 
treatment phase of their studies and admini stered a l l  I S  treatment tria l s  
to subj ects i n  each experimental group . In these previous investigat ions , 
however , the BAT procedure used during treatment involved moving the 
phobic stimulus in discrete I - foot interval s and included additional 
steps that a l lowed for potential subj ect contact with the feared obj ect .  
The BAT format used during the treatment phase  of the present study in­
volved neither discrete behavioral steps nor the opportunity for the 
subj ect to actua l ly come into physica l contact with the spider . The 
absence of  predetermined stopping points for the spider , together with 
the lack of  any possibi l ity for physical contact may have substantial ly 
increased the l ikel ihood that all subj ects would reach the termination 
point on the BAT prior to complet ing a l l  I S  treatment trial s .  These 
factors do not account , however , for the finding of large group 
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differences between the External Inhibition and Graduated Exposure con­
ditions in terms of the number of subj ects who compl eted the treatment 
phase of the experiment prematurel y .  
Although the reasons underlying these differences are uncl ear , it  
may be that the  white noise stimulus presented to  subj ects in  the Ex­
ternal Inhibition group produced an actual  increase in  their overa l l  
l evel of  arousa l  during exposure to the phobic stimulus . Thi s  increased 
arousal , in turn , could have interfered with the habituation of the 
anxiety response and maintained their avoidance behav ior during the 
relatively brief treatment session (c . f .  Goethe , 1 98 0 ;  Kal lman & 
I saacs ,  1 977 ; Sckneirla , 1959 ) . Whi l e  Spiro ( 1 98 1 )  also employed white 
noise  as the external inhibiting stimulus , such an effect would not 
have been as apparent in her study s ince a l l  subj ects were l ess l ikely 
to reach the termination point on the behavioral task used during treat ­
ment . This suggestion can only remain speculative since  no attempt was 
made to analyze the l evels  of physiological arousal exhibited throughout 
the treatment period . I t  does imp ly ,  however , that white noise may not 
be the stimulus of choice within the external inhibition paradigm . 
Whatever the reason , it  is c lear that these different ial treatment 
effects  were short - l ived , as both groups displayed simi lar signi ficant 
reductions in anxiety in a l l  three response modalities on the posttreat­
ment assessment measures . 
Whi l e  the findings of  the current investigation woul d seem to 
serious ly question the c l inical efficacy of externa l inhibition in the 
treatment of  anxiety, the results are subj ect to two important con­
siderations which cast doubt on the interna l val idity of the study it­
sel f .  F irst , the Test-Retest control condition was inc l uded to 
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provide a comparison group against which to evaluate treatment effects  
and the possible  contribution of  p lacebo and expectancy factors . I t  
had been assumed , albeit imp l icitly ,  that the brief ,  repeated exposure 
to the phobic stimulus would produce very l i tt l e ,  i f  any, change in the 
anxiety exhibited by these subj ect s ,  l eaving the comparison of interest 
between the External Inhibition and Graduated Exposure groups . Cl early ,  
the consistentl y  significant resul ts obtained for the Test-Retest con­
dition did not ful fil l  this  expectation and , instead , indicated that the 
mul tiple responses used to define anxiety were extremely easy to modify 
through only brief exposure to the spider , with the addition o f  an in­
tervening treatment being of  rel atively l ittl e consequence . The finding 
that repeated avoidance tests can produce change in the positive dir­
ection has some precedence in the l i terature (Rachman , 1 966 ;  Lang & 
Lazovi l ,  1963) , and , in many instances , prolonged , extensive exposure 
to the phobic obj ect can itself  be therapeutic (Cooke , 1966 ;  Bandura , 
Grusec , & Menlove , 1 967 ; Garfield , Darwin , Singer , & Mc Bruit z ,  1 967 ; 
Marks , 1 9 78 ; Ritter , 1 9 68 ) . In the present cas e ,  however ,  the exposure 
received by subj ects in the Test-Retest group was neither pro longed nor 
extensive , and was therefore of doubt ful efficacy in terms of producing 
an actual therapeutic effect . In fact ,  the relatively brief exposure 
given these subj ects during the initial assessment has ,  in some in­
stances , been found to be associated with an increase , rather than a 
decrease ,  in fear behavior (Mi l l er & Levi s ,  1 9 7 1 ; Stone & Borkovec , 
1975 ) . I t  seems more l ikely,  therefore , that a combination of  situa­
tional , instructional , and procedural variabl es may have been the 
primary influence in producing the rather large reduction in anxiety 
exhibited by the Test-Retest condition ,  and was l ikely the overriding 
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determinant in the reduct ions shown by  the other two experimental groups 
as wel l . Whi l e  impossib l e  to specify with any degree of certainty,  
these nonspeci fic variables may have included : ( 1 )  a novelty effect on 
the pretreatment assessment , ( 2 )  subtle  and imp l icit demands for a re­
duction in anxiety on the posttreatment BAT , (3) contextua l cues rel at­
ing the safety and benign nature of  the s ituation , and (4) the physical 
characteristics of  the spider and test apparatus . Whatever their exact 
source ,  i t  i s  apparent that these uncontrol l ed and unpredicted effects 
exerted a large impact on the response systems being assessed and , in so 
doing , virtua l ly  precluded the val id evaluation of  the potential thera­
peutic effects  of the external inhibition procedure . 
The second , related consideration regarding the results  obtained in 
the current study pertain to the analogue subj ects which comprised the 
three experimental groups . As noted previous ly ,  a princ ipal obj ection 
that is frequently  raised regarding analogue fear research is the use 
of  subj ects drawn from an undergraduate population who may not be trul y 
phobic , in the sense that they exhibit c l inica l ly  rel evant increases in 
anxiety in a l l  three response modal ities as a resul t of the presentation 
of the presumed phobic stimulus (e . g . ,  Bernstein , 1 973 ; Bernstein & 
Paul , 1 9 7 1 ) . Recogni zing the l imitations associated with us ing an 
analogue population, an attempt was made in the present work to select 
only highly fearful subj ects  on the basis  of  their responsivity to the 
spider in the verbal -cognitive , motoric , and phys iological response 
channel s .  Whi l e  this method of  subj ect selection represented a much 
more stringent procedure than is usual l y  employed in anal ogue research ,  
there is evidence which suggests that the present sample  was not "trul y 
phobic" and , instead , was probably only mildly fearful at best . In 
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his  extensive review of the behavioral assessment of  anxiety , Bernstein 
( 1973 )  cites evidence indicating that truly phobic  subj ects l ikely com­
prise l ess than five percent of an undergraduate population i f  rigorous 
selection criteria are used . Lang ( 1 968) has s imi larly reported that 
when subj ects are careful ly screened through questionnaires , avoidance 
tests , and interviews , only about one or two percent of an undergraduate 
population will  qua l i fy as  phobics . The more usual case in which much 
less  stringent selection procedures are used typical ly  results in de­
fining a considerably  larger percentage of subj ects as "phobic . "  
Robinson and Suinn ( 1969 ) , for examp l e ,  c lass i fied nearly 70 percent of  
their screened subj ects as  phobic  on the basis of a questionnaire measure 
alone . Even the addition of  an avoidance test to a verbal report measure 
may sti l l  l ead to the selection of as much as 1 8  to 22 percent of the 
original ly contacted population ( Bernstein , 1973 ) . In the current in­
vestigation, only eight percent of the subj ects who were initial ly  ad­
ministered the questionnaire measure were accepted as being sufficient ly 
fearful in terms of their responding in each of the three response 
channel s .  By comparison ,  this percentage would seem to b e  fairly re­
spectable and conservative , and impl ies the selection of a re latively 
large number of "truly phobic"  subj ects . The examination of correla­
tions among the pretreatment measures , however , provides evidence to 
the contrary , and indicates that the obj ective of se lecting subj ects 
who were characteri zed by a coincidence of activity in al l three re­
sponse modalities was not reali zed . Spec i fical ly ,  the External Inhibi ­
tion group showed only two signi ficant correlations out o f  a possib le  
1 0 ,  while  one out of 1 0  was obtained for the Test-Retest subj ects . 
The Graduated Exposure condition yielded no significant corre lations 
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among the pretreatment measures . Although consistent with previous re­
search reporting a lack of concordance between the various response 
systems in anxiety (e . g . , Borkovec et al . ,  1 9 74 ; Martin,  1961 ) , the 
dearth of signifi cant correlations indicates that sub j ects in the present 
investigation were not characteri zed by an especially  high l evel of 
emotional arousal during their initial exposure to the phobic  stimulus . 
As Hodgson and Rachman ( 1 974)  have noted , "concordance between response 
systems is l ikely to be high during strong emotional arousal , (whi le )  
discordance wi l l  be more evident when emotional responses are relative ly 
mi ld" (p . 3 1 9 ) . Thus , it seems quite l ikely that , despite attempts  to 
use a more rigorous selection procedure , the subj ects comprising the 
three experimental groups were only mi ldly fearful and were not , as had 
been hoped , representative of phobic c l ients in the c l inical sett ing . 
The apparently  mi ld  fear characteri zing these subj ects may also 
account , in large part , for the seemingly potent effects of nonspecific 
experimental factors in reducing the anxiety response .  As Borkovec et 
�. ( 1 9 73)  have pointed out , extra-treatment variab les such as those 
mentioned above have a much "greater effect on low fearful subj ects than 
on high fearful subj ects within the analogue phobic population" (p . 49S) . 
Since the current subj ects  were probably only  mi ldly fearful , they were 
especial ly susceptib le to the confounding effects of these nonspeci fic 
extra-treatment variables , and were consequent ly able to exhibit 
s ignificant reductions in anxiety across repeated testings even with no 
explicit attempt being made to modi fy their responding . 
Considered together , these findings suggest that the present ex­
periment lVas of doubtful va lidity , both in terms of assess ing the pre­
sence of, and changes in , the anxiety response,  and adequatel y 
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evaluating potential treatment effects . The selection procedures that 
were used fai l ed to screen out a large numbe� of mi ldly fearful subj ects , 
and the inc lus ion of these subj ects served to great ly  intensi fy the con­
founding effects of nonspecific extra-treatment variabl es on the re­
sponses being measured . These effects , in turn , precluded any meaning­
ful comparisons between the experimental groups in terms of di fferential 
treatment effects . The use of mi ldly fearful subj ects in a mi ldly fear­
ful ana logue setting would  indicate that the obtained results do not 
represent an adequate or valid test of the hypotheses under investiga­
tion concerning the re l ative efficacy of the external inhibition treat­
ment . The effectiveness ,  or ineffectiveness of this procedure in the 
treatment of anxiety-re lated disorders remains , therefore , an emp irical 
question subj ect to future experimental investigation . 
Implications-Analogue Fear Research 
Analogue fear research of the type represented in the current 
investigation has been severely critici zed from a number of quarters , 
primari ly on the basis  that these studies often bear l itt le  resemblence 
to the c l inical s ituation in terms of the population ,  probl ems , and pro­
cedures employed (Cooper , Furst , & Bridger , 1969 ; Marks , 1978 ) . Thi s  
lack of simi l arity is  viewed a s  a serious deficiency since i t  may 
severely l imit the extent to which findings obtained in the analogue 
situation can be genera l i zed to the c l inical setting . Marks ( 1 9 78) , 
for examp l e ,  has noted that the fears of c l inica l ly  phobic c l ients are 
usua l ly much more intense and extens ive than those evidenced by analogue 
subj ects , and are very often associated with other comp l ex probl ems 
which preclude successful interventions directed toward a sing le fear 
alone . C l inical populations have also been shown to be characteri zed 
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by  a s igni ficantly  greater number of  l i fe stressors and neurotic 
symptoms , as wel l  as a more urgent need for he lp with their probl ems 
(Lieberman & Gardner , 1 976) . Analogue subj ects , on the other hand , 
usual ly exhibit  a better overa l l  personal and social adj ustment , factors 
which have been demonstrated to be associated with improvement from 
many different cl inical treatments (Garfield ,  1978 ) . 
Despite the inherent l imitations , analogue s tudies have become 
estab l ished practice in behavior therapy research because they afford 
the opportunity to investigate circumscribed therapeutic  procedures or 
probl ems under wel l - control led conditions with a usual ly large popula­
tion of potentia l subj ects . In short , ana logue research enables the 
investigator to circumvent many of the practica l , as wel l as ethical , 
problems associated with conduct ing control l ed group studies in the 
c l inical setting (Kazdin ,  1 978) . Questions pertaining to both the 
internal and external val idity of these studies have , however , l ed to 
numerous recommendations in recent years for improving the qua l ity of 
this research approach ( Bates , 1 9 70 ;  Bernstein & Paul , 1 9 7 1 ; Levi s ,  
1 970) . Borkovec et �. ( 1 974) , for example , have presented several 
suggestions for selecting an appropriate and c l inica l ly re l evant target 
behavior for analogue fear research . First , they suggest that the 
specific target behavior se lected for investigation should occur at a 
reasonably high frequency within the c linical population so as to in­
crease the face val idity of the behavior as a c l inica l ly re l evant 
problem .  Second , the target behavior us ed should represent a source 
of concern and distress to the individual sub j ect , and should be demon­
strated to interfere in some fashion with the individua l ' s  dai ly 
functioning . In thi s manner , the target behavior and analogue samp le 
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wil l  both b e  more repres entative of the probl ems and c lients found with­
in the cl inical setting .  A third , re lated suggestion is  that the target 
behavior should not be influenced by simp l e  demand , suggestion ,  and ex­
pectancy effects ,  a criterion that can be satisfied most  easi ly by 
selecting only highly fearful subj ects  who are less susceptible to the 
influence of these effects ( Borkovec , 1973 ) . Fourth , substantial  in­
creases in physiological activity should  occur in anticipation of, and 
in response to , the presentation of the phobic stimulus or feared 
situation . This  suggestion is in agreement with Bernstein and Paul 
( 1 9 7 1 )  who state that analogue subj ects must disp lay s igni ficant 
"increa'ses in physiological arousal  . as  a resul t of the presumed 
e l iciting st imulus obj ect" (p . 228) . Fina l ly ,  s imp le  pre- and posttest 
exposure to the phobic stimulus or feared s ituation shoul d  not result 
in such rapid habituation of physiological activity that it  is impos ­
sible to accurately assess the effects  of the treatment procedures used . 
Whi l e  these recommendations are noteworthy , the researcher con­
ducting an ana logue study is often in the pos ition of trying to balance 
the concern with designing a cl inica l ly re levant study (i . e . , selecting 
an appropriate target behavior and reasonably fearful sub j ects )  on the 
one hand , with the requirement of finding a sufficient number of subj ects 
to actua l ly run the experiment on the other ( Bernstein , 1 973) . Such 
was the case in the pres ent investigat ion , where an attempt was made to 
both choose a target behavior (spider phobia) whose use had some pre­
cedence in the c l inical l i terature , and emp loy multichanne l response 
measures as a means of selecting fearful subj ects and evaluating treat­
ment effects . Fear of spiders has been uti l i zed as the target behavior 
in a large number of analogue studies (e . g . , Cot ler ,  1970 ; �1arcia et �. , 
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1 969 ; Taylor , 1977 )  and its widespread use i s  attributabl e ,  at least in  
part , to  the fact that i t  involves a highly discriminab le st imulus whose 
presentation can be easi ly  and careful ly  control led under laboratory 
conditions . This  parti cular targ0t problem would seem to be of question­
able  c l inical re l evance ,  however , in terms of either occurring with a 
high frequency within the c l inical population or representing a s ignifi­
cant source of interference to the individual ' s  dai ly funct ioning . This  
is especial ly true when the variety of  spider used within the analogue 
situation (e . g . , tarantula) represents a markedly divergent species 
whose stimulus value may have l itt le  relevance to the subj ects ' fear in 
the natural i stic  setting . This impl ies that future analogue studies 
should  give careful consideration to se lecting more appropriate and 
c l inica l ly  re l evant target problems , and representing these probl ems 
under stimulus condi tions in the laboratory setting that more c losely 
s imulate those occurring in the natural environment . In this regard , 
studies by Borkovec and his co l leagues ( Borkovec et �. , 1 974 ; Borkovec ,  
Wal l ,  & Stone , 1 9 74) have indicated that the anxiety associated with 
social interaction and with pub l i c  speaking are potential ly  useful 
treatment targets for analogue fear research . Those problems are fre­
quent and often severe enough to be c l inica l ly  re l evant , and have also  
been demonstrated to  be  much less susceptible  to  the confounding effects 
of arti facts during the experimental sess ion . In addition , these tar­
get behaviors are usual ly accompanied by substantial increases in 
physiological arousal  that are re latively res istant to habituation 
effects .  Whi le  the assessment of these particular targets is l ikely to 
be much more complex than the measurement of anxiety in re lation to 
smal l anima l s ,  the potential benefits in terms of increased c l inical 
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relevance and l ess  ambi guous data would seem to warrant their consider­
ation ( Borkovec et �. , 1977 ) . 
The response criteria used to sel ect subj ects in the current study 
were chosen so as to represent each of the three response channels  in 
anxiety . Measures from a l l  three modalities were inc luded to address 
the criticism that analogue fear subj ects are most  often screened on 
the basi s  of only  one or two response measures , l eaving their responsi ­
vity i n  the remaining channel s  unassessed and uncontrol led . As noted 
earlier , this is a particularly important issue , both in view of the 
multidimensional nature of the anxiety construct and in terms of general ­
i z ing treatment effects to a c l inica l ly phobic population .  The SPQ was 
selected as the initial screening device because it was expected that 
this instrument would provide a more complete assessment of the verbal ­
cognitive component of spider anxiety than a s ingle  intensity-based 
fear rating . Whi l e  l ikely attaining this goa l ,  the highly specific  
nature of many of the  test  i tems , along with the dichotomous response 
categories (i . e . , true or fa lse) , suggest that this questionnaire may 
be tapping into re latively  mi ld  fears of spiders in very speci fic 
s ituations . Increased discrimination between highly fearful and mildly 
fearful subj ects might therefore be attained by combining such a 
general i zed questionnaire measure with careful interviews and a fear 
intensity rating (e . g . , Fear Survey Schedule)  for se lecting analogue 
subj ects (e . g . , Prigatano & Johnson , 1974) . Wi th regard to the be­
havioral measure , the passive BAT procedure would appear to be a viable 
technique for assessing behavioral avoidance whi le  simul taneous ly re ­
cording physiological activity . In the present case , however , the be­
haviora l criterion used for select ing subj ects (a distance of not less 
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than two feet on the initial  BAT) , a lthough comparable t o  that uti l i zed 
in previous analogue studies (e . g . , Kleinman , 1979 , Spiro , 198 1 ) , was 
rather l iberal and probably  a l lowed for the selection of a large number 
of nonphobic  subj ects . Whi l e  a principal reason for selecting this 
criterion was to insure that a sufficient number of subj ects would 
qua l i fy for the experiment , future res earch should consider setting more 
rigorous behavioral qua l ifications , both in terms of the minimal a l l ow­
able  distance and the demands that are p laced on subj ects for increased 
approach behavior (c . f . Bernstein , 1974 ) . Further , additional steps 
should  be inc luded in the BAT procedure so as to a l low the subj ect to 
potential ly  come into physical contact with the phobic  obj ect . Although 
these procedural components wi l l  l ikely resul t in the exclusion of a 
l arge percentage of  subj ects who report a high degree of  verbal anxiety , 
it  wi l l  insure that those who are selected wi l l  be more representative 
of the cl inical population and l ess  susceptib le to arti factual influences . 
Fina l ly ,  the phys iological selection criterion used represented the most  
conspicuous divergence from, and improvement upon , previous analogue re­
search . As pointed out earl ier, very few studies have inc luded phys io­
logical response measures as part of their subj ect selection procedures ,  
despite the fact that thi s  system i s  considered by most to be of 
functional importance in the estab l ishment and maintenance of the anxiety 
response . The l ack of precedence for using physiological measures in 
this manner led to the rather arbitrary selection of a criterion re­
sponse - a 10 percent increase in heart rate during the initial exposure 
to the spider . Thi s  �articular criterion was chosen because it repre­
sented at least a moderate increase in heart rate responding from the 
basel ine level of activity,  and was a lso easy to calculate in session 
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from the polygraph record when determining whether a subj ect qua l ified 
physiological ly .  Unfortunately ,  subsequent inspection of  the individual 
records reveal ed that the increases in heart rate were usual ly associated 
with the ini tia l , abrupt movement of the spider to the end of the BAT 
track , and that these increases were frequently  fol lowed by an often 
rapid decl ine in heart rate responding . I t  seems likely,  therefore , 
that the increases in physiological activity which served as a basis 
for subj ect selection were due , in large part , to the "shock" value 
associated with the sudden appearance of the spider on the BAT track . 
Thi s  imp l i es that there were l ikely a l arge number of subj ects inc luded 
for whom physiological activity and internal cues were not funct ional ly 
important in their fear behavior . Whi l e  the degree of phys iological 
arousa l  that is "c l inical ly relevant" remains an empirical question , 
future ana logue studies should  cons ider us ing averaged levels  of phys io­
logical activity during the base l ine and exposure periods to better in­
sure that any observed increases are a function of the sub j ect ' s  actual 
anxiety in relation to the particular stimulus used . Although more 
difficult to calculate in session from standard polygraph recordings , 
the use of on- l ine computers for analyzing phys iologica l activity would 
make the task re l atively simp l e .  
I n  summary , the results o f  the present investigation fai led t o  pro­
vide support for the relative efficacy of external inhibition in modify­
ing the verbal -cognitive , motoric ,  and phys io logical components of the 
anxiety response .  Al though producing signifi cant reductions in anxiety 
across a l l  three response  modalities , the external inhibition procedure 
was found to be no more effective in this regard than procedures con­
tro l l ing for expectancy effects and repeated exposure to ,the phobic 
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st imulus . Whi le  disappointing ,  these findings are l ikely attributab le 
to a combination o f  s ituat ional factors and subj ect characteristics that 
led to a rapid dec l ine in anxiety for a l l  three experimental groups , and 
thereby precluded the valid  evaluation of treatment effects .  In this 
respect , the current study has more substantial imp l ications for the 
conduct of ana logue fear research than for the potential effectiveness 
of external inhibition . This  procedure remains a promising al ternative 
treatment for anxiety disorders whose re lative effectiveness is st i l l  
open t o  emp irical investigation . By construct ing we l l -designed studies 
that are responsive to both the multidimensional nature of the anxiety 
construct and the inherent l imitat ions and pitfa l l s  of analogue research , 
investigators wil l be better able to evaluate the potentia l effectiveness 
of the externa l  inhibition phenomenon in treating the pervasive c l inical 
prob lem of anxiety . 
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Appendix A 
Spider Questionnaire 
Spider Ques tionnaire 
Name : Sex : Mal e  Femal e  
---------------------------
Directions : P l ease answer True (T) or Fa lse (F) to the fol lowing 
questions by circ l ing the appropriate l etter for each item . Simply  
answer each question as i t  usual ly app l ies to you-.---
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T F 1 .  I avoid going to parks or on camping trips because there may 
be spiders about . 
T F 2 .  I would feel some anxiety ho l ding a toy spider in my hand . 
T F 3 .  I f  a picture o f  a spider crawl ing on a person appears on the 
screen during a motion picture , I turn my head away . 
T F 4 .  I dis l ike looking at pictures of  spiders in a magazine . 
T F S .  I f  there i s  a spider on the ceil ing over my bed , I cannot go 
to s leep unl ess  someone ki l l s  it  for me . 
T F 6 .  I enj oy watching spiders bui ld  webs . 
T F 7 .  I am terrified by the thought of touching a harmless spider . 
T F 8 .  I f  someone says that there are spiders anywhere about , I 
become al ert and on edge . 
T F 9 .  I would not go down to the basement to get something if  I 
thought there might be spiders down there . 
T F l O .  I woul d feel uncomfortable  i f  a spider crawled out o f  my shoe 
as I took it out of the closet to put it on . 
T F 1 1 . When I see a spider , I feel  tense and rest less . 
T F 1 2 .  I enj oy reading artic l es about spiders . 
T F 1 3 .  I feel sick when I see a spider . 
T F 14 . Spiders are sometimes useful . 
T F 1 5 .  I shudder when I think o f  spiders . 
T F 1 6 .  I don ' t  mind being near a harmless spider i f  there is someone 
there in whom I have confidence . 
T F 1 7 .  Some spiders are very attract ive to look at . 
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T F 1 8 . I don ' t  bel i eve anyone coul d hold a spider without some fear . 
T F 1 9 . The way spiders move is  repul sive . 
T F 20 . I t  wouldn ' t  bother me to touch a dead spider with a long stick . 
T F 2 1 . I f  I carne upon a spider whi l e  c leaning the attic I would  
probabl y  run . 
T F 22 . I ' m more afraid of  spiders than any other animal . 
T F 23 . I would not want to trave l to Mexico or Central America 
because of the greater prevalance of tarantulas . 
T F 24 . I am cautious when buying fruit because bananas may attract 
spiders . 
T F 25 . I have no fear of non-poisonous spiders . 
T F 26 . I wouldn ' t  take a course in biology i f  I thought I might have 
to handl e l ive spiders . 
T F 27 . Spider webs are very artistic . 
T F 28 . I think that I ' m no more afraid of spiders than the average 
person . 
T F 29 . I woul d prefer not to finish a story i f  something about 
spiders was introduced into the plot . 
T F 30 . Even i f  I was l ate for a very important appointment , the 
thought of spiders woul d stop me from taking a shortcut 
through an underpass . 
T F 31 . Not only  am I afraid of spiders but mi l l ipedes and caterpil lars 
make me feel anxious . 
Appendix  B 
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Prel iminary Questionnaire 
1 .  Have you ever been treated by a psycho logist or psychiatrist? 
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2 .  Have you ever fainted or had distressing symptoms when frightened? 
3 .  Do you have a history o f  heart disease? 
Appendi x  C 
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Consent Form 
The purpose  of this study is to investigate the types of responses 
that peop l e  have to certain kinds of  obj ects and ways of  modifying these 
responses through the use of different intervention techniques . The 
procedures invol ved in this investigation wi l l  inc lude having you be ex­
posed to a harmless spider ; however , at a l l  times the spider wil l come 
no c loser to you than the distance which you indicate you are wi l l ing 
for it to come . In the course of this study you may a l so be presented 
with some loud noise  which sounds l ike static on an FM radio . This 
noise is not harmful or discomforting in any way and you wi l l always 
know about it ahead of t ime . All of the procedures being studied are 
experimental in nature . 
During the experimental session , you wi l l be asked to report your 
reactions to the harml ess spider and a l l ow the experimenter , Jerry 
Gi lmore , to record certain phys iologica l functions . Speci fical l y ,  
measures o f  your heart rate and sweat gland activity w i l l  b e  taken . 
Neither of  these measures invo lve any pain or sensation whatsoever . 
It is bel i eved that your participation in this study invo lves no 
risk to you ,  al though you may , depending upon your reaction to harmless  
spiders , experience some mi l d  stress or discomfort . As  a result of this  
study , we  hope to  determine the effectiveness  of  these new techniques in 
modifying certain kinds of responses . 
The study wi l l  require about one hour of  your time . I f  you agree 
to partic ipate , you may withdraw from the study at any time . \�en we 
have comp leted your phase of the experiment you wi l l  be informed about 
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the detai l s  of  the study . I f  you have any questions , fee l  free to ask 
them now or save them unti l  we are finished . 
P lease read the fol lowing ' paragraph careful l y  and s ign your name 
below i f  you are in agreement : 
I vol untari ly  consent to be a subj ect in the study being conducted 
by Jerry Gi lmore under the direction of Dr . Wi l l i am Kal l man . Mr . Gi lmore 
has described the study to me and has given me the opportunity to ask 
questions . I understand that I may withdraw from the experiment at any 
time and my data wi l l  be de leted from the resul ts at my request . I 
authori ze Mr . Gilmore to record my heart rate and sweat gland activity 
during the experiment . I understand that a l l  data col l ected w i l l  be  
hel d  in the strictest confidence and any publ ished resul ts of the study 
wil l  insure my anonymity . 
Witness Subj ect 
Date 
Appendix  D 
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Pretreatment Instructions 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the phys io logical and 
psychological react ions that people  have to certain kinds o f  stimul i .  
Although you cannot see i t  right now , at the other end of  this track is 
a l ive tarantula  spider enclosed in a p l astic  case . I f  you are un­
fami l iar with them, they are a rather l arge ,  furry member of the spider 
fami l y  that originate from tropical cl imates . Al though they are pur­
ported to be dangerous , this one is not poisonous and cannot escape from 
the plastic case . However, the spider ' s  case i s  mounted on a smal l 
motori zed p l atform that can be moved automatica l l y  .back and forth on 
this track . In order to determine your react ions to this  type of  
spider , it  wil l be  s lowly moved down this track at various t imes during 
the experiment . Each time it  i s  moved , however , you wil l know in advance 
when it is coming and you w i l l  determine exact ly  how close it comes or 
how far away it remains . 
Throughout the study I w i l l  be recording your heart rate and sweat 
gland activity . The equipment here i s  perfect ly  safe and you wi l l  ex­
perience no sensation whatever from any of the equipment . After I hook 
you up to the phys iological recording equipment , I would l ike you to sit  
quietly  and to keep as sti l l  as poss ible  due to the sensitive nature of  
the recording equipment . I f  you have no questions at this point , I wil l 
hook you up to the recording equipment and then give you further in­
structions . (The heart rate and skin conductance el ectrodes wi l l  then 
be attached) . 
For the first part of the experiment , I would l ike to determine 
some of your responses to the spider . As I mentioned before , concealed 
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a t  the other end of' the track i s  a l ive tarantula  encl osed i n  a p lastic 
case and mounted on a motorized p latform that I wil l control from the 
other room . In a few minutes , I w i l l  move the spider to the end o f  the 
track ( I O- foot mark) where it wil l be stopped . After the spider has 
stopped, I woul d l ike you to rate aloud the degree of discomfort or 
anxiety you feel as you look at the spider at that distance . Use a scale 
from 1 to 10  to rate your anxiety , with 1 representing no anxiety or 
completely calm and 1 0  representing the most anxiety you have ever felt .  
Remember you may use any number from 1 to 1 0  that best describes  the dis­
comfort or anxiety you experience whi l e  looking at the  spider . After a 
period of about 30-seconds , the spider wi l l  again begin to move s lowly 
down the track and wil l continue to move toward you . I f ,  for any reason , 
you should  begin to fee l  the l east bit  anxious or uncomfortab l e ,  you may 
press the button on the right arm of the chair and the spider wi l l  
immediately stop moving . After you press the button and the spider 
stops moving , I would l ike for you to again rate aloud the degree of 
discomfort or anxiety you experience using the same scale  from 1 to 1 0 .  
S ince the purpose of this i s  to see j ust  how close you can comfortab ly 
come to the spider , I w i l l  start moving it  forward again after a period 
of about 30-seconds . But , as before , i f  you begin to feel  the l east bit  
anxious or uncomfortabl e ,  you may press the button and the  spider wi l l  
be stopped comp l etely . After the spider stops moving for the second 
t ime , I woul d l ike you to once again rate aloud the degree of discomfort 
or anxiety you experience us ing the 10-point scale . Let the spider 
come as close as possibl e ,  but if you begin to feel the s l ightest bit  
anxious or  uncomfortabl e ,  p l ease do  not  try to  force yoursel f to  con­
tinue . 
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P l ease remember to keep as sti l l as possible  due to the sens itive 
nature of the recording equipment , and use on ly  a movement of your right 
hand should  you find i t  necessary to press the button . Keep your l eft 
arm and l eft l eg perfect l y  sti l l  at  a l l times . Keep your eyes open and 
look directly at the spider for the entire time it i s  on the track . 
Remember to rate your l evel of discomfort or anxiety each time the spider 
stops moving using the scal e  from 1 to 1 0 .  I f  you have no further 
questions , we wil l  begin . Pl ease s it quietly keeping your eyes open as 
you norma l l y  would for the next few minutes so that the physiol ogical 
equipment can be cal ibrated properl y .  
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Abs tract 
The rel ative effectiveness of the external inhibi tion treatment in 
modifying the multiple  components of the anxiety response was 
2 
examined by a comparison with procedures control l ing for expectancy 
effects and repeated exposure to the phobic  stimulus . Subj ects were 
24 femal e  undergraduate students who were selected from a poo l of 31 6 
femal es according to the fol lowing criteria : ( 1 )  a total score on the 
SPQ that was within the upper 25% of the distribution of scores on 
the SPQ, (2) a distance score of at l east 24 inches on a passive 
behavioral avoidance test  ( BAT) , and (3) an increase  in heart rate of 
at l east 1 0% during the initial exposure to the spider . Eight 
subj ects meeting thes e criteria were randomly ass igned to one of 
three experimental groups : An External Inhibition group , a Graduated 
Exposure control group , or a Test-Retest Control group . Dependent 
measures consisting of pre- and posttreatment BAT scores , subj ective 
distress ratings (SUDS) e l icited by the spider, heart rate responding , 
skin conductance activity,  and SPQ scores fai l ed to provide any 
evidence of  the relative efficacy of  external inhibition in modifying 
phobic behavior . In a l l cases , the external inhibition treatment was 
found to be either ineffective or no more effective than the two 
control procedures in modifying the multip l e  components of the anxiety 
response .  These findings are discussed in terms o f  various s ituational , 
procedural , and subj ect factors that may have contributed to the rapid 
habi tuation of anxiety among al l three experimental groups , and 
thereby precluded the val id evaluation of potential  treatment effects . 
The imp l ications of these resul ts for the external inhibition phenomenon 
and for analogue fear research are discussed . 
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Although having received rel ative ly l ittle  attention to date , 
treatment techniques based on the phenomenon of external 
inhibition (Pavlov , 1927 )  appear to hol d  a great deal of promise 
as a means of effectively  modifying maladapt ive anxiety in humans . 
As a therapeutic  approach for anxiety or phobic disorders , 
techniques based on external inhibition are derived from the 
class ical condi tioning model of anxiety (Mowrer , 1 94 7 ;  Wo lpe , 
1958) . This  model essential ly  argues that maladapt ive anxiety . i s  
the resul t of the pairing of an  anxiety response with some 
obj ectively neutral or harmless stimulus , such that this stimulus 
itse l f  comes to el icit  increased l eve l s  of anxiety . In the 
external inhibition paradigm , a second external stimulus (e . g . , a 
tone or l ight ) is presented in the presence of the conditioned 
fear stimulus as a means of attenuat ing the conditioned fear 
response .  A number of experimental and cl inical case studies 
(Kleinman , 1979 ; Singh , 1976 ; Spiro , 1 98 1 ; Wi lkins & Domitor , 
1 97 3 ;  Wolpe & Lazarus , 1 966) have success ful ly demonstrated that 
use of such a procedure can significantly reduce the conditioned 
anxiety response evoked by a variety of specific phobic stimul i .  
Whi l e  supporting the cl inical application of  the principle 
of external inhibition, these studies are nevertheless l acking in 
several important respects when viewed in terms of the 
mul tidimensional nature of the anxiety construct . As Lang 
3 
( 1 968) has noted , anxiety is commonly regarded as a mul t idimens ional 
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construct characterized by a complex interact ion between the 
verba l - cognitive ,  phys iologica l , and motoric  response systems . 
Without exception , however , the studies conducted thus far on 
therapeutic appl ications of external inhibition have made use of 
only the s el f-report and/or behavioral channel s  for purposes of 
both subj ect selection and treatment evaluation . With regard to 
subj ect sel ection procedures ,  numerous obj ections have been 
raised concerning analogue fear research that attempts  to 
genera l i ze to a c l inica l l y  phobic  population on the basis  of a 
treatment developed with only mi ldly fearful subj ects ( Bernstein,  
1 9 73 ;  Bernstein & Paul , 1 9 71 ) . In view of the wide individual  
differences in  terms of  the  specific topography of the anxiety 
response ,  and the resul tant lack of covariation between response 
measures , it is impossible to determine on a post hoc basis the 
percentage of subj ects in these previous studies who were only 
"mi l dly  fearful"  or "truly phobic" in the sense of showing 
c l inica l l y  relevant increases in anxiety across a l l  three response 
modal ities . The fai lure of research on external inhibition to 
assess and control for phys iological responding , and to select 
subj ects on the basis  of a coincidence of activity in a l l  three 
channel s ,  is not only inconsistent with the mul tidimensional 
nature of the anxiety construc t ,  but , more important ly ,  precludes 
va l id genera l i zation of treatment effects to phobic c l ients in 
the cl inical setting . 
4 
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In terms of  treatment evaluation , investigations of external 
inhibition conducted to date have s imi larly fai l ed to incorporate 
physio logical activity as an outcome measure , and have rel i ed 
exc lus ivel y  on changes in sel f-reported anxiety or behavioral 
avoidance as a means of demonstrating therapeutic  effectiveness .  
Whi l e  this research has provided important empirical evidence as 
to the potential  of externa l  inhibi tion to modify phobic  behavior , 
the absence of  physiological measures among posttreatment 
improvement indices l eaves unaddress ed the abi l ity of such a 
procedure to effect significant changes in autonomic responding . 
The capacity of thi s  form of  treatment to effective ly  modify the 
physiological component of the anxiety response woul d  seem to be 
an especial ly important issue s ince external inhibition is 
theoretica l l y  based on a c lass ical autonomic conditioning 
paradigm .  Moreover , the concept of response de synchrony (Rachman 
& Hodgson , 1 974 )  indicates that di fferent treatment techniques may 
produce differential effects  on the various components of the 
anxiety response .  As effective treatment should ultimately  be 
capabl e  of  modifying each of these components , adequate evaluation 
of treatment effects  mus t  inc lude asses sment of changes occurring 
across a l l  three response modal ities . 
The present study represents an extension of previous 
research on therapeutic appl ications of external inhibition and 
sought to examine the effects  of such a procedure on the 
5 
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verba l - cognitive , physiological , and motoric components of the 
anxiety response .  To accomp l i sh thi s ,  subj ects were se lected and 
treatment effects evaluated in terms of changes e l icited in each of 
the three response modal it ies by a speci fic  fear stimulus . The 
fol lowing specific hypotheses were tes ted : ( 1 )  Subj ects who 
receive the external inhibition treatment would permit  a 
s ignificantly  greater approach by the phobic stimulus (i . e . , a 
spider) on the posttest than on the pretest assessment , and this 
improvement in approach behavior would  be s igni ficantly greater 
than that exhibited by subj ects in either the graduated exposure 
or test-retest control groups ; ( 2 )  Subj ects receiving the external 
inhibition treatment would  exhibit a significant reduction in 
se lf-reported fear of  the spider from the pretest to the posttest 
assessment , and this  reduct ion would be significantly greater than 
that shown by subj ects in either the graduated exposure or test­
retest control groups ; (3 )  Subj ects in the external inhibition 
treatment group would show a signi ficant reduction in heart rate 
l evel during the posttest BAT as compared to that exhibited during 
the pretest assessment . Thi s  reduct ion in heart rate for subj ects 
in the external inhibition group would be s ignificant ly  greater 
than that exhibited by subj ects in either the graduated exposure 
or test-retest control groups ; (4 )  Subj ects in the external 
inhibition treatment group would exhibit a s ignificant reduction 
in skin conductance levels during the posttest BAT as compared to 
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those shown during the pretest assessment . Thi s  reduction in skin 
conductance for subj ects in the external inhibi tion group would  be 
s ignificant ly  greater than that exhibited by subj ects in either 
the graduated exposure or test-retest control groups ; (5 )  Subj ects  
who receive the  external inhibition treatment would show a 
s ignificant reduct ion in scores obtained on the posttest 
administration of the Spider Questionnaire as compared to scores 
obtained on the initial  administration of the questionnaire . Thi s  
reduct ion i n  scores by the external inhibition group would be 
s ignificant ly  greater than that shown by subj ects in either the 
graduated exposure or test-retest control groups . 
Method 
Subjects 
Twenty- four (24) femal e  subj ects were chosen from 
undergraduate psychology courses at Virginia Commonwealth 
University . Subj ects having a fear of spiders were initial ly  
selected on the basis of their total scores on the Spider 
Questionnaire (SPQ ; Klorman et al . ,  1 974)  as fol lows : the SPQ 
was administered to 3 16  femal es at VCU over a two semester period 
during the 1982-83  academic year . Those subj ects scoring in the 
upper 25% of the distribution of a l l  scores on the SPQ were 
defined as potential high- fear subj ects and randomly assigned to 
one of three experimental groups : ( 1 )  an External Inhibition 
treatment group , (2) a Graduated Exposure control group , or (3) a 
7 
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Test - Retest control group . These subj ects were then invited to 
participate in a study "investigating physiological and subj ective 
responses to visual stimuli . "  A total of 53 subj ects were 
recruited in this fashion . Further screening of these potential 
high-fear subj ects was conducted during the pretreatment assessment 
phase of the study , and resul ted in the selection of 24 subj ects , 
with eight subj ects being assigned to each of the three 
experimental groups . 
Apparatus 
The external stimulus was presented via a SONY Cassette 
recorder (TC- 142 )  attached to a set of Pioneer (5E-405)  5tereophone 
Headphones . 
Physiological measures were recorded on a five-channe l Grass 
Model 7-D polygraph as fol lows : 
Heart rate was recorded via a Grass Model 7PGC preamp l i fier 
interfaced with a Grass Model 7DA driver amp l ifier .  Beat-by-heart 
rate was obtained through a Grass plug- in Tachograph 7P4 and 
recorded on a separate channel of the pO lygraph . Two s i lver 
p late EKG electrodes were attached on the l eft arm and left l eg 
and secured with perforated rubber straps . To insure proper 
conductance ,  each electrode site was thoroughly  c leaned with 
alcohol and an electrolyte of Grass EC-2 conductive paste was 
rubbed into the skin as we l l  as onto the surface of the electrodes . 
E lectrodermal responses were recorded through a Grass Model 
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7Pl low- l evel DC- coup l ed preamp li fier interfaced with a Grass Model 
7DA driver ampli fier . A pair of Beckman s i lver/ s i lver chloride cup 
electrodes 2cm2 in area were attached to the volar surface of  the 
l eft palm and referenced to a site  on the ventral side of the third 
phalange of the l eft index finger . Each el ectrode was interfaced 
with an electro lyte of 50% normal sal ine solution in paste form . 
The e lectrodes were appl ied to an acetone-cleaned skin surface and 
held securly in p lace by adhesive tape . 
Dependent r.feasures 
Behavioral Avoidance Test ( BAT) . Each subj ect was seated in 
a chair at the end of  an e l evated track extending from directly 
beneath the subj ect ' s  chest to  a distance of 1 0 -feet . A l ive 
tarantula (Eurype lma cal ifornica) enclosed in a venti lated , 
p lexigl ass case was concealed at the far end of the track and 
mounted on a motorized platform control l ed by the experimenter 
from the adj acent room . At .the start of the BAT , the spider was 
moved to the 1 0- foot mark by the experimenter and remained 
stationary at that point for a period of 30-seconds . The spider 
was then advanced toward the subj ect at the rate of approximately 
I - inch/second unti l  the subj ect began to feel the " least bit 
anxious or uncomfortable . "  At that point , the subj ect was 
instructed that she coul d press a sma l l  button on the arm of the 
chair that would immediately stop the spider . After a period of 
30-seconds , the experimenter once again began advancing the 
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spider toward the subj ect . The BAT was concluded when the subj ect 
stopped the spider a second time , with the experimenter recording 
the distance of the spider from the subj ect to the nearest inch . 
Subjective Units of Discomfort Scale (SUDS) : Subj ects were 
instructed to rate aloud , on a scale  from 1 to 1 0 ,  the subj ect ive 
units  of discomfort (SUDS) evoked by the spider at three different 
times during each BAT administration : when the spider was first 
brought to the l a- foot mark and each t ime the subj ect stopped the 
spider . The endpoints of the SUDS scale represented , respectively , 
"comp l etely calm" ( 1 )  and "the most anxiety ever fel t" ( 1 0) . 
Physiological Measures . Heart rate and skin conductance 
measures were continuous ly recorded throughout the experimental 
sess ions . In addition , movement of the spider during the BAT 
(i . e . , starts and stops )  were recorded on a separate channel of 
the polygraph record in order to eva luate the phys iological 
responses associated with the maximum and minimum distances of 
the phobic  stimulus from the subj ect . 
Spider Questionnaire . The SPQ (Klorman et al . ,  1 974 )  was 
used as a screening device for the initial  selection of potent ial 
spider fearful subj ects and was readministered during the 
posttreatment assessment phase of the study . 
Procedure 
Subj ects were tested individual ly and randomly schedul ed for 
the experimental sessions . Prior to the start of the experiment , 
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each subj ect was asked to s ign a consent form explaining the nature 
of the study , the physiological measures involved , and the subj ect ' s  
freedom to withdraw from the experimental  at any t ime . 
The experimental session was divided into three separate 
phases : ( 1 )  pretreatment screening and assessment , (2 )  treatment , 
and (3 )  posttreatment assessment . Each of the three experimental  
groups received the identical procedure in the  pretreatment and 
posttreatment assessment phases . The three phases of  the 
experimental session are described in detai l  be low . 
Pretreatment screening and assessment . Upon comp l et ion of  the 
pre l iminary questionnaire and consent form , the first BAT was 
administered as a means of further screening potential high-fear 
subj ects and providing basel ine data from which to evaluate 
treatment effects .  Each subj ect was seated comfortably in a padded 
lounge chair at the end of the BAT track and given instruct ions 
explaining the nature of the phobic  st imulus and the BAT procedure 
(speci fic instructions to subj ects are avai lable  on request ) . 
After the instructions had been read and the electrodes attached , 
subj ects  sat quiet ly with their eyes open for a 6-minute adaptat ion 
period prior to the start of the first BAT . 
In order to sel ect only those subj ects who were highly fearful 
of spiders , any subj ect who was able to bring the spider to a 
distance of less than 24- inches on the second trial of the BAT or 
who fai led to exhibit an increase in heart rate of  at least 1 0% 
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(from the last averaged beat -by-beat heart rate obtained during the 
adaptation period to the highest beat-by-beat heart rate el icited 
during exposure to the spider) was e l iminated from the study as 
exhibiting too l ittle  anxiety . 
Treatment Groups 
Immediately fo l l owing the end of the first BAT , the 
experimenter re-entered the experimental room and repl aced the 
spider in its concealed l ocation at the far end of the BAT track . 
Subj ects meeting the criteria specified above then received the 
treatment appropriate to the experimental group to which they had 
been assigned . 
External Inhibition . The subj ect remained seated in the 
chair and was read instructions explaining the External Inhibition 
treatment procedure . The headphones were then p laced on the 
subj ect and adj usted for comfort . The experimenter went to the 
adj acent room and , after a 2-minute adaptation period , moved the 
spider to the I O -foot mark . After a period of 30-seconds , the 
experimenter began moving the spider forward , bringing it 
progressively c loser to the subj ect at a rate of approximately 
I- inch/ second . When the subj ect pressed the button and stopped 
the spider , the experimenter presented the external noise stimulus 
for a total of 30-seconds . The external stimulus consisted of 
white noise del ivered at an intens ity of approximately 95 db A by 
a SONY tape recorder through the stereophonic headphones . One 
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administration of  the sound a s  an external l y  inhibiting stimulus 
was defined as a 30-second presentation with the white noise  
al ternately on and off for two-second periods . The white noise 
stimulus was prerecorded and the tape operated by the experimenter 
in the adj acent room . The strength of  the s t imulus was control led 
by the tape recorder at 95 db A .  
After presentation of the external stimulus , the experimenter 
once again began advanc ing the spider toward the subj ect . Each 
time the subj ect pressed the button and stopped the spider , the 
external stimulus was presented in the manner described above . 
This  phase of the experiment was terminated after the subj ect had 
received 15 presentations of the external stimulus or had permitted 
the spider to reach the endpoint of the BAT track , whichever 
occurred first . 
Graduated Exposure . Subj ects remained seated in the chair 
and were given instructions exp laining the Graduated Exposure 
procedure . The headphones were then p l aced on the subj ect as a 
control for extraneous noise and adj usted for comfort . The 
experimenter went to the adj acent room and , after a 2 -minute 
adaptation period , moved the spider to the lO-foot mark . The 
BAT procedure ,  as described above , was repeated for a tota l of 1 5  
tria l s ,  with tria l s  being defined a s  each time the subj ect stops 
the movement of the spider , or unti l  the subj ect had permitted the 
spider to reach the endpoint of the track .  
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Test-Retest Control . Subj ects remained seated in the chair 
and were read instructions explaining the Test -Retest Control 
procedure . The headphones were then p laced on the subj ect as a 
contro l  for extraneous noise and adj usted for comfort . The 
experimenter then went to the adj acent room and subj ects sat 
quietly for a period of IO-minutes . This period of  t ime was 
comparabl e  to the t ime required , to administer the External 
Inhibition and Graduated Exposure procedures . 
Posttreatment Asses'sment 
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Immediately fol l owing the end o f  the treatment phase of  the 
session , the experimenter re-entered ' the experimental room and 
rep laced the spider in its concealed l ocation at the far end of 
the BAT trac k .  In the posttreatment assessment phase , two BAT ' s  
were administered in order to assess changes in approach behavior 
and to evaluate changes in se lf-reported anxiety and phys iological 
activity at the closest distance obtained on the pretreatment 
assessment ( Borkovec et �. , 1 9 77 ) . The first BAT , with a 
procedure identical to that of the pretreatment BAT , was 
administered to determine changes in approach behavior . 
At the end of the first posttreatment BAT , the experimenter 
re-entered the experimenta l room and rep laced the spider in its  
concealed location at the  far end of the  BAT track . The second 
posttreatment BAT was then administered in order to assess changes 
in sel f-reported anxiety and physiological activity at the closest 
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distance obtained on the pretreatment assessment . The experimenter 
read the instruct ions to the subj ect and then , after a 3-minute 
adaptation period,  began the second posttreatment BAT by moving 
the spider to the 1 0- foot mark . After a period of  30-seconds , 
the experimenter moved the spider to the point on the BAT track 
where it had been stopped by the subj ect on the second trial  of 
the pretreatment BAT . 
Fo l l owing comp l et ion of the second BAT , the experimenter 
re-entered the experimental room, replaced the spider in its  
conceal ed location .  and removed the electrodes . Subj ects were 
then given a copy of the Spider Questionnaire to complete outside 
the experimental room . 
Results 
Behavioral Avoidance Test 
A repeated measures ana lysis of variance was conducted on the 
two sets of BAT scores (pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT # 1 )  
using a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period (pre, post)  x Group (External 
Inhibition , Graduated Exposure , Test-Retest) factors . The ANOVA 
yielded a significant main effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 2 1 ]  
35 . 1 3 ,  P � . Ol ) , . indicat ing that a l l  three experimental groups 
exhibited a s igni ficant improvement in approach behavior over the 
two assessment periods , and permitted the spider to come 
significantly closer on the posttreatment BAT than on the 
pretreatment BAT . A nonsignificant Group main effect and Group 
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x Period interaction effect revealed that thi s increase i n  approach 
behavior from the pretreatment to the posttreatment assessment was 
not s igni ficantly different for the three experimental groups . 
Subjective Units  of Distress 
In order to evaluate changes in self-reported anxiety with the 
spider at a constant distance , a repeated measures analysi s  of 
variance was performed on the SUDS ratings e l icited at the 1 0- foot 
point during the pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT #1 using a 
2 x 3 ANOYA on the Period x Group factors . The ANOYA revealed a 
s igni ficant main effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 2 l ]  = 5 1 . 4 7 ,  
P � . 01 ) , but fai l ed to show either a s ignificant main effect for 
the Group factor or a significant Group x Period interaction 
effect . This  indicated that al l three experimental groups 
disp l ayed a s ignificant reduct ion in the mean subj ective distress 
ratings evoked by the spider at the constant 1 0- foot distance on 
the posttreatment BAT , with no one group showing a s ignificant ly 
greater reduction than the other two . 
Changes in the SUDS ratings reported at the point of c losest 
pretreatment approach was examined by conducting a repeated 
measures analysis  of variance on the two sets  of SUDS scores 
(pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT #2 )  using a 2 x 3 ANOYA 
on the Period x Group factors . The ANOYA once again yielded a 
significant main effect for the Period factor ( F [ 1 , 2 l ]  = 40 . 04 ,  
P Z . 01 ) , which indicated that the spider evoked s igni ficant ly 
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lower mean subj ective distress ratings on the posttreatment BAT 
when presented at the point of c losest pretreatment approach . In 
addition, the fai lure to obtain a s ignificant main effect for the 
Group factor and the nonsignificant Group x Period interaction 
effect indicated that thi s  reduction in the mean SUDS ratings was 
s imi l ar for each of the three experimental groups . 
1 7  
Changes i n  the SUDS ratings e l icited a t  the point of  c losest 
approach on both the pretreatment and posttreatment assessments 
were also examined . A repeated measures analysis  of variance was 
performed on the SUDS ratings obtained during the pretreatment BAT 
and the posttreatment BAT # 1  using a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period x 
Group factors . The ANOVA again reveal ed a significant main effect 
for the Period factor CF [ l , 21 ]  = 1 5 . 70 ,  P <. . 01 ) , with neither the 
Group main effect nor the Group x Period interaction effect being 
s igni ficant . This  indicated that , with the spider at its point of 
c losest approach , al l three groups reported significantly lower 
mean subj ective distress ratings on the posttreatment assessment 
than on the pretreatment BAT , and that these reductions in mean 
SUDS scores were s imi l ar for each of the experimenta l  groups . 
Heart Rate 
Heart rate in beats per minute was samp l ed from the 
cardiotachograph every 5 seconds for the final 30 seconds of each 
BAT adaptation period . These  scores served as the "basal"  or 
initial l evel of heart rate activity for each respective BAT . 
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The physiological recordings were also sampled every 5 seconds for 
each 30-second period the spider was presented in a stationary 
pos ition ( i . e . , when it was stopped at the l a- foot point , when the 
spider was s topped for a second t ime by the subj ect ,  and when the 
spider was presented at the point of c losest pretreatment approach 
on the posttreatment BAT #2 ) . These scores represented the 
subj ect ' s  "stress"  l evel of heart rate activity for each respective 
BAT . In order to control for individual variation in base l ine 
amp l i tude , a difference , or change , score was computed by 
subtracting the mean "basal"  l evel of heart rate from the mean 
"stress" l evel of heart rate for each of the three analyses 
performed on the pretreatment and posttreatment heart rate data . 
In order to evaluate changes in heart rate responding at the 
constant l a -foot distance , a repeated measures analysis of 
variance was performed on the two sets of heart rate change scores 
calculated from the pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT # 1  
heart rate l evels . Using a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period x Group 
factors , the ana lysis reveal ed a s igni ficant main effect for the 
Period factor (F [ 1 , 2l ]  = 21 . 2 3 ,  P < . 01 ) , but fai l ed to show 
either a s igni ficant main effect for the Group factor or a 
significant Group x Period interaction effect . This  indicated 
that each of the experimental groups exhibited a s ignificant 
reduction in the heart rate activity e l icited by the spider at 
the constant la- foot distance from the pretreatment to the 
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posttreatment assessment , and that this reduct ion was s imi l ar 
across al l three groups . 
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A repeated measures analysis of variance was a lso  conducted on 
the heart rate change scores calculated from the pretreatment BAT 
and posttreatment BAT #2  us ing a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period x Group 
factor to eval uate changes in heart rate activity at the point of 
c losest pretreatment approach . No s ignificant main effects or 
interaction effect s  were obtained from this ana lysis . 
Heart rate responding at the point of  c losest approach on both 
the pretreatment and posttreatment (BAT # 1 )  assessments was 
evaluated by using a 2 x 3 repeated measures analysis  of variance 
conducted on the Period x Group factors . The ANOVA yielded a 
s ignificant main effect for the Period factor (F [ 1 , 2 l ]  = 1 7 . 69 P � 
. 01 ) . This  indicated that the heart rate activity e l icited by the 
spider at its point of closest approach was significantly less for 
al l three groups on the posttreatment than on the pretreatment BAT . 
In addition, the failure to obtain either a signi ficant main 
effect for the Group factor or a s igni ficant Group x Period 
interact ion effect indicated that each of the experimental groups 
exhibited s imi lar reductions in heart rate responding over the 
two assessment periods . 
Skin Conductance 
Skin resistance l evel s  were sampl ed from the phys iological 
record every 5 seconds for the final 30 seconds of each BAT 
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adaptation period.  These scores served as the subj ect ' s  "basal"  
or initial  skin resistance l evel for each respective BAT . The 
recordings were also sampled every 5 seconds for each 30-second 
period that the spider was presented in a stationary pos ition 
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(L e . , when it  was first brought to the end of the BAT track , when 
the spider was stopped for a second t ime by the subj ect , and when 
the spider was presented at the point of c losest pretreatment 
approach on the posttreatment BAT #2) . These scores represented 
the subj ect ' s  "stress"  l evel of skin resistance activity for each 
respective BAT . A reciprocal transformation of skin resistance 
values was performed creating skin conductance scores as suggested 
by Venabl es and Martin ( 1 968) . These scores were then used to 
derive a change score by subtracting the mean "basa l "  l evel of 
skin conductance from the mean "stress"  level of skin conductance 
for each of the three ana lyses performed on the skin conductance 
data . 
To evaluate changes in skin conductance activity with the 
spider at a constant 1 0- foot distance ,  a repeated measures analys is 
of variance was performed on the skin conductance change scores 
cal cul ated from the pretreatment BAT and posttreatment BAT #1 mean 
skin conductance l evels . Us ing a 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Period x Group 
factors , the analysis reveal ed a significant main effect for the 
Period factor (F [ 1 , 2 l ]  = 48 . 46 ,  P � . 01 ) , but fai l ed to show either 
a s ignificant main effect for the Group factor or a significant 
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Group x Period interaction effect . This  indicated that a l l  three 
experimental groups exhibited s ignificant and s imi lar reductions 
2 1  
i n  the skin conductance act ivity e l icited by the spider a t  the 
constant 1 0- foot distance from the pretreatment to the posttreatment 
assessment . 
A repeated measures analysis  of variance was also conducted on 
the skin conductance change scores computed from the pretreatment 
BAT and posttreatment BAT #2 in order to evaluate changes in skin 
conductance activity e l icited at the point of c losest pretreatment 
approach . The 2 x 3 ANOVA conducted on the Period x Group factors 
once again yie lded a s ignificant main effect for the Period factor 
(F [ 1 , 2 l ]  = 26 . 64 ,  P � . O l ) . This effect indicated that significant ly  
lower l evels of  skin conductance act ivity were elicited on the 
posttreatment assessment as compared to the pretreatment assessment 
when the spider was presented at the point of c losest pretreatment 
approach . In addition ,  the nonsignificant Group main effect and 
Group x Period interaction effect indicated that these reductions 
in skin conductance activity were simi lar for al l three 
experimental groups . 
Skin conductance activity e l icited at the point of c losest 
approach on the pretreatment and posttreatment ( BAT # 1 )  assessments 
was evaluated by using a 2 x 3 repeated measures analysis of  
variance conducted on  the Period x Group factors . The ANOVA 
reveal ed a significant main effect for the Period factor 
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(F [ 1 , 2 l ]  = 38 . 7 3 ,  P "- . 0 1 ) , as wel l  as a s ignificant Group x Period 
interact ion effect (F [ 1 , 2 l ]  = 3 . 64 ,  P <. . 05 ) . Whi l e  the 
s ignificant main effect for the Period factor impl ied that the 
magnitude of a l l  group mean skin conductance scores was reduced 
from the pretreatment to the posttreatment assessment , the 
significant Group x Period interaction effect indicated that the 
three groups changed differential ly  across the two assessment 
periods . A Duncan ' s  Multiple Range Test performed on the 
signifi cant Group x Period interaction effect revealed that the 
External Inhibition and �rjduated Exposure groups both showed a 
s ignificant , and s imi lar ,  reduction in the skin conductance 
activity e l icited by the spider at its point of c losest approach 
on the posttreatment BAT as compared to the activity e l ic ited on 
the pretreatment assessment . The Test-Retest group , however , 
disp layed no s ignificant reductions in skin conductance activity 
across the two assessment periods . 
Spider Questionnaire 
Each subj ect was administered the Spider Questionnaire (SPQ) 
on two separate occasions . The first admini stration prior to 
participation in the experiment served as the basis for initial  
subj ect selection . The second administration of the SPQ 
occurred during the posttreatment assessment phase of the study 
and fol lowed comp l etion of the final behavioral  avoidance tas k .  
A repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted o n  the 
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two sets of SPQ scores us ing 2 x 3 ANOVA on the Group x Period 
factors . No s ignificant main effects or interaction effects were 
obtained on the SPQ . 
Treatment Trials  
23 
During the treatment phase of the experiment , subj ects in the 
External Inhibition group were exposed to the spider and presented 
with the external stimulus noise each time they pressed the button 
to stop the advance of the spider . Graduated Exposure subj ects 
were administered the same procedure without the presentation of 
the external stimulus . In both cases , this phase of the experiment 
continued unti l  15 trials  had been compl eted ( 1 5  admini strations 
of the external stimulus in the case of External Inhibition 
subj ects and 15 stops of the spider for Graduated Exposure 
subj ects ) ,  or unti l  the subj ect had al lowed the spider to reach 
the endpoint of the track . This  latter criterion resulted in some 
subj ects receiving less than the maximum of 15 trial s during the 
treatment phase . 
An examination of the data for both groups revealed that only 
one subj ect in the Externa l Inhibition group received less than 15 
sound administrations , whi l e  a total of seven subj ects In the 
Graduated Exposure group were able  to bring the spider to the 
endpoint of the track prior to reaching the 1 5  trial criterion . 
A Chi Square Test was performed on the number of subj ects in both 
groups who received the maximum of 1 5  trials during the treatment 
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phase of  the study to determine if this number was s ignificantly  
different for the  two experimental groups . The number of subj ect s  
receiving a total of  1 5  trial s was significantly  greater for the 
External Inhibition group than for the Graduated Exposure group 
2 (x = 9 . 00 ,  df = 1 ,  P .(. . 01 ) . 
In order to determine i f  the total number of  trial s 
administered to the two groups during the treatment phase of the 
study a lso differed s igni ficant ly ,  a t -test was performed on the 
mean trials  received by the External Inhibition and Graduated 
Exposure subj ects . Thi s  analysis was also highly s ignificant 
(t = 5 . 53 ,  df = 1 4 ,  P <. . 01 ) , indicating that External Inhibition 
subj ects received a s ignifi cant ly greater number of trial s during 
the treatment phase than subj ects in the Graduated Exposure group . 
Discussion 
The present study represented an extension o f  previous res earch 
on the therapeutic applications o f  the external inhibition 
phenomenon , and sought to examine the effects of such a procedure 
on the verbal -cognitive , motoric ,  and phys iological components of 
the anxiety response .  To accompl ish this , subj ects were sel ected 
and treatment effects evaluated on the bas is of changes e l ici ted 
in each of the three response modal it ies by a specific fear 
stimulus . An attempt was made to demonstrate that use of an 
external inhibition procedure would produce s ignificant reductions 
in anxiety across al l three response  channels , and that these 
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reduct ions in anxiety would be significantly greater than those 
evidenced by subj ects receiving procedures des igned to control for 
expectancy effects and repeated exposure to the phobic stimulus . 
The resul ts  of the present study fai l ed to provide any evidence 
of the relative efficacy of external inhibi tion in modifying phobic 
behavior . These findings are contrary to previous c l inical case 
studies and group outcome studies which have offered suggestive 
support for the use of such a procedure in the treatment of 
anxiety-related disorders . It  was predicted , on the basis  of this 
previous research , that use of an external inhibition treatment 
procedure would  resul t in significant ly greater reduct ions in 
anxiety across al l three response channel s  than procedures which 
control l ed for repeated exposure to the phobic stimulus and 
expectancy and placebo effects . In al l cases , however , the 
external inhibition procedure was found to be either ineffective 
or no more effective than the two control procedures in modi fying 
the various components of the anxiety response . 
Interestingly ,  the externa l inhibit ion and graduated exposure 
procedures did yield rather disparate results within the treatment 
phase of the experimental sessions . Specifica l l y ,  the two groups 
were found to be s ignificantl y  different in terms of the number 
of subj ects in each group who permitted the spider to reach the 
endpoint of the track prior to completing the 15 treatment trial s .  
Seven out of the eight subj ects in the Graduated Exposure group 
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were able  to bring the spider to the end of the BAT track before 
al l 1 5  trial s had been completed , as opposed to only one subj ect 
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in the External Inhibition group . These differences in performance 
resul ted in the External Inhibition subj ects receiving s ignificant ly 
more treatment trial s (X = 1 4 . 88 )  than subj ects in the Graduated 
Exposure condition (X = 7 . 25 ) . Thus , even though they received 
only hal f  as many treatment trial s with a supposedly inert 
procedure , nearly every subj ect in the Graduated Exposure group 
permitted the spider to move to the point of c losest possib l e  
approach during the treatment phase o f  the experiment . This  
contrasts to  the one External Inhibition subj ect who compl eted the 
treatment phase  prematurel y ,  but who sti l l  required a total of 14 
treatment trial s before a l l owing the spider to reach the endpoint 
of the BAT track . The seeming ly greater effectiveness of the 
graduated exposure procedure in reducing avo idance behavior within 
the treatment ses s ion was unexpected and is  somewhat difficul t to 
explain .  
Al though the reasons underlying these di fferences are unc lear , 
it may be that the white noise stimul us presented to subj ects in 
the External Inhibition group produced an actual increase in their 
overal l  level of arousal during exposure to the phobic stimulus . 
Thi s  increased arousal , in turn , could have interfered with the 
habituation of the anxiety response and maintained their avoidance 
behavior during the relatively brief treatment sess ion (c . f . Goethe , 
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1 980 ;  Kal lman & Isaacs , 1 977 ; Sckneirla ,  1959) . Whi l e  Spiro ( 1 98 1 )  
a l so employed white noise as  the external inhibiting stimulus , such 
an effect would not have been as apparent in her study since al l 
subj ects were l ess  l ikely to reach the termination point on the 
behavioral task used during treatment .  This  suggestion can only 
remain speculative s ince no  attempt was made to  analyze the l evel s 
of phys iological arousal  exhibited throughout the treatment period . 
I t  does imply ,  however , that white noise may not be the stimulus of 
choice within the external inhibition paradigm . Whatever the 
reason , it is c lear that these differential treatment effects were 
short- l ived , as both groups displayed simi l ar s ignificant reduct ions 
in anxiety in al l three response modal ities on the posttreatment 
assessment measures . 
Whi le  the findings of the current investigation would seem to 
serious ly question the c l inical efficacy of  external inhibition in 
the treatment of anxiety , the results  are subj ect to two important 
considerations which cast doubt on the internal val idity of the 
study itse lf .  Firs t ,  the Test -Retest control condition was 
inc luded to provide a comparison group against which to eva luate 
treatment effects and the possible contribut ion of placebo and 
expectancy factors . It  had been assumed , albeit imp l icit ly ,  that 
the brief ,  repeated exposure to the phobic st imulus would produce 
very l ittl e ,  if any , change in the anxiety exhibited by these 
subj ects , l eaving the comparison of interest between the External 
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Inhibition and Graduated Exposure groups . C learl y ,  the cons istent ly  
s igni ficant resul ts obtained for the Test - Retest condition did  not 
fulfi l l  this expectation and ,  instead , indicated that the mult ip le  
responses used to  define anxiety were extremely  easy to  modify 
through only  brief exposure to the spider , with the addition of an 
intervening treatment being of re latively l i tt le  consequence .  Given 
these findings , it seems l ikely that some combination of nonspecific 
extra-treatment variabl es (situational , instructional , and procedural 
variables)  may have been the primary influence in producing the 
rather large reduction in anxiety exhibited by the Test-Retest 
condition , and was l ikely the overriding determinant in the 
reductions shown by the other two experimental groups as we l l . 
Whi le  impossible to speci fy with any degree of certainty ,  these 
nonspeci fic variables may have included : ( 1 )  a novel ty effect on 
the pretreatment assessment , ( 2 )  subt l e  and implicit  demands for a 
reduction in anxiety on the posttreatment BAT , ( 3) contextual cues 
relating the safety and benign nature of the s ituation , and (4) the 
physical characteristics of the spider and test apparatus . Whatever 
their exact source ,  it is apparent that these uncontrol led and 
unpredicted effects exerted a large impact on the response systems 
being assessed and , in so doing , virtua l l y  prec luded the val id 
evaluation of the potential therapeutic effects of the external 
inhibition procedure . 
The second , re lated consideration regarding the results  obtained 
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in the current study pertain to the analogue subj ects which comprised 
the three experimental groups . A principal obj ection that is 
frequently raised regarding analogue fear research is  the use of  
subj ects drawn from an  undergraduate popul ation who may not be  truly 
phobic , in the sense that they exhibit cl inical ly rel evant increases 
in anxiety in a l l  three response modal ities as a resul t of the 
presentation of the presumed phobic st imulus (e . g . , Bernstein , 1973 ; 
Bernstein & Paul , 1 9 71 ) . Recognizing the l imitations associated with 
using an ana logue population , an attempt was made in the present 
work to select only highly fearful subj ects on the basis  of their 
respons ivity to the spider in the verbal -cognitive , motoric , and 
physio logical response channel s .  While  this  method o f  subj ect 
selection represented a much more stringent procedure than is 
usua l ly  employed in analogue res earch , there is evidence which 
suggests that the present sample  was not "truly phobic" and , instead , 
was probably only mi ldly fearful at best . In his extens ive review 
of the behavioral assessment of  anxiety , Bernstein ( 1 973)  cites 
evidence indicating that truly phobic subj ects l ikely comprise less 
than five percent of an undergraduate population i f  rigorous 
selection criteria are used . Lang ( 1 968)  has s imi larly reported 
that when subj ects are carefully  screened through quest ionnaires , 
avoidance tests , and interviews , only about one or two percent of 
an undergraduate population wi l l  qua l i fy as phobics . In the 
current investigation , only eight percent of the subj ects who were 
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initia l l y  administered the questionnaire were accepted as being 
sufficiently fearful in terms of their responding in each of the 
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three response channe l s . By comparison , this percentage would  
seem to  be  fairly respectab le  and conservative , and imp l ies the 
selection of a rel atively large number of "truly phobic" subj ects . 
The examination of correlations among the pretreatment measures , 
however , provides evidence to the contrary , and indicates that 
the obj ective of selecting subj ects who were characteri zed by a 
coincidence of activity in a l l  three response modal ities was not 
rea l i zed . Speci fica l l y ,  the External Inhibi tion group showed 
only two significant correlations out of a poss ible  1 0 ,  whi le  one 
out of 1 0  was obtained for the Test - Retest subj ects . The 
Graduated Exposure condition yielded no s ignificant corre lat ions 
among the pretreatment measures . Al though cons istent with 
previous research reporting a lack of concordance between the 
various response systems in anxiety (e . g . ,  Borkovec et �. , 1 9 74 ; 
Martin,  1961 ) , the dearth of s ignificant correl ations indicates 
that subj ects in the present investigation were not characteri zed 
by an especial ly high level of emotional arousal during their 
initial  exposure to the phobic stimulus . As Hodgson and Rachman 
(1974 )  have noted , "concordance between response systems i s  l ikely 
to be high during strong emot ional arousal , (whi le )  discordance 
wil l  be more evident when emotional responses are re latively 
mi ld" (p . 3 19 ) . Thus , it seems quite l ikely that , despite attempts 
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t o  use a more rigorous selection procedure , the subj ects comprising 
the three experimental groups were only  mildly fearful and were not , 
as had been hoped ,  repres entative of phobic  c l ients in the c l inical 
setting . 
The apparently  mi l d  fear characteri zing these subj ects may a l so 
account , in l arge part , for the seemingly potent effect s  of  
nonspecific experimental factors in reducing the anxiety response . 
As Borkovec et �. ( 1 973)  have pointed out , extra-treatment variables 
such as those mentioned above have a much "greater effect on low 
fearful subj ects than on high fearful subj ects within the analogue 
phobic population" (p . 495 ) . Since the current subj ects were 
probab ly only mi ldly  fearful , they were especial ly susceptib l e  to 
the confounding effects of these nonspecific extra- treatment 
variables , and were consequently  ab le  to exhibit signi ficant 
reduct ions in anxiety across repeated test ings even with no 
exp l icit  attempt being made to modify their responding . 
Cons idered together , these findings suggest that the present 
experiment was of doubtful  val idity ,  both in terms of assessing 
the presence of ,  and changes in ,  the anxiety response ,  and 
adequately evaluating potential treatment effects . The selection 
procedures that were used fai l ed to screen out a large number of 
mi l dly fearful subj ect s ,  and the inc lusion of these subj ects 
served to greatly intens ify the confounding effects of  nonspeci fic 
extra- treatment variables on the responses being measured . Thes e 
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effects ,  in turn , precluded any meaningful comparisons between the 
experimental groups in terms of differential treatment effects .  
The use of mil dly  fearful subj ects in a mildly fearful analogue 
setting would indicate that the obtained resul ts do not represent 
an adequate or val id  test of the hypotheses under investigation 
concerning the relative efficacy o f  the external inhibition 
treatment . The effectiveness , or ineffectiveness o f  this procedure 
in the treatment of anxiety-related disorders remains , therefore , 
an empirical question subj ect to future experimental investigation . 
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